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1. Introduction

Most highenergycollisionsbetweenelementaryparticlesresult in a multi-body final statein which
a cloud of pions take away half the incident energy. In a small numberof cases,the particlespass
through unchanged.In an even smaller numberof cases,they exchangequantumnumberssuch as
chargeor strangenessbut otherwise,are more or lessunchanged.Datafor this last class of collision
processesshow a striking richnessandvariety— somereactioncross-sectionsshow dips or breaksat
fixed momentum-transfer,othersdo not; spin polarisationpropertiesvarygreatly from onereactionto
another;cross-sectionschangeby manyordersof magnitudeover presentlyaccessibleenergyranges.
The main aim in Reggephenomenologyis to understandthis hugewealthof experimentalfactsandto
abstractfrom it a theoreticalframeworkwhich can be appliedto all aspectsof hadronphysics.In the
following review we hopeto showthat this aim has, to a large extent,beenachieved.

Sinceits introductioninto particlephysicssomefifteen yearsago[4], the Reggepolehypothesishas
influenced almost every theory or model of the strong interaction. Its importancein strong inter-
actions is two-fold. Firstly, it is so far the only successfulimplementationof the quantumexchange
ideawhich was so fruitful in the field-theoreticdescriptionof electromagneticinteractions.Secondly,
it unifies the two main aspectsof hadroniccollisions— the scatteringand spectroscopicpropertiesof
hadrons.By the latter, we meanthat the same Reggepoles which dominatehigh energyscattering
exchangemechanismsalsocorrelatethe observedspectrumof hadronicbound statesandresonances.

In addition to providing a coherentaccount of an otherwise bewildering array of two-body
scatteringdata, the underlying ideas of Regge phenomenologyhavebecomepart of the everyday
languageof particle physics.They are usedroutinely in all areasof the subject.One of the aims, in
this review, is to describethis achievementof Regge phenomenologywhich we believeis often
overlooked.The debatesover specific models have perhapsdulled our appreciationof the great
predictivepowerof the Reggeapproach.

However, the main purposeof the review is not to eulogise the successesof the past; more
importantis to surveythe live issuesof Reggephenomenology.In so doing, wewill try to identify the
mainquestionsanddiscussto whatextentthey havebeensatisfactorilyanswered.We hopethereader
will not only be able to acquireor renewfamiliarity with the consolidatedaspectsof the subject,but
also to assessthe importantissueslying behindcurrentcontroversies.

1.1. Historical development

Throughoutthe early and mid-sixties many workersdemonstratedthe usefulnessof Regge poles
for describingthe rapidly accumulatingdataon bothelastic andinelastictwo-bodycollisions [8,6, 15,
20, 21, 29, 23,24]. With the applicationof SU(3) to exchangevertices,a coherentpictureof exchange
mechanismsbegan to emerge [21]. Data of improved statistical accuracy showed the need for
correctionsto the basicReggepole and, in the late sixties,Arnold [17, 30], Kane,Ross[60, 78] and
othersdevelopedabsorptionmodelsfor Reggecuts,so generalisingthe t-channelapproach.

Following the pioneering work of Dolen, Horn and Schmid [42], the almost contemporary
developmentof duality ideasgreatlyincreasedthe predictivepowerof the Reggepolemodel. Being a
(complementary)s-channelapproach,duality provided much-neededconstraintson the poleresidue
functions,andexplicit dualmodel amplitudeswere proposed[491.With the increasingavailability of
polarisationdata, the underlyingamplitudestructureof the variousmodelsincorporatingReggecuts
anddualitywas stringentlytestedand,as a result,certainsystematicfeaturesof the amplitudesbegan
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to emerge[60,50]. At aroundthis time (early seventies),the prospectof a completeunderstandingof
two-body exchangeamplitudesin terms of Reggepoles and cuts seemedbright [100].Using double
polarization data for ITN scattering,Haizen and Michael [93] demonstratedthe value of direct
knowledgeof amplitudestructure.There followed further attemptsto unravel the scatteringampli-
tudesfrom datausinga variety of techniqueslooselytermed“amplitude analysis”.

Along with the resultsof amplitude analysescame a growing realisationthat no one absorption
modelaccountedfor all the data.The emphasisshiftedfrom modelbuildingtowardsan attemptto find
systematicfeaturesin amplitude structure[87, 176, 208].

In discussionsof Regge phenomenologyand its future, one can discern two distinct attitudes
(which we shall call “systematic”and “pragmatic”). The systematic,ratheroptimistic,approachneeds
little explanation.It is that by furtherstudy of experimentaldata— in particular,dataon amplitudes—

and with sometheoreticalprompting,we shall arrive first at some useful empirical rules about the
behaviourof Reggecut amplitudes,and thenat acalculabletheoryof Reggecuts.The pragmatic,and
in somerespectspessimistic,attitudeis that thereis little progressto be madeby current methodsof
two-body phenomenology,thatperhapsReggecuts areintrinsically complicatedobjectsalthoughthe
laws governingthem maybe simple. It is like trying to formulatequantummechanicsfrom dataon the
energylevels of mercury— where is the hydrogenatom of Reggephenomenology?Accordingto this
view, the basic hypothesis of Regge pole dominance has been established in two-body
phenomenology,andits relevanceto otherhadronicprocessesrecognised.Understandingthe subtler
featuresof two-body amplitude structure(and the rules governingReggecuts)mayeventuallycome
from otherareaswithin particlephysics.Perhaps,with hindsight,we shall seethatwe wereaskingthe
wrong questionsin the first place.

In the concludingsection,we shall commentfurther on the statusof the two approaches.The
studiesof amplitude systematicspresentedin section3 and in many of the mini-reviews (section4)
representthe systematicapproachto Reggephenomenology.The summaryof Reggepole successes
(section2) andthe ReggeisedBorn term model (appendixA) areofferedin the spirit of the pragmatic
approach.

The successof two-bodyReggephenomenologyhasaffectedotherareasof particle physics in at
leastthreeways.

Firstly, various aspectsof Regge behaviour(energy dependence,linear trajectories,etc.) have
becomedesideratafor explicit models and theories.As examplesof these,one may mention dual
schemes[230,240] and theoriesof coloured quarksand gluons (quantumchromodynamics)[155].
Secondly,Regge phenomenologyhasbeen an important tool in several diverseareasof study. An
obvious example is its use, along with the Mueller generalisedoptical theorem [77], in analysing
inclusive processes.Another, lessobvious,example is the role played by Reggeconceptsin large
angleand largetransversemomentumscattering[330].Diffractive scatteringis alsoan areaof strong
interactionresearchwhenReggeideasandresultsarein everydayuse[291].

Phenomenologicalsuccesshasprovided impetus for the developmentof Reggetheory itself. For
example,considerableprogressin multiparticle Reggetheory hasresulted[199].The Gribov Reggeon
calculus [57, 296] and its developmentshave also involved a greatdeal of interplay with Regge
phenomenology,particularly concerningthe natureof j-plane cuts. (This will be discussedin a later
section.)
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1.2. Plan of thereview

The reviewis arrangedinto specialistandnon-specialistunits. We recommendthe non-specialistto
concentrateon sections2 (simple featuresof Reggepoles),3 (absorptivecorrections)and 5 (con-
clusions).Section4 is morespecialisedandcontainsseveralself-containedmini-reviewsof currently
interestingtopics. We havemadelittle attemptto be complete.However,we hopethatpersonalbias
has been sufficiently overcome that our choice of topics, if not our treatment of them, fairly
representsrecent activity in the field. A particularly noticeable omission is that of diffractive
scattering. There are many aspects of the latter which are highly relevant to Regge pole
phenomenologybut, for reasonsof space,we areforced to neglectthis ratherlargesubject.

Particulareffort hasbeenmadeto re-emphasisethe many simple,yet non-trivial, successesof the
Reggepole approachwhich havebecomeincreasinglyobscuredby technicalside-issues.We dwell
little on the mathematicalderivationof Reggepoleformulaeand,instead,refer the interestedreader
to the extensiveliteratureon the subject [41,75, 305]. Other treatmentsof the topicspresentedhere
maybefound in earlier reviewarticlessuchas thoseby Jackson[71],Chiu [116],Fox andQuigg [154]
andDavier [208].

2. Foundationsof Reggepole phenomenology

In this section we introduce the basicRegge pole formula as the foundation on which Regge
phenomenologyis built. We shallarguethat this poleformula is highly constrained,highly predictive
andsuccessful.

2.1. TheReggepoleformula

In thelate 1960sReggetheorywas a subjectof enormoustechnicalcomplexity [seefor instance31]
whereone hadto battlewith ghost-killing mechanisms,kinematicconstraints,daughtersand the like
before establishingcontactwith experimentaldata. Fortunatelythe resultsof all thesecomplexities
turn out to beexceedinglysimplewhenexpressedin termsof s-channelhelicity amplitudes[40].They
can be summarisedin one formulae(eq. (2.1)) which is adequatefor 90% of all phenomenological
applications,andwhich we shalladoptas our startingpoint. The technicalitieswhich ariseon the way
havebeenextensivelyreviewed[31,41, 75, 84, 305].

The contributionof a single t-channelmesonReggepoleat a(t), to an s-channelhelicity amplitude
for the process12—~34,is given by

1 + T exp{—i~a(t)}

TA3A4AIA2(v,t) = sinira(t) g~3~(t)g~4~2(t). (v/vt,) . (2.1)
v is the crossing symmetric energy variable ~(s— u), where s =(pl+p2)

2 and u =(P2—P3)2 t =

(p~— p~)2is the momentumtransfer;the signatureof the pole is r (= ±1)and v~is a constantscale
factor.

Equation(2.1) is valid in thelimit (v —~o~,~fixed) to leadingorderin 1/v. Its mostessentialpropertiesare
(1) Theenergydependencecomespurely from the factor (y/po~~~)~

(2) Phaseand crossingsymmetry.Since T(v, t) is a hermitiananalytic functionof ii [even(odd) if
r = +1 (—1)] and hasa powerlaw behaviourv~,its phase is uniquely determined.Thus the residue
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gA
3AgA4A2 is real and the phasearises solely from the signaturefactor (—exp{—ilTa/2} if r = + 1 and

iexp{—ilTa/2} if ‘r = —1). The symmetry under the (crossing)transformationv—~—vis physically
important for relatingamplitudesfor the s-channelprocess(12 —~34, s > 0) to thosefor the u-channel
process(32—~14, u >0). Thus,undercrossing,odd signaturepoles (r = —1) changesign while even
signatureonesdo not.

(3) Factorisation.The Reggepoleresiduefactorisesinto two vertexfunctionsg~3Â,(t)andg~4~2(t).

(4) Parity conservation.The vertex functionsobeythe parity relationst
— J3—J1 A3—A~

gA3A1 — (rP)~3~1(—) (—) g—A3—A
(2.2)

— J4—J2 5,—A4

— (rP)~4~2(—) (—) g_54_52
where.I~and~ arethe spin andparityof the externalparticles.rP (signatureX parity) is knownas the
naturalityof theReggepole.Equation(2.2)ensuresthattheparityreflectionpropertyof thefull amplitude
is trivially obeyed:

J,+J4—J,—J, A,—A4—A~+A,

= flifl2fl3714( ) - -(—) - - T_53_545_52. (2.3)
(5) Kinematicsingularities.In the high energylimit, s-channelhelicity amplitudeshaveno kinema-

tic singularitiesexcept that thosewith net helicity flip n = jA3 — A1 — A4 + A21 vanish in the forward
direction as (—t)”

2, through angularmomentumconservation.Therefore the vertex functionsg(t)
mustbehaveas

g
535(t)— (_t)k3_A1~

2 (2.4)

near t = 0. In this way the full amplitude correspondingto single Reggepoleexchangebehavesas
T j

‘ A3A4A~A~ ~

wheren + x = IA
3 — A1I + IA4 — A21. Thus it can happen(if x� 0) that a Reggepoleamplitude vanishesat

t = 0 more rapidly than angular momentumrequires (—(—t)”
2). For example,an amplitude with

A
3 — A1 = 1 andA4 — A2 = 1 hasn = 0 but n + x= 2. This solutionto theangularmomentumconstraints,

in which eachRegge pole individually satisfies them, is called evasion.Another possibility where
several poles conspire to satisfy angularmomentum and parity constraintshas been extensively
discussed[e.g.31] but rejectedon phenomenologicalgrounds[84].

We emphasizethat eq. (2.1) is an asymptoticformula. In non-leadingorders(—v~relative to eq.
(2.1)) thereare severalcomplications.Perhapsthe most important is that, for unequalmasskinema-
tics, the physicalregion boundaryis at t tmlfl � 0. It is often worthwhile to replacet by t — tmlfl in
kinematicfactorssuchas in eq. (2.1).

2.2. Empirical and theoreticalconstraints

While the properties(1)—(5) listed in §2.1 alreadymakethe poleformula usefully predictive,there
are further constraintson the allowed trajectories and residue functions which turn it into an
indispensablephenomenologicalweaponof enormouspredictivepower. The mostimportantof these
are

tThe relationsfor particlesof “type 1” and “type 2” aresuperficiallydifferent only becauseof our use of theJacobandWick phasefactor.
(_)J,_A,, for particle 2 helicity states.
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(1) The leading few trajectoriesdominateabovequite moderateenergies(in the region of PLAB
4GeV/c).

(2) Trajectoriesarelinear in t.

(3) Residuesare fairly structurelessfunctionsof t and may be related to the appropriatecoupling
constants.

(4) ResidueshaveSU(3) symmetry.
(5) Trajectoriesandresiduesobey roughexchangedegeneracyrelations.
(6) Residuesobey other constraintssuch as higher symmetries,vector dominanceandfactorisation

consistencyconditions.
Someof theseconstraints((2), (5) and(6)) maybe regardedas purely theoretical;for example(2) is

a featureof dualor quarkmodels.Othersrely moreheavily on empiricalobservationand,sinceit can
often be hardto isolateReggepolesfrom other(Reggecut) contributionsto data, aredifficult to verify
precisely.Neverthelesswe haveseveralgoodreasonsto believethem.

(1) Dominanceof leading trajectories
The leadingmesontrajectories(p, A2, ~ andB nonets)arewell studied.Much lessis knownof other

possible lower-lying poles. However abovesome a priori unknownenergy, the latter will become
negligible becauseof the factor v~in eq. (2.1). In practice it seemsthat the leading poles already
dominateby PLAB — 4 GeV/c, as testified by several approximate(but general) featuresof the data.
Most cross-sectionsappearto havereachedtheir asymptoticPiI~Benergydependence(PLAB-~ v/2M)
by 4 GeV/c. In addition, the characteristict-dependentfeaturesof differential cross-sectionsand
polarisationsin general do not change drastically above 4 GeV/c. Further evidencethat strong
low-lying poles are not required comes from the successesof duality where one extrapolatesthe
leadingpoles to evenlower energy,to the resonanceregion.For baryonexchangeprocesses(section
41) the situationis lessclear-cut.

(2) Linear trajectories
The leading Regge trajectoriesare approximatelylinear (a = a(0)+a’t) with a universal slope

a’ = 0.9GeV
2. In spiteof its familiarity, this remainsoneof the mostremarkable,andprobably most

fundamental,factsof hadronphysicsandis ratherill-understood.Becauseof its importancefor Regge
phenomenologywe showonceagainthe evidencefor linear trajectoriesin figs. 2.1, 2.2. Theseshow
direct evidence(threebaryonsof the sameparity, with spins separatedby 2 on a linear trajectory),
indirectevidenceusingexchangedegeneracy(four or moreparticleswith spinsseparatedby 1, lying on
two exchangedegeneratetrajectories)andevidencefrom the high energyscatteringregion (aeff from
~p-+ir°n data [298] and aCif from irp—*t~ndata [306] comparedto the p and A

2 trajectories
respectively).

(3) Residuesmoothness
Historically, Regge residueswere assumedto be smoothfunctions of t simply for economyof

parameterisation.There is howeversome evidence to back this assumptionof minimal structure
compatiblewith otherconstraintsdueto kinematics,tfactorisation,etc.

a) There is no evidence from data that the underlying Regge poles have rapidly varying or
pathologicalresiduefunctionsfor t <0.

t i.e. apartfrom (_1)~,_AW2 angularmomentumfactors,s-channelvertexfunctionsare smoothfunctionsof t e.g. e
5’. Smoothnessis not a

preciseconceptandwe do notclaim it to bea specialproperty of s-channelamplitudesratherthan, say,invariantamplitudes.
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Fig. 2.1. Trajectoryandresiduefunctionsplottedversusm2~t(>0).(a) for Y~
1resonancesin KN (takenfrom [63J),(b) for mesonsdecayinginto

2ir and
3ir (open andsolidpoints areI = 0, 1 respectively).

b) For t > 0, residuesare often directly measurablefrom resonancedecaywidths and coupling
constants.Using exchangedegeneracy(to relate Regge poles of opposite signature) one may
evaluatethe sameresidueatup to four differentvaluesof t (aswas donefor trajectories).Examples
are shown in fig. 2.1, which show no evidencefor strong fluctuationsin residuesover a wide t or u
range.

c) Residuesinterpolate smoothly betweennegative and positive t.t One can compareRegge
residuesin the scatteringregion (from model fits to data)with residuesmeasuredatthe particlepoles.
Such extrapolationscanbe done,for example,for p exchangein ~rir scattering(usingmT FESR’sto
calculatethe high energyp exchangeamplitude);p and w in mrN, KN scatteringand in ir photo-
production,andfor ir exchange(not a stringenttestbecauseof the short extrapolation).Agreementis
usuallygood for individual couplingsas well as for flip/non-flip ratios, FID ratios,etc., eventhough
the residuesin the scatteringregion must be extractedin a modeldependentway [76, 322; see also
appendixA].

Itp-.rtfl rrp-..r
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Fig. 2.2. Effective trajectoriesfor (a) irp —* ir°n,(b) lrp —* s~nin therange20—200GeVlc [298,3061.

t Only in thecaseof the~ trajectory(section41) doesa complicatedextrapolationseemnecessary.
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We havestressedthis mundanepoint of smoothnesssince it is an important contributorto the
economyof the Reggepoleformula— oneof its greatestattractions.

(4) ResidueshaveSU(3) symmetry
The phenomenologicalevidencewill be reviewedin section4C. Herewesimply statethat thereare

no known casesof SU(3)violation at the level of residues.

(5) Exchangedegeneracyis the mostcontroversialadjunctto the Reggepoleformula to be introduced
in this section.Its phenomenologicalstatusis far from clearandwill be discussedin sections4A and
B. Here we shall merely describethe residueconstraintswhich would hold in an ideal (?) exchange
degenerateworld.

Theseconstraintsderivefrom considerationof exoticdirect channelssuch as K~por mr~mr~,where
resonancesare forbidden by the quark model (and are experimentallyabsent).If the high energy
amplitudesareto be dual (i.e. haveimaginarypartswhich areequalin someaveragesense)to the real
low energyamplitudes,then pairs of opposite signatureRegge poles must haveequaland opposite
imaginaryparts.This cancellationcan only occurexactlyif the poleshaveequaltrajectoriesa(t) and
equalresiduesg5351(t)g5452(t).Forexample,to obtainapurely real amplitudein KTh -+ K°pthep andA2
poles musthaveequaltrajectoriesandresidues(includingequalflip/non-flip couplingratios).At aA2(t)
= 0 the A2 residuemust vanish (to avoid a spurious pole in the amplitudefrom the (sin mra(t))’
factor. An importantconsequenceof exchangedegeneracy(EXD) is thereforethat the p residueis
also zero at a0(t)= aA, (t) = 0, so producinga zero in the full p-exchangeamplitude in K~n—~ K°p.
Factorisationthenimplies thatthe p polecontributionto any reactionhasa zero at this t-value.

Combinedwith SU(3) symmetry theseconstraintsare very powerful andto find an algebraically
consistentsolution to them proved a highly non-trivial task. For meson—mesonand meson—baryon
scatteringsuch a schemeexists and is in reasonableagreementwith the known particles and their
couplings[for reviews seerefs. 74, 235].

Its predictionscanbe conciselystatedby meansof dualitydiagrams[59,62]: if a processhasonly a
non-planars—t duality diagram,then the t-channelexchangesare constrainedto give a purely real
high energyamplitude (just as if the direct channelwere exotic). A typical example is Kp -+ wA
shown in fig. 2.3. The Reggeexchanges(K*, K**) and(K, KB) should combinein pairs to producea
realamplitude.Note thatthe direct channelis not exotic but that theresonances(Ye’s) mustcoupleso
that their imaginarypartscancel on average.

A very simpleandconvenientway to rememberwhich amplitudeshavezeroes,andwhere,is to use
the Venezianoamplitude prescriptionfor EXD residuefunctions

T(s,t) = f3F(J — a(t))(1+ m~exp{—imra(t)})(a’s)~’~ (2.6)

K~’K

Fig. 2.3. Duality diagramfor Kp —* wA. Theintermediatestatesin the t ands-channelsarerespectivelyK*, K** and Y* (I = 0).
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whereJ is the spin of thelowestparticleof the EXD trajectory(1 for p, A2, 0 for ir, B) and/3 is a real
constant.The gammafunction containsthe polepropagator(--- 1/sin mra(t)) but no zeroes.Amplitude
zeroesonly occur throughthe factor (1 + r exp{—iira(t)}). Thus EXD zeroesoccur at

(p, w, K*, B, K8 . . .) a(t) = 0, —2,.
(2.7)

(A2, f, K**, iT, K...) a(t) = —1, —3,...

We shalldiscuss,in later sections,the debatableevidencefor suchzeroesbut, for the moment,side
with the majority opinion that the zeroesarethere.

(6) Other constraints
a) Factorisationconsistency.

The factorisedform of the Reggeresidue,/3 = -g535g545,implies obviousnumericalrelationsbetween
pole contributions in different processes.Through analyticity, it also leads to strong consistency
conditionson residuezeroes.For example,an EXD zero required in ir~ —*mT~1T~(see point (5))
meansthat the vertexg(pmrir) is at leastproportionalto V’a~neara0 = 0. This implies that anyother
process,e.g. mrN —~ITN hasa p-exchangeamplitudeat leastproportionalto Va0. To avoid a possible
square-rootsingularity in the full amplitude [27]all other p exchangevertices,e.g. g(pNN)mustalso
contain such a factor. Thus a zero in iT~iT’—*iT~7r~propagatesto all p-exchangeamplitudes.This
constraintmay be used to deduce the presenceof non-factorising(cut) correctionsin exchange
amplitudes.For examplein pp—* pp and ~p—~pthe “w exchange”amplitude hasa (cross-over)zero
at t = —0.15. Were this a zero of the w Reggepole, it would occur in all w-exchangeprocesses.Since
this is not true experimentally,we concludethat thereexist other non-factorisingcontributions in
someor all of theseprocesses.
(b) Higher symmetries.

The relationsbetweenvertices which follow from SU(6)~,broken through the Melosh trans-
formation or 1-breakingschemes[235] seemto work well for Reggeresidues.Successfulexamples
include the relation betweenp and ir poleresiduesin ir photoproduction[139] andin vector meson
production,the F/D ratiosfor pseudoscalarand vector couplingsto nucleons,the StodolskySakurai
pNi.~couplingstructureandthe g(aBmr) helicity couplingstructurein B production[seeappendixA].
As in SU(3), theseroughagreementscould be thoughtof as resultingfrom the symmetryworking at
the poletogetherwith someresiduesmoothness. -
(c) Vectormesondominance(VMD) anduniversality.

VMD gives successfulrelationsbetweenReggeon—photonand Reggeon—vectormesoncouplings.
The strongqualitativesimilaritiesbetweencorrespondingphotoproductionand vectormesonproduc-
tion_dataare evidenceof this [seefor examplesection4D]. VMD alsorelatesthe 7NN couplingsto
pNN and wNN coupling constantswhich in turn are related to the p and w Reggeresidues.This
doubleextrapolation(photon—*vector—meson--~Reggeon)is reasonablysuccessful(see e.g. appendix
A, table3). For instance,it relatesthe smallnessof the nucleonisoscalaranomalousmagneticmoment
to the smallnessof the wNN flip/non-flip ratio [76].Sincethe photoncouplesuniversallyto chargesit
alsopredictsequalityof wKK and wNN residues(universality).

This completesour descriptionof thebasicReggepoleformula. To emphasizethe predictivepower
of the approachwe presentin appendixA a Reggepolemodelapplicableto most processesinvolving
scatteringof 0 1 1~~ ~ ~ particles.The modelembodiesall theconstraints(1) to(5) andisexpressed
in termsof only12phenomenologicalcouplingsall ofwhich maybetheoreticallyestimatedin advance(for
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exampleas in paragraph(6) b,c). The successwith which this crudemodelpredicts(typically within a
factor two) the cross-sectionsfor arbitrary two-body processesis, we claim, ample proof of the
usefulnessof the Reggepole modelas a powerfully predictivetool.

Before proceedingto moredetailedaspectsof the scatteringdata, often beyondthe scopeof the
simple ideas so far discussed,we shall presentsomeof the empirical evidencethat the most basic
Reggeideasembodiedin eq. (2.1) arevalid. We arguethat this evidenceis very strong,so strongthat
eq. (2.1) is essentiallythe only possible starting point for analysinghigh energytwo-body quantum
numberexchangeprocesses.

2.3. SimpleReggefeaturesof scattering data

(1) Total cross-sectiondata give themostdirectprobeof amplitudeenergydependencevia the optical
theorem,

r~(12)= 2J 2J 2 ~ Im T552552(v,0). (2.8)
( 1+ )( 2+ ) pLABm2A52

Re T552552(ii, 0) can also be measuredthrough Coulomb interference,thus giving a uniqueoppor-
tunity to test the phaseand energydependencepredictionsof the Reggepole model. We write the
Reggepole contributionsto various elasticprocessessymbolically

T(K~p)=P+f+w +A2+p
T(Kp) = P + f — w + A2 — p

T(K°p)=T(K~n)=P+f+w—A2—p (2.9)
T(K°p)=T(KTh)=P+f—w—A2+p -

T(ir~p)= (x)P+ (2)f + (2)p 10
T(iTp) = (x)P+ (2)f - (2) (2.

T(yp)= + (2)~+ A2

T(yn)=P+(2)f-A2. (2.11)

The relative minus signs arisefrom crossingodd signaturepoles and from isospin (p —~n). The
factors(2) and(x) areSU(3)clebsches— x = 1 if the Pomeronis an SU(3)singlet.

In the range 10—300GeV total cross-sections(fig. 2.4) havea complicatedenergydependence[202]
which resultsfrom a rising Pomeroncomponentaddedto the falling Reggepole contributions.If we
isolate the odd-signatureexchangesw and p by taking cross-sectiondifferences(e.g. ~u(KN) =

a-(KN) — o(KN)) the picture is much simpler (fig. 2.5). The differencesfor irN, KN and NN all fit a
powerlaw energydependencep~B over theentire range.tThe exponentsn in fig. 2.5 agreewell with
the energydependence~ expectedfrom p andw trajectoriesa(t) = 0.5+ 0.9t passingthroughthe
particlepoles.This representsa testof the mostfundamentalpredictionof Reggepoles— their energy
dependenceover a wide range.

Further differencesisolate individual poles so allowing a test of someof the residuesystematics
which were outlined in §2.2. Suchtestshaverecentlybeenreviewedby Giacomelli [314].In particular
one may investigate the amplitude phasesat t = 0 for each exchange.Although analyticity also
demandsa strict relation(seesection2.1)betweenenergydependenceandphase[160,198], that thisbe

t v(f = 0) = s — ~ — m~= 2m,(P~AB+ ,n~)°

2= 2m, PLAB•
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Fig. 2.4. Total cross-sectionsfor lr*p, K~pand p~pscattering(takenfrom [314]).

satisfiedalreadyat relatively low energiesmay be regardedas a successof the Reggehypothesis.
Figure2.6showsthephasein K°-regenerationas afunctionof energycomparedto theReggeprediction,
using a(0)=

(2) Energydependenceof differential cross-sections

The alpha-effective,aeff(t),definedby*

do/dt f(t)s2~’~°2 (2.12)

summarisesthe fixed t energydependenceof a cross-section.As extractedfrom data,the aeff canbe
usedto makedetailedtestsof Reggepole (or cut) energydependencesince it should lie closeto the
trajectory of the dominant exchangedsingularity, as a function of t. Some sample effective tra-
jectoriesare shownin fig. 2.7.

For presentpurposesasomewhatcruder measureof energydependencesuffices.We parametrise
the integratedcross-sectionfor the process12—*34 by

o(12—* 34) ~2a_2 (2.13)

Since most reactionshave a strong peripheral peak we expect the average trajectory a to lie

* As is commonpractice,we shall use theapproximations = v for applicationsof eq. (2.1)at high energies.
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Fig. 2.5. Total cross-sectiondifferencescorrespondingto fig. 2.4 (takenfrom [314]).

somewherebetween a(0) and a(—0.5) (where a(t) is the leading allowed t-channel trajectory)—
probablynearera(0).Figure2.8containsafew examplesof o- plottedagainstPLAB andthecorresponding
valuesof ~. We showavacuumquantumnumberexchangeprocess(governedby thePomerontrajectory,
a(0) 1), a chargeexchangeprocess(governedby the p andA2 trajectories,a(0) ~), a hyperchange
exchangeprocess(governedby K* andK** trajectories,a(0) 0.3),apionexchangedominatedprocess
(a(0) 0), a baryonexchangeprocess(governedby theN~trajectory,a(0) — ~) andfinally an exotic
exchangeprocesswhereno single Reggeexchangeis possible.In this lastcasetheenergydependenceis
very steepup to aroundPLAB 5 GeV/cwhereasomewhatshallowerfall-off setsin, perhapscausedby
doubleReggeexchange(exotic Reggecuts).

In all casestheexperimentalvaluesof a correlatewell with the theoreticalexpectationsfrom linear

Phase00

-30~ K~p”~K~p

0 K°C -.. K°C

-150~

—180°~ ~..,,..,, I,.,,..
2 5 10 20 50 0

FLAB [GeV/c]

Fig. 2.6. The forward scatteringamplitudephasemeasuredin the processK?A —~K~Aascomparedto theReggepole prediction(w, p exchange,
a(0)=~).The solid points are for A~hydrogen[110]and the open onesfor Acarbon [2441.A trajectoryinterceptof a(0)—0.4gives best
overall agreementwith thesepoints(— —126°).
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Fig. 2.7. Effective trajectoriescalculatedfrom the energydependenceof variousreactions.The valuesarefrom [206,295, 298, 307, 165, 250]. The
trajectory for Kp—*Ax is calculated from the m~distribution, as describedin section4F. The straight lines are the simplestcontributing
trajectories(appendixA).

Reggetrajectories.Note that the exampleschosenall derive from only two initial (s-channel)states
K~N,so demonstratingthat it is the t-channel,not the s-channel,which determinesthe high energy
behaviour.The two processesKp— mrD and Kp—ir~~(fig. 2.8) provide the most convincing
evidenceof this. In the directchannelthey havesimilarquantumnumbersandin fact sharethe same
resonancesat low energy.Their t-channelshowever representrespectively,hyperchargeexchange
and doublechargeexchange.The data(fig. 2.8) confirm that they havethe very differenthigh energy
behaviourpredictedby the t-channelapproach.

We stressthe universalityof this simple andbasicReggepole prediction;with no exceptions,the
high energybehaviourof a two-bodyreactionis governedby the leadingReggepoles as prescribedby
eq. (2.13). This does not mean that they dominate the amplitudes—therecould be other large
contributions,whoseenergydependenceis somehowgovernedby that of the poles.We shall see that
this is indeedthe case,andthat theseextracontributionshaveimportanteffectson the t-dependence
of amplitudes. In eq. (2.13) and fig. 2.8 these effects have been hidden by integrating over t.
Nonetheless,fig. 2.8gives powerfulevidencethat Reggepolesdo control the behaviourof highenergy
amplitudes.

(3) Systematicsof dominantamplitudes
For eachleading Reggepole it is possibleto estimatetheoretically,by one meansor another,the

helicity structureof anyvertexi.e. whetherit is dominantlyhelicity-flip (IA
3— A1I = 1 or IA4— A2I = 1) or

nonflip (IA3 — A1I = 0 or IA4 — A2I = 0). Examples of such estimatesfor iT, p and A1 exchangeare
summarisedin table 3 of appendixA. Thesetogetherwith SU(3)andexchangedegeneracyarguments
(see also appendixA) suggestthe following systematicswhose validity hasbeenattestedby many
varied phenomenologicalstudies[322].For instance
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Fig. 2.8. A comparisonof the momentumdependencesof the reactioncross-sectionsfor Kp—~cd.In eachcase,an eye-ball fit to ~ is
shown(togetherwith the resultingvaluesof 4). The dataare from [113,188. 321, 173, 170. 212. 313. 81, 106, 320, 1871. The cross-sectionsfor
Kp-+ ir’~ havebeencrudely estimatedfrom du/dt (t 0) assumingan exponentialdistributionof slope I GeV2.

a) the couplings of w and I trajectoriesto nucleonsare mainly helicity-nonflip while p and A
2 are

mainly helicity-flip;
b) K*NA, K*N~,and the correspondingK** verticeshavestrongnon-flip couplings;
c) the couplingsof iT andB trajectoriesto nucleonsare purely helicity-flip;
d) ~/‘-+~ transitions(e.g. p—~) are mainly helicity-flip if mediatedby vector or tensorexchange

andmainly nonflip if mediatedby pseudoscalarexchange;
e) the transition 0—~l must be pure helicity-flip when mediatedby vector or tensorexchange

(becauseof parity, eq. (2.2)) and is mainly non-flip if due to mr-exchange.0—*0 transitionsare
trivially nonflip.
From thesewe can predict,for anygiven reaction,the net helicity-flip n = 1A3—A1—A4+A21 of the
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Table 2.1 0

The dominant helicity amplitudestructureof variousprocesses.

Dom. amp.

Processes Exchanges Dom. exchange n Turnover
In data

‘
1Iop ~

—+ ir°n p p 0 1 I Yes
irp-+s~n A

2 A2 0 1 1 Yes
irp-+w°n p,B.Z p 1 I 0.2 Yes
ifp—op°n ir,A2.AI iv 0 1 I Yes
~ ir.A2 iv 0 0 0 No
irOp_oK*~* K*,K** K*,K** 0 0 0 No
yp—*ir°p s.p w 1 0 I Yes
yp—*iv~n iv, A2, B,p IT (cut) I I 0,2 No
K~p—oK~p P,f.w,p,A2 P 0 0 0 No

dominantamplitudes.An amplitude with n� 0 is forcedby angularmomentumconservationto vanish
in the forward direction as (—t)’°’

2so that its contributionto do/dt vanishesas (—t)~.In any process
dominatedby helicity flip amplitudes,the cross-sectionwill thereforeturn over near t = 0. Nonflip
dominatedprocesseswill haveno suchturnover.The Reggepolepredictionsfor dominantamplitudes
can be testedby looking at shapesof do-/dt near t = 0.

Table 2.1 showssomeexamplesof this test for mesonbaryonforward scattering.In eachcasewe
give the dominantReggepole, the helicity flip at eachvertex n

1, n2 andthe resulting net helicity flip

n = Ini ±n2I. In all caseswhere the dominant net flip n is unique (i.e. x= 0, n + x = Intl + In21) the
measureddifferential cross-sectionconfirms the pole prediction. Only in the non-uniquecases(e.g.
mr_p—* w°n,or ‘yp —~mr~nwheren = 0, 2 for thedominantir exchange)can we not successfullypredict
forward turnovers.Pure pole exchangeactually predictsforward turnoversfor theseprocesses— in
disagreementwith data.The resolutionof this difficulty, wherethe turnoverresultsfrom thepure pole
natureof the exchangeratherthanstraightforwardangularmomentum,will be discussedin section3.

2.4. Summary

In this sectionwe havetried to conveythe following ideas:
a) The Reggepoleformula is as simple as it could be. In spiteof thetechnicalitiesof its derivation,

eq. (2.1) is the simplestpossible,fully general,embodimentof Reggeenergydependence,t-channel
particlepolesand basicprinciplessuch as s—u crossingand angularmomentumconservation.

b) The unknownsof the formula(trajectoriesandresiduefunctions)arestrongly constrained,more
so than is generallyrealised.They are limited by SU(3), empiricalresiduesmoothness,factorisation,
vectordominance,higher symmetriesand exchangedegeneracy.

c) Regge pole amplitudes for most conceivabletwo-body exchangeprocessescan be simply
calculatedusinga completeprescriptiongiven in appendixA. Theseamplitudesarenot guaranteedto
any specific level of accuracybut may be confidently used to predict the rough featuresof any
process:the differential cross-sectionmagnitudetypically to within a factor of 2, its energydepen-
dencein the range4—~400GeV/c,the helicity structureandrough t-dependence.For sucha rangeof
processesthis is no meanachievement.

Theseideasconstitutethe firm foundationon which modernReggephenomenologyis built, andthe
reasonwhy the data presentus with interestingpuzzles,as opposedto impenetrablemysteries.
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However the Regge pole formula does not unfailingly describe the detailed t-dependenceof all
amplitudes. To understandthe dips and breaks in many cross-sectionsand the behaviour of
polarisationswe shall needadditionalideas.Theseare the subjectof the following section.

3. Absorptioncorrections

In this sectionwe discussthe extracorrectionsto the Reggepoleformulaeneededto describethe
intricacies of two-body scatteringdata. There is both theoreticaland experimentalevidence that
Reggepolesareoftennot theonly relevantsingularitiesin thet-channelf-plane.Unitarity in thet-channel
can,for example,giveriseto two-Reggeoncuts.Likewise,s-channelunitarity suggeststhattherewill, in
general,be correctionsto thebasic (Born term) Reggepoleexchange.The experimentalevidencefor
theseadditionalexchangecontributionsis well-known. Somesimpleexampleswhich reflectafailure of
the pure Reggepole dominancehypothesis(and areindependentof the further trajectory andresidue
constraintsdiscussedin section2) are:

1)11 a single Reggepole(p) exchangewere to dominateboth helicity amplitudes,the polarisationP
in irp—* mr°nwould beidentically zero. Experimentallyit is not [25].Although IPI is, in fact, not very
large,this resultwas of considerablehistoricalimportancein the developmentof Reggecut models.

2) P(dff/dt)would be equalandoppositefor mrp—* K°AandKTh—* mrA if K* and K** Reggepoles
alone contributed.This is becauseP(do-idt) (K°A)+P(do/dt)(mrA) involves the phasedifference
betweenvector exchangehelicity amplitudes,and betweentensorexchangeones (no vector/tensor
interferences),andshould thereforebe zero as in (1). This is not true experimentally[80,551.

3) do/dt for np CEX shouldvanishlike t (or faster)at t = 0 if only Reggepolescontribute(seee.g.
eq. (2.5): (n + x)/2=~~for all amplitudes).The datashow a forward spike (see§3.1, point (3)).

4) The presenceor absenceof dips in differential cross-sectionswhich aredominatedby the same
Reggepole exchangeshould be correlated.This is experimentallyuntrue for mr_p—* mr°nand mr~p
w°n— the formerhasa dip near t = —0.5 but the latter hasnone [329].

5) As in example (4), similar dip structure is expectedin the co-exchangedominatedprocesses
K~p-÷K~pand ir°p—’p°p.In fact, the datashow a dip in the latterat t = —0.5 but none in the former
[197].

3.1. Systematicsof corrections to Reggepoles

Severalareasof studyhaveprovided useful pointersto the form of the non-pole-likecorrections.

(1) Cross-overphenomena:Im N~
Imaginarypartsof odd signaturenon-flip amplitudes(denotedby ImN~)in mrp, Kp andpp elastic

scatteringmaybe crudelyextractedfrom the datausingthe methodsoutlinedin appendixB. ImN~is
essentiallygiven by particle/anti-particlecross-sectiondifferences.Typical cross-sectiondifferences,
takenfrom Ambats et al. [1881are plottedversus t in fig. 3.1. All showa zero, correspondingto the
cross-overof elastic cross-sections,at t —0.15 in the irp caseand nearert = —0.2 for Kp andpp.
Data in the 6—14 GeV/c range[253] and up to 150GeV [265]show these“cross-over”zeroes to be
roughly independentof energy. In Kp and pp, ImN~ has predominantly co-exchangequantum
numbers.Factorisationwould suggestthat (doidt)(ir°p—~p°p)should also have a dip at t = —0.2. In
fact (see fig. 3.2) it hasa maximum at t = —0.2 and, instead,a pronounceddip near t = —0.5. Thus,
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co-exchangein Kp and/or in irp—~pphas non-Reggepole contributions.Since a dip at t = —0.5 is
what is expectedfor vector exchangesthe most economicalconclusion,made on the basis of these
data alone, is that it is ImN~in irp, Kp, and pp which hasa non-Reggepole zero structure.This
conclusionis reinforcedby a comparisonof ReN~and ImN~in mrN which we now discuss.

(2) mrN amplitudeanalysis:ReN~,ImF~,ReF~
The amplitudeanalysiswhich followed the work of Halzen et al. [931 gaveevidencethat the zero

structureof the real partsof non-flip, ReN~,andflip, ReF~,as well as the imaginary partof the flip
were, unlike 1mN~,consistentwith p Regge pole behaviour(i.e. Re — I — cosmra(t), Im — sin mra(t)
neara(t) = 0). A summaryof the componentsof Nt~andF~as deducedin various analysesmaybe
found in fig. 12 of ref. [1541.The systematicsof the correspondingtensorexchangeamplitudes,Nt~~
andpt~5are less well known(seesection4B).

(3) mr-exchange
In mr-exchangeprocessessuch as np—~pn,‘yp—~mr~nand mr~p—*p°n(Pit do-]dt) the mr pole flips the

helicity at both verticesand thereforegivesrise to two amplitudes:onewith n 0, x = 2 (seeeq. (2.5))
and the otherwith n = 2, x = 0. Thus both vanishas (—t)~~’2= —t, althoughonly for the double-flip
(n = 2) is this a requirementof overall angularmomentumconservation.If the mr polet dominated,
therefore, the cross-sectionswould vanish as t2/(t — p2)2 at t = 0. Exactly the opposite is true
experimentally.For exampledff/dt (np—~pn)(shown in fig. 3.3) hasa large spike1—1/(t—~s2)21which
can only be due to the n = 0 amplitude having a non-mr pole contribution. The nature of this
contribution is best seen in ir~p—*p°nwhere the individual amplitudes are well-studied
phenomenologically.This is more fully discussedin section 4D. Here, we quote the result that the
n = 0 amplitude hasa slowly varying correctionterm of order I relative to the mr pole contribution

— ~t2). Furthermore,it is to a very good approximation(±10°),180°out of phasewith the ir pole
for Id <0.3.

From studiessuchas thoseoutlined aboveonemaydeducetwo approximate,but general,features
of the non-polecorrectionsobservedin the data.
(a) They interferedestructivelywith the Reggepole.
(b) They havea flatter t-dependencethanthe pole.

The resultof thesecorrectionsis, in general,to sharpenthe forwardpeakin do/dt. In the sensethat
the width of this peakreflects the range of interaction,the extracontributionsare said to makethe
exchangeamplitudesmore “peripheral”. The conceptof peripheralityhasin fact played a leadingrole
in the discussionof exchangemechanismsandwe now reviewits importantfeatures.

3.2. Peripheralityin impactparameterspace

If highenergyamplitudesaretreatedasfunctionsof thefinal statetransversemomentumk (k2 =

then by a two-dimensionalFourier transform they maybe expressed,equivalently,as functionsof a
transversedisplacementb. Since the amplitudeshave an azimuthal symmetry (the only azimuthal
dependenceof T~(s,t) is em4~,n net helicity flip) the transformreducesto

T~(s,b)= 1 JVtdVtJ(bVt)T(st) (31)
8mrqVs

0

t Theseargumentsapplyequallyto elementaryor Reggepole iv-exchange.
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This defines the impact parameteramplitude,which as s —~~ is equalto the correspondingpartial
wave amplitude:

T~(s,b) Tx(s), b Jq. (3.2)

(1) Reggepoles in impactparameterspace
For a typical Reggepoleamplitudewith n = 0, the dominantt dependenceis roughly exponential
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(from /3(t) and s’~”~)i.e. eAt so that the transformis approximatelyGaussian,exp(—b
2/4A).Ampli-

tudeswith n�0 will have T~(s,b)—b” exp(—b2/4A’).
Experimentally, it seems that non-flip amplitudes are often far from the rather structureless

Gaussianform typical of a Regge pole. For example, if we transform the ImN~components
describedin §3.1 we obtain[85, 1081 amplitudeswhich peakataroundb = 1 fermi (~5GeV~)andare
zero or negative at b = 0. A typical result is illustrated in fig. 3.4. This property, concentrationof
T~(s,b) within a restrictedrange of b (near 1 fermi), we shall refer to as “peripherality”. The
propertiesof the non flip mr-exchangecorrection discussedin §3.1 are similar: the mr Regge pole is
largeat b = 0 while the measuredamplitudeis considerablydepletedin this region (seee.g. fig. 8 of
[271]).

For helicity-flip vectorandtensorexchangeamplitudesthe Reggepolezero structure(~3.1)already
implies aperipheralform. This is not so surprising,sincethe typical hadronicscaleis around1 fermi
anywayand T

1(s, b) b at b = 0.

(2) Leadingresonanceperipherality
The dominantresonancesfound in mrN phase-shiftanalysesappearto lie in a“peripheral” bandof
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angularmomenta,J — qb~whereb
0 — 1 fermi [42,95]. It follows that their Legendrezeroes(thoseof

d~(O,)in the partial wave sum) tend to lie alonglines of fixed t, for a given helicity amplitude (fig.
3.5). This is mostreadily appreciatedby consideringeq. (3.2) andusingthe smallangleapproximation

d~(O0)— J~(b\/—t). (3.3)

Zeroesof d~(95)occurat fixed b\/—t which for peripheralresonances(b b0) meansfixed t.
If, by duality, theseresonancesbuild up the imaginary parts of high energyamplitudesthen the

latter will havea peripheralpeakin impact parameterand thereforea peripheralzero structure,i.e.
zeroest at t = —0.2 in non-flip and t = —0.6 in flip amplitudes. The peripherality of dominant
resonancesseemsto be only approximatelytruein KN scattering,however.The combinationdual to
co-exchangeis peripheral,but thosedual to A2 exchangeareapparentlynot (seesection4B). This last
remarkis alsoconsistentwith the fact that in mrN —* flN therearemany non-peripheral(relatively low
spin) resonanceswhich couple strongly. Were peripherality a general feature of resonances,this
approachto high energyphenomenology[95]would be apowerfulone.

A complementarydiscussionof duality andits applicationsis containedin section4H.

3.3. Theabsorptionmodel

Amplitude peripheralitycan be understoodin terms of absorption [7, 11]. The most attractive
featureof the absorptionmodel is that it relatesa phenomenologicalfact (the peripheralityof some
exchangeamplitudes)to a theoreticalfact — the necessityof f-plane cuts [9] in a clear and intuitive
way.

Thereareseveralheuristicderivationsof the absorptionmodel [for instance71] which bring out its
physicalbasis but which, as we shall see,are not adequatefor calculatingdetailedeffects. They are

t J0(x) andJ1(x) have their first zeroes at x = 2.4 and 3.8 respectively. For b0 = I fermi this corresponds to I = —0.2 and —0.6.
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basedon thefact that theparticlestakingpart in, say,a charge-exchangereaction,beinghadrons,may
undergosomestrong interactionbefore or afterthe basiccharge-exchangeprocess.At high energies
the most probable initial or final-state interaction is elastic or diffractive scattering (Pomeron
exchange),while the basiccharge-exchangeprocessis takento be single Reggepole exchange.Thus
the full charge-exchangeis the sumof the diagramsshown in fig. 3.6. This picturemay be relatedto
the distorted-waveBorn approximationof nuclearphysics[e.g. 19] whereinitial and final statewave
functions are distorted by the strong interactions. Alternatively it can be derived in an eikonal
formalism[30]wherethe eikonalx isasum of single Reggeonor Pomeronexchangeamplitudes.The
expansionof the full amplitude S = eIx = 1 + iy~’— ~x2~.•producesthe multiple scatteringdiagramsof
fig. 3.7. This derivationindicatesthat the absorptivecorrectionshavesomethingto do with s-channel
unitarity [71] althoughthe resulting amplitudecannotbe saidto incorporatefull multiparticleunitarity
in arealistic way.

In essence,therefore, Regge pole exchangeis identified as a single scatteringprocess,and
absorptioneffects representthe multiple scatteringcorrections.However, problems arise in the
practicalcalculationof thesediagrams,the most importantof which concernsthe intermediatestates
to be included.In diagramssuchas in fig. 3.6it is obviouslywrong to includeonly elastic intermediate
states(a’ = a, b’ = b); a’ and b’ could be any statesproduceddiffractively from the initial stateab.
How shouldonesumover thediffractive states?Does the sumconvergeathigh masses?Shouldit be
truncatedatfixed maand mb? The “intuitive” derivationsof absorptioneffectsare not able to answer
thesequestions.There is anotherderivation,through the f-plane unitarity equationsandthe Reggeon
calculus, which is, in a sense,more rigorous and, at least in principle, allows one to treat the
(divergent)sumover diffractive states.Evenin this approachtherearegreatpracticalproblems(e.g.
what is the helicity and t-dependentstructureof diffractive amplitudes?)which havesofar prevented
realistic calculations.We shall discussthe Reggeoncalculus in section4G but for the moment we
adopta morehistorical approach;first calculatingthe elasticrescatteringdiagrams,showinghow they
give rise to peripherality and then discussingsome more or less phenomenologicallymotivated
improvements.

The elastic rescatteringcorrectionsin irp—s-ir°nare given by the 4 secondorder diagramsin fig.
3.6 (the last two must be included to retain s—u crossingsymmetry). The full amplitude T

1~11is
calculatedas the partial wave Reggepoleamplitude T~015multiplied by the partial wave S-matrix Set

for elastic scattering(assumedto be identical for irp, mr°p,mr~nand mr°nat high energies). We
approximatepartial-waveamplitudesby impactparameteramplitudesandobtain

TIUII = Tpoie(5,b)Sei(5,b)

= Tpoie(5,b) + I Tpote(5,b) Te1(5,b) (3.4)

which is the original Regge pole amplitude plus an absorptivecorrection Tabs(5,b) = Tpoie(5,b).
Tet(S,b). A matrix multiplication over helicities is implied, but we shall assumethat the elastic
amplitude conserveshelicity [70] so that T~1(s,b) is diagonal in helicity. This means absorptive
correctionsin onehelicity amplitude do not dependon polecontributionsfrom another.

a c sac acc E~’0 E 3’s

I~2~ll+ll+]L1I+llJ
b d b b d b d’ d b b d b d’ d -‘

Fig. 3.6. Single and double exchangediagramswhich occurin thesimplestabsorptionmodels.The wavy anddoublelines representReggeonand
Pomeron respectively.
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I +11 +111+
Fig. 3.7. Multiple Reggeexchangediagramswhich occurin eikonalmodels.

The simplestfirst approximationfor Tet(S,t) which reproducesa constanttotalcross-sectionUT and
exponentialforwardpeak(dU/dt eAi) is,

Tet(5,t) = 2iqVsu~eA/2 (3.5)

giving

P ( ~ — IO~~—b’/2A

~tiris

where,for mrN elastic scattering,A 8 GeV2, U 23 mb 59 GeV2. Thus the absorptionfactor in
eq. (3.4) is

S~
1(s,b) [1 —0.6 e””~~

2] (3.7)

so that the centralpartial wavesof the poleamplitude (nearb 0) areattenuatedby a factor0.4, but
in the peripheralwaves(b I fm 5 GeV2) theattenuationis negligible (by — 0.9). This is the origin
of peripherality: the rescatteringcorrectionshave little effect on peripheralpartial waves but are
stronglydestructive(absorptive)at small impact parameters.

As anexampleof theamplitudestructurein s andt, considerapproximatingaReggepoleamplitude
as e.g.

Tpoie(5,t) = ~/3 e~ie t)/2(

5/50)(t) y eBt/? (3.8)

where

y = ~f3i(e”~
2s/s

0)’”°~, B = 2{A + cr’ (log(s/s0)— iir/2)}

so that

~ ~ — yfB —b’/2B
~ pote~~

5’~ — ,— e
8irqvs

i.e. aGaussiandistributionin b-space.Fromeqs.(3.4), (3.8) and (3.9) andthe inversetransformof eq.
(3.1):

T~(s,t) = 8mrq\/sJ b dbJ~(b\/—t) T~(s,b), (3.10)

we find

T(s,t) = Tpoie(S, t) + Tabs(5, t) = y eBu/2 — ~ C {4ir(A+ B) exp( 2(A+B))}~ (3.11)

It is clear that Tabs(S, t) has the rough phenomenologicalfeaturesdescribed in §3.1, i.e. it
destructivelyinterfereswith T~

01~(S,t) near t = 0 (Tabs! Tpoie —30%) andhasaflatter slopein t (half
the harmonicmeanof the elasticandReggeexchangeslopes).
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Now considerthe f-plane structureof Tahs(5,t). If Tet(5,t) is approximated,more generally,by a
Pomeronpoleof trajectoryslope~ Tabs(5, t) is given by eq. (3.11)with the replacementA—÷ a + 2a~~
(log(s/s0)—iir/2) whereap(t)= I + a,t. We see from eq. (3.11) that Tabs(5, t) hasnon-pole-likeshrink-
age(dueto the log s factorsin A and B). Its f-planestructureis mosteasily seenwhenexpressedas a
two-dimensionalconvolutionovertransversemomenta

Tahs(S, k) = - f d~kiTpo1e(5,kt)Tei(5,k— k1). (3.12)
l6ir qVs

It is easyto showthat thisexpressionis entirely equivalentto the prescriptionimplied by eqs. (3.4),
(3.10) and (3.1) which arosemore naturally from the point of view of absorption.Thus, the integral
over b of the productof two integralsover \~—t(eachexpressibleas a Fouriertransformwith respect
to k, taking due accountof azimuthaldependences)can be written in the form of eq. (3.12) using the
F-ourier transformconvolutiontheorem.

Since Tpoie and Tet havethe behaviours’”” and~ respectively,the contributionto a particulark1
has s dependences~= ~ ~. Integratingover k1 gives a continuousrange of powers‘y
i.e. the form of the contributionof a f-plane cut. At fixed t (= —k

2), the branchpoint is found by
maximisingy(k~,t). At large s, ymax(t) coincideswith

a~(t)°°a(0)+ap(0)— I +~“, t (3.13)

as deducedfrom the limit of eq. (3.11)

Tabs(5, t) =-‘ (s/s
0)’~

t~[log(s/s
0)]~. (3.14)

In particular,if a, = 0, as was usedin eq. (3.5), then Tab.behaveslike a fixed cut since y(t) = tr~(t)=

It is importantto notethat this type of absorptivecorrectiondoesnot spoil the “global” successes
of the Reggepole schemeoutlined in section2. The readermayeasily satisfyhimself that the gross
energydependenceof amplitudes,the systematicsof dominant helicity amplitudesand SU(3)/EXD
predictionsfor total cross-sectionsare largely unaffectedby absorbingReggepoles.

3.4. Specificabsorptionmodels

Equations(3.4) and(3.5)giveriseto animpactparameterprofile which,forexample,forImN~(s, b) is
not as peripheralas observed(~3.l).The strengthof absorptionat b = 0 is determinedby (Tpote —

T)/Tpoie. This ratio is around1.2 for the data (e.g. [108])but only 0.6 in the presentover-simplified
treatment.Before choosinga method for resolvingthis difficulty we should notethat, if as we have
tacitly assumedvector Regge poles do have NWSZ, then the impact parameterdistribution is not
exactly Gaussian(asin eq. (3.9)) but a little broader.One is thereforenearerto aperipheralbump at
b = 1 fermi when the input pole has a zero (the precise degreeof absorptionat b = 0 is not too
importantt).Thus, the actual amountof absorptionrequiredto explain the data dependson whether
the basic Regge pole amplitudes have NWSZ or not. The historical nomenclature“weak” and
“strong” absorptionmodel for thesetwo approachesis readily understood.

t This is because the contributionfrom b = 0 to the integral for T_5/a,1) is small.
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(I) Strong absorptionmodels
Henyey et al. [46] proposeda single economicalsolution to the twin problemsof (a) insufficient

absorptionstrength(a phenomenologicalproblem) and (b) how to accountfor inelastic diffractive
intermediatestates(a theoreticalone). They postulatedthat theseintermediatestatesgiveapproxima-
tely the sameeffect as the elastic ones and so serve only to reinforcethe elastic contribution.The
absorptiveamplitudeTabs(5, t) (eq. (3.11))was thereforemultiplied by aphenomenologicalfactor A (a
real constant)which could be differentfor differentamplitudesbut was typically of order2.0.

The effectsof this paperwere far-reaching.First, theimportanceof s-channelhelicity was strongly
emphasizedby demonstratinghow the various helicity amplitudesbehavedin different yet charac-
teristic ways when absorbed.A systematicstudy of s-channelhelicity amplitude structureresulted.
Previously most phenomenologyused t-channelhelicity or invariant amplitudeswhich have good
analytic properties but can be horrendouslycomplicatedto use. Second, the introduction of “A
factors” focussedattention on the central question— what is the origin of absorptionand what
determinesits strengthin various situations?Subsequently,therehasbeenmuch work on absorption
strength systematics[seefor instance sections 4A,F,G]. Third, they questionedthe existenceof
NWSZ in pole amplitudes(zeroesin the full amplitude could result from pole/cut interference)and
stirred up a lively, but unresolvedcontroversy[97,98, 100].

Many of the successesof the Strong-CutReggeisedAbsorption Model (SCRAM) have been
summarisedby Rosset al. [78]. In particularSCRAM can accommodatethe strongabsorptiveeffects
in mr-exchangeprocessessuch as yp—~mr~nand np—*pn. There is a useful mnemonic for the
amplitudesof SCRAM [78],which are peripheralin b-space.One can think of the b-spacemaximum
at b0= I fermi as a smeareddelta-function6(b — b0). This gives a t-dependenceJ5(b0V—t) for an
amplitude of net helicity flip n. In particular,non-flip and single flip helicity amplitudeshavezeroesat
—t’~’0.2and 0.6 respectively.

(2) Weakabsorptionmodels
Cohen-Tannoudjiet al. [33] and Arnold et al. [37] assumedthe existenceof NWSZ (from EXD

constraintson the basicReggepoles)andusedthe absorptionstrengthdictatedby the elasticS-matrix
only. The phenomenologicalsuccessof suchmodelswas in part due to their highly constrainedand,
therefore,predictivenature[144].

The limitations of these “first-generation” strong and weak absorption models soon became
apparentand prompteddetailedstudiesof amplitude structuresystematics[100] someof which have
beensummarisedin §3.1. A majordefectof the SCRAM type modelsin (I) is that the predominantly
imaginary Tet(5, t) (eq.(3.5)) meansthat ReTpoie(s,t) getsabsorbedas stronglyas doesImTpote(s,t) SO

implying, for example, that ReN~is also peripheral.Experimentallyit is not (~3.l).The greatest
problemsfor weakabsorptionmodelswere that theycould not accountfor the very strongabsorptive
effects in mr-exchange(~3.l)processes(independentof NWSZ arguments)and that the absorptionin,
for example,ImN~was not strong enoughwhile that in ReN~was a shadetoo strong.A second
generationof absorptionmodelswas developedto copewith theseand otherdifficulties.

(3) FancyPomeronstrong absorptionmodels
Kaneandothers[158,319] haveshownhow onecanalter eq. (3.5) so that it representsa Pomeron

exchangeamplitude which hasa sizeablereal part at t� 0, yet which is phenomenologicallynot too
unreasonable(cf. high energydiffractive scatteringdata). In this way one can arrangeto absorb
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ImN~much more strongly thanReN~,have non-peripheraltensorexchangeamplitudesand still
retain mostof the desirablefeaturesof SCRAM.

(4) Phase-modifiedweakabsorption models
Ringland et al. [134] and Sadoulet [177] have given ad hoc prescriptionsfor modifying the

absorptionphasefor vectorand tensorexchangeto give phenomenologicallyvalid results.Girardi et
al. [125] gave a theoreticalprescription(basedon the dual model) for including secondarycuts
(Reggeon—Pomeron—Reggeon)which gave the desiredvector andtensorexchangesystematics.As at
the first generationlevel ((I) and (2)), the weak absorptionapproachis considerablymore predictive
but still cannotaccountfor the very strong (Ascram = 2.5 or 3) absorptionnecessaryfor mr exchange.

In fig. 3.8we comparethe descriptionof the p andA2 exchangeamplitudesof KN CEX scattering
afforded by two representativemodelsof types (3) and(4). Fig. 3.4 gives the predictionof the naive
Regge model of appendix A. The absorption model componentsare rather similar (at least for
p-exchange)but this is hardly surprising since both models were constructedwith the known
amplitude systematicsin mind.

3.5. Phenomenologicalstatus of absorptivemodels

After a decade’s experiencewith Reggeisedabsorption models, none of which has proved
overwhelminglysuperior,severalfeatureshavebeenestablished.

Thereis evidenceof absorptionin manytwo-bodyamplitudes.It is apparentlygreatestfor zeronet
helicity flip andin the imaginaryparts of vector exchangeamplitudes— onecanmodify the absorbing
amplitude “Tei(5, t)” in a non-uniqueway to accommodatethis within an absorptionmodel frame-
work. Apart from the case of peripheral scattering,the systematicsof absorption strength as a
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Fig. 3.8. Modelamplitudesfor p andA, exchangein KN CEX scatteringat 6 GeV/c.The s-channelhelicity amplitudesT,’] and T,’,’ are labelled

“+ +“ and “+ —“ respectively.The full and dashed curves correspond to the strong and weak absorption models of refs. [319]and [214]
respectively.The normalisationis suchthat p + A2 = T(K*n..~K°p) and dtr/dt is givenby eq. (AA.1) (the amplitudesof fig. 3.4 differ by the factor
-\/~).
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functionof helicity are not clearly establishedor understood.Peripheralityitself seemsto be a fairly
general,but not completelyuniversal,aspectof two-bodyscattering.The energydependenceproper-
ties of absorptivecorrectionsseemto vary from processto process.There is a considerableamount
of evidence[102, 184, 176] for absorptioncorrectionswhich have shrinkagemore characteristicof
Reggepolesthan of the usualabsorptionmodels,(I)—(4). Thisand otherrelatedtheoreticalpointsare
discussedin section4G.

We havedwelt little on specific absorptionmodel fits to data. Insteadwe havetakenthe view that
Reggecut phenomenologyhasbeensomethingof a storm in a tea-cup— from themultitudeof analyses
performedonly a few, albeitimportant,featureshavesurvived(seethe previousparagraphand§3.1).
Only in a few situationswherethe amplitudesarewell-studied,havethe various specific modelsbeen
stringentlytested.In fact, mostcurrentmodelshavebeenspecificallymodified to passthesetestsand
one should not thereforebe surprised if at a future date the models are found to give incorrect
predictions. The main lessonsto be learnt come not from the models themselvesbut from the
systematicstudy of exchangeamplitudesto which they havefocussedour attention. It is the basic
ideason absorption,gainedin this way, which are of most value to the phenomenologist.

4A. Are helicity-flip amplitudes Reggepole-dominated?

It hasoften beensuggested[72, 100, 96] that absorption(or other) correctionsto helicity flip Regge
poleamplitudesare smallandmayusuallybe neglected.tWere this true in general,it would constitute
agreatsimplification in the phenomenologyof mostprocesses— for instance,by facilitating amplitude
analysesand by determining overall phases.We now examine the evidencefor and against this
hypothesis.Most of the evidence in favour comes from the eight helicity-flip dominated CEX
processesmrN -~mr(N, z~),mrN -~~(N, ~), KN -~K(N, z~),KN -+ K(N, ~).

4A.1. Evidencefor (we highlight the specific Reggeproperty beingtested,in brackets)

Fl. Shrinkageof doidt (energydependence)
The differential cross-sectionsof all eight CEX processesshrink with an aeff (section2) which is

roughly consistentwith linear p or A2 Regge pole trajectories.In the case of mrp—mr°nand of
mrp~~afln,in the range5<PLAB<200GeV/c,this is particularly dramatic (fig. 2.2) althoughthe A2
trajectoryslopeis a little flat. In strongabsorptionmodels[158,319] aeff(t) for mrp—~mr°nis expected
to havestructureat—t — 0.55 reflecting amoveof thedip positionwith energy(at larget, thecut hasa
slower energydependencethan the pole). Since the data do not show this feature, the simpler
explanationin termsof a pureReggepole(with NWSZ) is hard to resist. (Seealso the discussionof
energydependencein section 4H.) Nonetheless,one should rememberthat thereare also non-flip
dominatedprocesses(e.g. mr~p—~K~~andK~p—K~p)which aredefinitely not pure pole dominated
but which showstrongshrinkage.

F2. mrN amplitudeanalysis (phase)
The (model independent)amplitude analysesof mrN scattering[93, 128] show the phaseof the

helicity flip I = 1 amplitude to be in good agreementwith that of a p Regge pole exchange

tIn the absorptionmodel, helicity flip cutsare naturally suppressed, since theabsorptioncorrectionoccursmainly at small b wherethepole
amplitude is alreadysmall (vanishesat b = 0, kinematically).Here we arediscussinga furthersuppressionbeyondthis kinematicone.
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(‘—i exp{—imra(t)/2}) for —t~ 0.6. In addition,both real andimaginarypartshavezerosat t —0.5 — the
possibility of a doublezero in the real part is not resolved(insufficientdatabeyond t = —0.6).

F3. Elastic polarisations (NWSZ)
If we assumethat elasticnon-flip amplitudesareto a good approximationpureimaginary(Pomeron

dominated)then elastic polarisationsmeasurethe real parts of helicity flip amplitudes(seeappendix
B). For Kp andirp scatteringtheseagreeremarkablywell with Reggepoleexpectations[100].For pp,
~3pandnp, similar agreementcan only be achievedif a helicity-flip Pomeronis allowedfor [273].The
mr’~pandmrp polarisationaremirror-symmetric(fig. 4A.l) showingthe dominanceof p exchangeover
f exchangein the helicity-flip amplitude,andhavea doublezeroat t = —0.5, as expectedfrom a p pole
amplitude (with NWSZ). In interpretingsuchevidence,one shouldbearin mind that a pureimaginary
non-flip amplitude has been assumed.However, for mrN, amplitude analysesand FESR phase
determinationindicatethat this is a reasonableapproximation.

F4. Dips in dU/d t (NWSZ)
The dips in mrp—* mr°n[22] and mr~p-+mr°A~[195] at t —0.5 (a~= 0) and in mrp—~‘qn [92,328]

and ~ [195] at t=—1.4 (aA
2=—l?) are shown in fig. 4A.2. While dips at t= —0.6 also

emerge naturally from pole/cut interferencein strong absorption models, the structureof the ~
productioncross-sectionhasso far defied a similar explanation[319].Two caveatsarein order.Since
theseare dips ratherthan zeroes(therearenon-flip amplitudesalso contributing),thesecross-section
datado not provide a strongupperboundon the correctiontermspresent.In addition,it seemsthat
1~e~/(fig. 2.2) will not in fact passthrough—l at t —1.4, as requiredby the Reggeinterpretation.

F5. p-exchangeFESR(NWSZand phase)
All FESRfor helicity-flip p exchangeamplitudes(in mrp—~mr°n[42], ir~p—*mr°A~[312],KN CEX

[217],and 7N—* irN [139]),showa zeroat —t = 0.5. The FESR resultsfor otherodd-signaturehelicity
flip amplitudes show that the imaginary parts of K* exchangein mrN—~KA [211, 289] and of co
exchangein yp —~mr°p(E~> 3 GeV) [194] also havezeroesnear t = —0.5 but that the real part of co
exchangedoesnot havethe expecteddoublezero(seeremark Al below).
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Fig. 4A.l. The polarisationin irap elastic scatteringat 6GeV/c(from [68]).
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Fig. 4A.2. The differential cross-sections for 1rp—s1T°n[22], ~ [195],ii~p—~t~n[328]and pos~~~[92],showingadip at I = —0.55
for p exchangeand apossibledip at 1 —1.2for A, exchange.

F6. mr-exchangein mrp—+p°n(energydependenceand phase)
The quantity Poo do-/dt for mrp-÷p°nis dominatedby the helicity flip amplitudeP±°~(section4D)

and evidencethat it shrinks like a normal Reggepole has beenpresented[119].More crucially, in
analogy with the polarisationin mrp—~ir°n,one can experimentallymeasurethe phasedifference
betweenthe flip and non-flip amplitudesP~°andP.~t[seeappendixB]. They are found to be almost
exactlyin phasefor 0.1 ~ — t ~ 0.3 (~4D.l).This lendsa measureof supportto the assertionthat P+°
is dominatedby a mr Reggepole. However, as discussedin §4D.I, the interpretationof this amplitude
is not completelystraightforward.

4A.2. Evidenceagainst

Al. mr°photoproductionshrinkage(energydependence) -
The aCff for dff/dt (yp—s’mr°p)[297]is plotted in fig. 4A.3. Also shown is the trajectory of the co

Reggepole which is expectedto dominatethisprocess(in a helicity-flip amplitude).The a~ff(t)is much
more reminiscentof a pole+ strongcut aeff (see point Fl, above)than of a simple Reggepole. The
feature,aeff(t) 0 for ti ~ 0.6, is commonto most photoproductior1cross-sections.

A2. mr°photoproductionFESR(phase,NWSZ)
The cross-sectionfor yp—*mr°plooksvery similar to that for mrp—*mr°n—forwardturnover,dip at

t = —0.5 and dominated by an odd-signature,helicity flip natural parity exchange.This analogy
extendsto the imaginary partsof thedominantamplitude(point F5). For the real partsit breaksdown,
since FESR and fixed-t dispersionrelations(FTDR) [194] show that yp—*mr°p has a single zero at
t = —0.2 rather thanadoubleoneat t = —0.5.The lack of afull amplitudezeroat t = —0.5 can be most
directlyseenin thepolarisedtargetasymmetrywhichis linearlyproportionalto the singleflip co exchange
amplitude yet hasa maximumat t = — 0.5 (fig. 4A.4).
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Fig. 4A.3. The effective trajectory for do-/d! (yp—*lr°p) is comparedwith a linear w Reggepole trajectory (takenfrom [297]).
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Fig. 4A.4. ThepolarisedtargetasymmetryA for ~‘p-+ir°p at 4GeV/c (takenfrom [146]).
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A3. t-dependenceof line-reversalsymmetryviolation (NWSZ)
- The three pairs of helicity-flip dominated,processesK~p—* K°n/Kp—~K°n,K~p—* K°~~fKn—~

K°i~and Kp- ir~ (l358)/ir~p—*K~~(l358)are known to violate the line-reversalsymmetry
expectedfor EXD Reggepoles (seesection4B), the first (“real”) cross-sectionbeing largerthan the
second(“rotating”). The cross-sectiondifference for a given pair must be largely due to the flip
amplitudes.If the latter are Reggepoledominated,this difference,beinglinear in the vectorexchange,
is expected to vanish at a~(t)=0.For KN—~~KNand KN—*Ki~ in the 4 to 6GeV/c region the
difference is small near t = —0.5 [212, 326] but is not actually zero for KN [216]. For ~~(1385)
productionat 10 GeV/c the normaliseddifference(cr1 — o~2)/(oi+ 02) (33± 1 l)% almost independent
of —t( ~ 0.3) [249]. It showsno sign of vanishingat aK~(t)= 0, i.e. t —0.4,contraryto our Reggepole
hypothesis.

A4. mr exchangein mrp-+f°n(factorisation)
In mrp—*f°n,one of the amplitudeshasdoublehelicity flip at the mesonvertex, and single flip at

the nucleonvertex giving anet single helicity flip. The mr pole contributionmust thereforevanish as
(—t)”

2 although angular momentum conservationonly requires (_t)U2. This amplitude may be
extractedfrom datausingratherweak assumptions[278]andhasa behaviourcompatiblewith (—t)”2
but not with (—t)3’2. It is, in fact, consistentwith the Williams absorptionprescription(appendixA)
which absorbsthe extraevasivefactorof the pole exchange(—.- —t), but leavesthe helicity flip piece
(V—i’) unaffected.Here, then, is an exampleof a helicity-flip amplitude which can be shown to be
absorbed.However, it is an amplitude which is ratherdifferent (evasive)from the ones to which the
presentsystematicsare usuallyapplied(c.f. F1—F6,A1—A3).

Surveying the evidence for pole-dominatedhelicity-flip amplitudes,we see that little of it is
unambiguous.In particular,testsof phasesand zeroesat fixed s are only compelling on aesthetic
grounds, since recentabsorptionmodels have beenconstructedto look like Regge poles in those
amplitudeslisted in F2—F5. Energydependenceis the only truly unambiguoustest of a Regge pole,
and here the evidence is against absorption in mrp—~mr°n.It seems churlish to describe this
helicity-flip amplitude,which hasthe phase,zerostructure,factorisationandshrinkagepropertiesof a
Reggepole,as beinganythingother than Reggepoledominated.

On the other hand, the evidenceagainstpoledominationin yp —~ir°pis clearcut. The only remark
which could be made in defenceof pole dominanceis that perhapsphotoproductionprocessesare
different (cf. aCff=O for —t~0.6in all pseudoscalarphotoproduction)[260].In fact, it hasrecently
beenclaimed[294]that the measuredphasedifferencebetweenyp —* mr°pand its analogoushadronic
processp°p—~ mr°pis such that the latter is consistentwith (o) Reggepole behaviourwhen compared
with estimatesof the phasein the photoproductionprocesses(A2).

The only safeconclusionis that many helicity-flip amplitudesappearto be Reggepole dominated
althoughthereis definite evidencethat someare not.

4B. Line-reversal symmetry in charge and hypercharge exchangereactions

The simple 0~ charge and hyperchargeexchange(CEX, HYCEX) processeshave always
occupieda central position in Reggephenomenology,particularly as a testing ground for exchange
degeneracy(EXD) and SU(3) symmetry.Table 4B.1 gives the SU(3) relationsamongthem. If the p
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Table 4B.1
SU(3) relationsbetweenvarious CEX and HYCEX processesof the

form 0~-+

Remarks,and further SU(3)
Process SU(3) exchanges relations

ir~p—sir°n \1~p~_ X cos~ 5T sinO = 1.18’
irp—s~n xV2/3A, x’ sin9+ 5T cos0 = 0.90
7rp-s~’n x’V2/3A,
K~p-sK°p p+A,
Kp-*K°n p+A,

Kp-’ir°A

K~IP~3FID+lb1(p-~K°A K~-Kt~ V6 (F1D)+lKp-ssr~ K~+K~* SK~/K~=“/~

p-~K~ —K~+K~5

Kp—ss
1A ~-~~

0(K~ + yK~*) y —~(l+ 2ST tan9) = ~o.20~

Kp—s~A ~ y’~——~(l—2sTcot0)=—4.33

a Mixing parametersasdiscussedin §4C.2.
A is any SU(3) mass-breakingparameter.One choice is [131]

= {_ias}a~~, /~a 0.2.

and A
2 Reggepoleare parametrisedas

p = ~3~(l— ~ (4B.l)

A2 = /

3A,(1 + e “~‘)(s/so)’~, (4B.2)

then the EXD prediction, (ar, /3~)= (aA,, I3A,), for the KN CEX processesK~n—* K°pandKp —* K°n
gives

T(K°p)= 2f3(s/s
0)” (4B.3)

T(K°n)= —2f3(s/s0)~~ (4B.4)

For obvious reasons,eqs. (4B.3) and (4B.4) are often referredto as “real” and “rotating” (phase)
processes.The EXD amplitude structureof the HYCEX line-reversal-relatedprocesses(table 4B.1)
would be similar.

If eqs. (4B.3,4) are valid for helicity-flip and non-flip amplitudes, then there should be zero
polarisationin KN CEX andin thefour analogousHYCEX processes.This is certainlynot the casein
Kp-+K°n[145]or in the HYCEX reactions,so that at leastone amplitude (flip or non-flip) violates
EXD. A further consequenceof eqs. (4B.3,4) is that cross-sectionsof pairs of line-reversal related
processesshould be equal. Historically, this proved difficult to test, becauseof experimental
normalisation uncertainties,but at one stage[73, 69] it seemedthat KN CEX was line-reversal
symmetric(EXD p andA2) while HYCEX was not. Becausethe formeraredominatedby helicity flip
amplitudesand the latter by non-flip amplitudes,this gaverise to the suggestion[72, 96] that helicity
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flip amplitudesare dominatedby EXD Reggepoles (see also section4A), while non-flip amplitudes
have significant absorptivecorrectionsand henceshow EXD violation. Since then, a considerable
amountof accuratedata on theseand relatedprocesseshasclarified the issue.Bearing in mind the
possibility that helicity-flip amplitudesare pole-dominated(section4A), it is convenientto discuss
separatelythe EXD systematicsfor helicity flip andnon-flip amplitudes.

4B.1. Helicity structureof CEXand HYCEXamplitudes

We define the helicity flip/non-flip amplituderatio as

R=~~.Tv2~2 . (4B.5)

‘v”—t TN,1,2 1=0

For p andw couplingsto nucleons,this maybe estimatedfrom vector mesondominanceof nucleon
form-factorsandgives R~ G~/G~4.7 andR~ G~/G~0.9 [76],i.e. p exchangeprocessesare
expectedto be dominantly helicity-flip. Phenomenologically,Ri~ 8 (appendixA). From table 4B.l,
using F/D = —3 and 0.4 for non-flip andflip respectively(appendixA)t, it follows that RAK~— 3.1 and

—1.7. Furthermore,EXD implies that Rtd10r = R~~ct0r(FIDv~boI~= F/Dte~~so~)so that, while all
~ CEX reactionsare expectedto be helicity-flip dominated,the O1~HYCEX ones(table 4B.l)
shouldhaveimportant non-flip components.Experimentally,the forward dips and forwardpeaks in
the respectiveprocessesconfirm this.

In o1~CEX and HYCEX production (table 4B.2), the quark model [section 4C] predicts the
dominanceof the helicity flip amplitudesH,,2112 and H112..112. This is well borne out experimentally
(R~~

Becauseof the abovespin systematics,it is clear that informationon helicity-flip amplitudesis best
drawnfrom o1~CEX and0~HYCEX, while non-flip amplitudesarebeststudiedin 0~HYCEX.

4B.2. EXD in helicity-flip amplitudes

Violations of line-reversalsymmetrymaybe convenientlycharacterisedby the quantity

— dg/dt(real)— da-/dt(rot.)— 2f V/Ti cos4’VT —

cos~VT = du/dt(real)+ thr/dt(rot.)— 1 + I V/TI
2 -= cos~VT (4B.6)

if oneamplitude is dominant. The latter approximationis useful for ti~0.2where V/TI is of order
unity. In this t region, the averagevalues of cos4’VT are as given in table 4B.3. It is immediately
apparentthat the commonassumption,that flip amplitudesare EXD, is violated in KN and Kz~CEX
and also in ~(l385) production. Particularly noteworthy is that the violation (“real”> “rotating”) is
greater in KA thanin KN, althoughthe former is the moredominatedby helicity-flip amplitudes.The
differential cross-sectionsfor KN andKA CEX at4 and 6GeV/care shownin fig. 4B.1.

FESRstudiesindicatethatthe p exchangeamplitudesin KN scatteringarethe sameas thosein mrN
scattering(up to a real, t-independent,SU(3)Clebsch—Gordoncoefficient) [215].Usingthe p-exchange
amplitude of Barger and Phillips [52], which is known to reproducemrN amplitude analyses[93]
ElvekjaerandJohnson[215]havedecomposedthe KN and qN cross-sectionandpolarisationdata to
yield the A

2 exchangecomponents.The amplitudesat 4 GeV/c are shown in fig. 4B.2. A comparison

t SU(6)predicts— and 1/3 respectively.
* Ra (={R~,,..,,+ R,’,, I,2}) may be deducedfrom (he A densitymatrix elements,in particularp,-, [164].
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Table 4B.2
SU(3) relationsbetweenvarious CEX and HYCEX processesof

- the form 0_’~0_’~

Remarksand further
Process SU(3) exchanges SU(3) relations

p—*ir°A~~

p-*s~A~ xV2/3A,a
K~p—*K°A~
Kn-*K°A~

Kp—* ~_~*(1385) I~*+ ~ I~*- — —A \/3” -
ir~p—*K~r(1385) _i~+i~* — /

~ See footnote to table 4B.l.

of the aeff for A2 exchangein mrp—~fln[~4A.1]with that deducedfrom the phaseof the helicity-flip
amplitude in fig. 4B.2 (-=exp{—imra~ff(t)/2})revealsa remarkablesimilarity. This, together with the
observationthata~(0)— aA,(O) — 0.1,leadsone to considernon-degenerateReggepoletrajectoriesas a
mechanismfor the EXD violation in KN CEX [215].One would expectthis mechanismto be even
more directly applicableto KA CEX with its high proportion of flip amplitudes.The large value of
~ ~I~vTin KA (0.29neart = 0) would, however,requirea muchlarger trajectorysplitting. This simple
andattractivemechanismis thereforeuntenable.

Further evidenceon helicity-flip vector/tensorexchangehas come from FESR analyseswhich
show that, at least in the region not too far above the cut-off (PLAB — 1.5 GeV/c), the p, A2 [217]
andK*, K** [211,2891amplitudesaremorethan90°out of phasewith the EXD prediction.However,
a subsequentanalysisof KN scatteringby Groom and Martin [2671using the sameFESR together
with fixed-t dispersionrelations (FTDR) to incorporatehigh energyexperimentalinformation, does
showthe expectedEXD sign betweenp andA2 flip amplitudesin the4—6 GeV/c range.This analysis
of p and A2 exchangeamplitudesin KN providesan independentcross-checkof the assumptionof

Table 4B.3
E6~~ (eq. (4B.6)), a measureof line-reversalsymmetry violation, for various

CEX andHYCEX processes.Data are takenfrom [212,326, 248, 249. 165].

Dominant
amplitude Process &~4VTh—O (cos ~VT~It~<O.2 PL.AB GeV/c

KNCEX — 0.15±0.05 4
0.14±0.08 6

helicity KACEX — 0.29±0.06 4
flip 0.27 ±0.06 6

— 0.32±0.07 10.1
,rN~SK~*J

~N—*irA~ 010÷002 025±003 4
irN-*KAJ - ‘ . - .

helicity ______________________________________________________________
non-flip ~ 0.06±0.03 0.16±0.02 4

irN—*K~J 0.024±0.023 0.14±0.02 10.l
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Fig. 4B.l. The differential cross-sections for KN—*KNCEX [212]and KN—*KACEX [326]at 4 and 6GeV/c.
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Fig. 4B.2. Helicity flip and non-flip A, exchange amplitudes from a model-dependenceanalysisof KN scattering at 4GeV/c [215].The line
segmentsjoining thepointsare merely to guidetheeye.
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Elvekjaer et a!. [215] that the p amplitudesin mrN and KN satisfy SU(3), and yields A2 exchange
amplitudesroughly consistentwith theirs. It also underlinesthe carewith which one must interpret
high energypredictionsobtainedfrom FESR. This point is discussedfurther in section4H.

We concludethis sectionby noting the currently establishedfeaturesof helicity flip amplitudes
near5 GeV/c.
(I) The real and imaginary parts of p exchangeare consistentwith the Regge pole behaviour

1 — exp{—imra0(t)} wherea0(t) — 0.5+ 0.9t [section4A1.
(2) The phase of A2 exchange in KN CEX is roughly consistent with the Regge phase

exp{—imraA,(t)/
2} whereaA,(t) is the observedaeff of mrp—* qn.

(3) The EXD prediction ImA
2 = —Imp is satisfied within errors; there is, however, some EXD

violation in the real parts [216].
(4) The EXD violation is typically 15% in the KN CEX cross-section(table 4B.3) but much larger

(30%) in the flip dominated0~processesproving that the violation mechanismdoesnot factorise.
In particular,it cannotbe simply ascribedto ~~(t)— aA,(t)� 0.

4B.3. EXDfor non-flip amplitudes

The evidenceagainstEXD in non-flip amplitudeshasalwaysbeenstrong [e.g.73]. However, the
commonassumptionthat line-reversalsymmetryis much moreseriouslyviolated in HYCEX thanin
CEX due to the strongernon-flip amplitudesin the former,hasbeencalled into questionby the recent
10.1GeV/c dataof Berglundet al. [248,2491.Particularcarehasbeentakento obtainaccuraterelative
normalisationof the differentialcross-sections(shownin fig. 4B.3). Averagedfor tI <0.2, Eö~

4~VT is
only 0.14±0.02 for the non-flip dominated~ HYCEX processes,but 0.32±0.07for the analogous
flip dominated~ processes.In fact, in the~ case,E~Th4VT decreasesstrongly with decreasingti
(0.024±0.023at t = 0) suggestingthat the helicity-flip amplitude could belargely responsiblefor EXD
violation in the ~ HYCEX cross sectionsfor t < 0.2. Detailed amplitude analysis (~4B.4)is
necessaryto investigatefurther this possibility. The 0~HYCEX data in the 4—s.6GeV/c range is
bedevilledby normalisationuncertainties,but data interpolations[165]show the samet-dependence
of ~ IVT with a meanvalue (iti <0.2) not significantly different from KN CEX (table 4B.3). For

HYPERCHARGE EXCHANGE AT 0.) GeV/c
p . I . • I • I . I . I

O }s 0 3~
100 .9 00

41

I ~++ ~
a K~,.-rf~ o K0.-n~”

IO~ • —K~~ 10 • rr~,.-K~

I • I • I I ‘ I • I • I0 0.1 02 0.3 0 0.1 0.2 0.3

Fig. 4B.3. The differential cross-sectionsfor at and~ HYCEX at 10.1 GeV/c [248.249].
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ti ~ 0.43 line-reversalsymmetryis moreseriouslyviolated,particularlyfor A production(seefig. 4B.4).
In this region,both flip andnon-flip amplitudesareimportantanddetailedamplitudeanalysisbecomes
an importanttool.

4B.4. Amplitudeanalysis in O~scattering

The p exchangeamplitudes in 0~ scatteringare now known (— Regge pole except that Imp
(non-flip) is peripheral[section3]). Since mostanalysesagreeon the A2 helicity-flip amplitude(~4B.2
and section 4A) the major remaining uncertainty in CEX scatteringconcernsthe form of the A2
non-flip amplitude.According to the dual absorption[95] anddual peripheral[1791models,ImA2=
—Imp and is thereforealso peripheral(zero at t = —0.2). The leastmodel dependentanalysesof KN
scattering,to data,arearguablythoseof Groomet at. [267]andElvekjaeretal. [215].Theirresults(e.g.
fig. 4B.2) showthat:

ImA2 (non-flip) is not peripheral— it hasa single zeroat —t ~ 0.5.
ReA2 (non-flip) is small (perhapsa doublezero)neara = 0 in contrastto the 1 + cos‘ira behaviour
expectedof a Reggepole.

LINE REVERSED CROSS-SECTIONS

1000 —~--- ~ 1000

1 REACTIONS A REACTIONS

100 ~ ~\4Ge/cH

~ \ \ - \ \\ 10
— \

° - \ \
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o(T’)-~ “\\ 2o(~°A)~\~\\ -~
o(K’E’)-~~\\ ‘N, • o(K°A)-~ \\ \\ =1

0’5 0
-t (0eV)’

Fig. 4B.4. Hand-drawninterpolationsof theavailablehyperchargeexchangecross-sectionsin the neighbourhoodof 4 and14 GeV/c [1651.The
reactions represented are Kp—r~~, p-+K~~,K~p—*ir°Aand srp—*K°A.
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The EXD violation is proportionallylarger in the non-flip cross-sectionthan the flip cross-section
for iti>0.2.
For ti <0.2, the line-reversalviolation in the non-flip cross-sectionis very small. This last result is
consistentwith the behaviourof ~ çb~,,-in 0~HYCEX.

Measurementof the polarisationin irp—*~nor in K~n—*K°pnear6GeV/c would helpconfirm this
pictureof A2 exchange.

Amplitude analysisof KA CEX amplitudesrequiresstrongassumptionse.g.on the factorisationof
theseamplitudesand those in KN [224]or on the helicity structureof the pNA and A2NA vertices
[164,209]. No generallyagreedpictureof the origin of the obvious EXD violation hasyet emerged.
For irN_+K~*and KN’~~ir~*,the cascadedecayE*,~~A’ir,A—~pirweakly allows an analysis of
transversityamplitudes(up to two undeterminedphases)[107] but this shedslittle light on EXD
breaking.One still hasno meansof relatingthe amplitude phasesin the separateprocesses.

The level of understandingin 0~HYCEX is muchpoorer than in KN CEX despite the relative
wealth of experimentalfacts (includingpolarisationdata).This is becauseneitherK* nor K** can be
isolated in a single processas can the p in irN scattering.Threekinds of model dependentamplitude
analyseshavebeenperformed.

(a) EXDflip amplitude
Analyses[109,165, 1481 which usethis assumptionin order to extractthe non-flip vectorand tensor

amplitudesfrom doidt andpolarisationdata areunlikely to be fully correctin view of the 15% EXD
violation in KN CEX (~4B.2).Since the flip amplitudesare much less importanthere,a comparable
EXD violationshouldhavelesseffecton theresults.Figure4B.5 showstheoriginal non-flip amplitudesof
ref. [165]for irN—*K~at 4GeV/c andthe resultof a re-analysisusing, as input, abrokenEXD flip
amplitude with a~.— aK.. = 0.10 (cf. §4B.2). The major featuresare unchanged:

ImK* is probablyperipheral.
ReK* is roughly consistentwith a Reggepole (1 — cos ira) neara = 0.
ImK** is not peripheral.

One result which does seemto be sensitive to EXD breakingin the input flip amplitude is the
relative magnitudesof K* and K**. The original analysis showed _ImK** ~ ImK* near t = 0
contraryto the KN CEX result [154]whereasthe reanalysisshowsa muchsmallereffect.

(b) FESRsandFTDRs
Argyres et al. [143]havetakena set of imaginary parts for flip and non-flip amplitudeswhich are

consistentwith FESRand the analysesdescribedin (a). FTDR arethen used to calculatereal parts,
thusenablinga consistencycheckof theearlier analysesand,in particular,acheckof EXD. They find
a small violation of EXD in the real part of the flip amplitudesand non-flip real parts as in (a). An
undesirablefeature of this analysis is its reliance on a sensitivefeature (_ImK** ~ ImK*) of the
earlier analysis.

(c) Pole plus effective-cutparametrisation
Navelet and Stevens[323] have attemptedto fit all available0~HYCEX data (unfortunately

omitting the accuratedata shown in fig. 4B.3) using loosely parametrisedRegge poles for flip
amplitudes(to agreewith KN CEX) andpoleplus effective cutsfor non-flip amplitudes.The resulting
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Fig. 4B.5. Odd (K~) and even (Kt) signaturehelicity non-flip amplitudesfrom an analysisof KN—*,r~and irN-’*K~ at 4GeV/c [165](shaded
bands). The full curves,superimposed,arethe resultsof a re-analysisassuming°K,(t) — aK.,(t) = 0.1 in the helicity-flip amplitudes(seetext).

amplitudesare shown in fig. 4B.6, and are qualitatively similar to thosediscussedin (a) exceptthat
thereis slight EXD violation in the flip amplitudes(aK* — aK~.= 0.05 and f3K~*— f3K* ‘— 15%) and that
there is smaller EXD violation in the non-flip amplitudesnear t = 0. (ImK** and ImK* are more
nearlyequal.)

In summary,the following featuresof 0~CEX and HYCEX amplitudeshavebeenestablished,
(1) Helicity flip amplitudes are roughly consistent with Regge pole behaviour. EXD is only

approximatelytrue (=- 15%) and the violation is in the directionimplied by av(t)> aT(t).
(2) The imaginary parts of vector non-flip amplitudesare peripheral, and tensorones are not

(having a zero at about t = —0.5). Near t = 0, Im T = —Im V (as predictedby EXD) for p and A
2

exchange.This may alsobe true of HYCEX.
(3) ReV (non-flip) is consistentwith Reggebehaviour(— I — cosira).
(4) ReA2 (non-flip) is smallneara = 0 (unlike Regge).The behaviourof ReK** (non-flip) is unclear

but it seemsto havea zerobetweent = —0.4 and t = —0.8 (Regge—1 + cosira).

4B.5. Absorptivemodels

Recent comprehensivefits to ~ CEX and HYCEX data have been made using modified
absorptivemodels.

(a) EXD poles+ phase-modifiedweakcuts [134]
Egli et al. [214]havedemonstratedthat sucha highly constrainedmodel (section3) approximately

describesthe data. Short-comings,however,includea rathersmall violation of EXD in KN CEX (no
cutsin helicity flip amplitudes,evenmorecrucial in KA CEX) yet far too muchviolation in HYCEX
at t = 0 (d~s

4~VT=- 0.3 at 10 GeV/ccomparedto 0.024±0.023 in the data).The latter is an inevitable
failure of modelsconstructedto only mildly absorbreal partswhile heavily absorbingimaginary parts.

(b) Modified strongabsorptionmodels [158,319]
Thesemodels(section3) also incorrectlypredict irN —* K~and KN -+ ir~ at 10GeV/c (cos IbVT
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Fig. 4B.6. The amplitudes obtained in model-dependent analyses of hyperchargeexchangedata at 4GeV/c. (a) The odd (K~)and even (Kt)
signature contributions to the helicity non-flip amplitudes(H~~)in irp —* K°A and in irp —* K°~°.The full anddashedcurvescorrespondto the
analyses of ref s. [323]and [1651(see text). (b) The helicity-flip amplitude (H~jcontributionsfor 1rp— K°~°[323]. H., is assumed to be due to
EXD Reggepolesin theanalysisof ref. [165].Figuretakenfrom [323].

0.3). The small line reversalviolation in KN CEX arisesfrom a strongviolation of EXD at the pole
level (av> aT) being redressedby the stronger absorptionin the predominatingreal process.The
amplitude systematicsare lessclearsincethe final EXD andReggepole zerostructurein —t arisesas
an “accident” and variesaccordingto the exactversion of the model.

Our knowledgeof (p, K*) and (A
2, K**) exchangeamplitudeshasimproved significantly over the

last few years.Modified absorptionmodelshavedifficulty in describingtheir features.In particularit
is hardto simultaneouslyunderstandwhy EXD violation in non-flip amplitudesis smallat t = 0 yetso
largenear t = —0.2 (Im V is peripheralbut Im T is not). Another problemfor modelsis the large EXD
violation now confirmedin KA CEX and~ production,in contrastto small violation in KN CEX.

Furtherinsight into the 0~amplitudesshould follow from some experimentalresults which are
expectedsoon:

do-/dt (ir~p—~K~~)at Fermilabenergies—onewould expectstrongabsorptivecutsin the helicity
non-flip amplitude to beimportantat larget andto showconsiderablyless shrinkagethanK* andK**
Reggepoles.

Polarisationin K~n—*K°p—thiswill improve the determinationof the A2 exchangeamplitudesin
KN scattering.

Spin-rotationparameters(R andA) for irp —* K°A— the quantitiesdq/dt,P andR (P
2+ R2+ A2 =

1) form a completesetof measurementsenablingan amplitude analysisof the combinationK*_K**
(table4B.1). —

A carefulmeasurementof line-reversalsymmetrybreakingin irN -~ KA, KN —~‘irA, togetherwith R
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andA in the latter,would assista separatedeterminationof K* and K** amplitudes.Note that since
two distinct reactionsareinvolved, this amplitudeanalysis(unlike ‘irN) requiresadditionalknowledge
of two overall phasesin order to comparewith Reggetheory.

4C. SU(3) and quark model constraints

Constraintswhich follow from the quark model and from SU(3) symmetryhave proved just as
useful in understandinghigh energy scatteringas they have in understandingthe hadron mass
spectrumand decayrates. In this section,we discusssometestsof thesetwo schemesusing high
energydata.

4C.1. Application of SU(3) symmetryto Reggepoles

Testsof SU(3)for decayratesandSU(3)mass-formulaehaverecentlybeenreviewedby Samoiset
al. [236]who concludedthat, wheretestable,SU(3)is a good symmetry.At presentthereis no needto
invoke symmetrybreakingeffects otherthanthe kinematiconesdueto massbreaking.

Mass-formulaearerathertrivially relatedto trajectory interceptconstraintsfor Reggepoles since

a,(0)°~J—a’m~ (4C.l)

for eachmember i of an SU(3)multiplet (spin J). Couplingconstantconstraintsare relatedto Regge
residueconstraints

I ~ex~1—i1ra~
T

1(s, t) = /3(t) — •k’L ‘~(a’s)’”>. (4C.2)
sin ira1(t)

Note that becausehigh energyscatteringis involved, the massesof the four externalparticlesare
irrelevant at small —t (cf. ambiguities in the kinematic factors of decay rate formulae). The
dependenceon the mass of the exchangeparticle (Reggeontrajectory) is usually confined to the
bracketedexpressionin eq. (4C.2) and providesa natural prescriptionfor unambiguouslytesting
SU(3) i.e. using/3(t) sodefined.In the specific exampleof resonanceproductionby ir exchange,one
mayeasily relate/3(t) to the resonancewidth F. This givesa specific prescriptionfor testingSU(3) for
decay widths which is in better agreementfor vector meson decay [171] than the usual naive
phase-spaceprescription[236].

If two Reggeonshavesimilar trajectories(e.g.p and w), then the completeamplitude (eq. (4C.2))
maybe useddirectly for SU(3)comparisons.To the sameextent,one mayapply SU(3) to absorbed
Reggepoleamplitudes,providedthe absorbingfunction (e.g. Pomeron)is takento be an SU(3)singlet.
We now give simple exampleswhich highlight the importanceof Reggepoles in testing SU(3) for
amplitudes.Notethat oneshoulddistinguishbetweenapplicationsusingSU(3)aloneandthosewhich,
in addition,assumeabsenceof exotics.For example,SU(3)aloneallows one to write

A(Kp-* irI~) = A(Kp-* ir~I) (4C.3)

A(Kp -~ irI~) = A(Kp—s. Kp)— A(irp-* irp). (4C.4)
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The latter gives rise to a cross-sectionboundwhich is amenableto experimentaltestat high energies
[16]

[doS(~+)]h/2 [do.]I’
2 — [~(K-~)] I/2~ (4C.5)

It is obviously violated since,experimentally,the right side tendsto a constantin s (at fixed t)
while the left sidedropsas s~(n>0). This is easilyunderstoodfrom a Reggeexchangepoint of view.
The right side is dueprimarily to Pomeronexchange(not pureSU(3)singlet) while the left sideis due
to K* exchangeandthesehavedifferentenergydependences.Even in the limit of an SU(3) singlet
Pomeron,one would not expecteq. (4C.5) to be valid since the K* hasa lower interceptthan the
Pomeron—Reggeoninterferenceterm which would then dominatethe right side.

If in addition,one assumesabsenceof (quark model) exotics,stricter relationsare obtained.For
example(table 4B.2)

A(Kp -+ ir~~(l385))= — A(K~p—* K°A~1) (4C.6)

is an easily testablerelation. Again, this is experimentallyinvalid, as onemight haveexpectedsince
aK.(O) < a

0(0) dueto massbreaking(eq.(4C.l)). See §4C.4,however.

4C.2. Additional constraintsfrom the quark model

In fig. 4C.l is depictedthe quarkmodeldescriptionof meson—baryonandbaryon—baryonscattering
processes.Eachscatteringamplitude is assumedto be madeup of the sumof all possiblequark—quark
sub-amplitudes(quarkadditivity). The horizontallines representspectatorquarkswhich do not affect
the scatteringamplitude,exceptin so far as they must coupleto the interactingquarksso as to form
externalhadronswith correctquantumnumbers.There are severalimportant consequencesof the
model:

(a) In the t-channel,the exchangedquantumnumbersare thoseof q1~3—s~2q4(seefig. 4C.1). The
amplitude thereforehas,from an exchangeviewpoint,SU(3) symmetryandabsenceof exotics.

(b) Furthermore,it hasthe largergroupsymmetry,SU(6)~,built in.
(c) If figs. 4C.l(a)and (b) are takenliterally, the model may be used to relate meson—baryonand

baryon—baryonprocesses(the samequark sub-amplitudeis commonto both).
(d) Sincethe spectatorquarksdo not interact,spin-flip contributionsto the overall amplitude come

only from the rather simple sub-process.In terms of transversity(productionnormal) quantisation,

q~xIIII~I4a) ~ bI

Fig. 4C.i. Meson—baryon andbaryon—baryonscatteringin thequark model. The horizontal lines representnon-interactingquarks.
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only changesof Am = 0,2 are allowed(Am = I quark amplitudesarezero by parity). This gives rise to
restrictionson the allowed overall transversity(or helicity) amplitudes.

Becauseof (a), many of the simplest quark model results are alreadyrealised in any exchange
model which hasSU(3)symmetryand is restrictedto singletandoctet exchange.In fact, someof the
best-knownand most successfulquarkmodel predictionsfall into this categoryand we shall discuss
them, below, as SU(3) results. Of course,(b), (c) and (d) give rise to extra constraintsand, in
particular,(c) and (d) areuniqueto the quarkmodel.The quarkadditivity assumption(fig. 4C.l) does
not encompassbaryonexchangeprocesses.Here, we shall only discusssmall-anglescatteringand
refer to section41 for a discussionof the SU(3) propertiesof backwardscattering.

WhenapplyingSU(3),accountmustbe takenof mixing betweenisoscalarsinglet andoctetmesons
(M1 andM8). For examplefor jP = 0, F and2~thephysicalparticlesM(’q, 4 or f’) andM’(~’,w or f)
aregiven by

M = —M1 sin 8 + M8 cos0, M’ = M7 cos0 + M8 sin 0. (4C.7)

In the quark model,

M, = ~j=(pp+ nfl+ AA), M8 = ç3=(p13+ nfl— 2~
1

t~k) (4C.8)

(in the usualnotation).The additionalassumptionthat 4’ (or f’) is “magically mixed”, i.e. hasAA as its
wave function, implies tan0 = 1/V’2 (0 35°)and that 4~* p’ir. Thus both 6 and the singlet/octet
coupling ratio can be fixed. The quark model shorn of the “magic mixing” assumptionfixes the
singlet/octetcouplingratio (e.g. g,j,rA,/g,is,rA,= ~ = \/2) but leaves8 undetermined.

For the ~ and ~‘, the quark model prediction ~ = \/2 gives rise to a sum rule
betweenhyperchargeexchange‘ir°, K°,i~ and ~‘ productioncross-sectionswhich is violated by the
data [320].Mass-mixingformulaesuggest0~,= — 10.4°(quadratic)or 0~= —23°(linear). The quadratic
value of 0~,(favoured in analysesof meson radiativedecays[196]) and the small t hypercharge
exchangedatasuggesta valueof ST= 1.1 [320];see also §4C.3below.

For the vector and tensormesons,the quark model predictionsare apparentlymuch better.The
massformulaegive ov 40°and °T 31°.In fact, the smalldecayrateof 4’ -4 3ir comparedto w -9 3’ir
maybe shownto be compatiblewith this slightdeviationfrom ideal mixing (O~ 40°ratherthan35°)
if one usesthe quarkmodelwave functions(eq. (4C.8)) and the mixing formulae(e.g. (4C.7)). Recent
results on f’ production in ‘irN —~KKN [325] suggest

0T ~ 35°.For most purposes(e.g. §~4C.3,5)we
shall assumemagicmixing, 4’-,4. p’ir, f’ -74 ‘iTir, etc.

4C.3. SU(3)sumrules

Here we discusssum rules which are derived by applying SU(3), for a fixed (Reggeised)octet
exchange,to the completeamplitude.They may thereforebe written for any measurablebilinear
quantity r ~ dcr/dt, P(do/dt), or p,,~.do-/dt, etc.).Using tables4B.l and4B.2 we canwrite

• -~ r(irp -~ ~n)= ~[r(K~n-~K°p)+ r(Kp - K°n)— r(’irp -9 1r°n)] (4C.9)

r(’ir~p-* ~ = ~[r(K~p-4 K°A~)+ r(Kp -~ K°A)— r(ir~p-4 ir°A~~)]. (4C.l0)
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In fig. 4C.2, we presentevaluationsof theseusingthe most recentdataat 6 GeV/c. They are fairly
well satisfied(at leastin shape),suggestingthat both the Reggepolesthemselves,andanycorrections
to them, are SU(3) symmetric. The discrepancyin magnitude could be resolved by using mixing
parametervalues correspondingto x2 near one (ST< I). The most sensitivemeasureof the mixing
parameterswill come from high statisticsmeasurementsof the ratio doidt (irp —~~‘n)/do1dt(‘irp
~n).t Existing data on the yy decay modes of ~j and i~’ give 0.52±0.15for this ratio [317]
correspondingto ST = 1.04±0.14, (OP = — 10.4°).If ST�’ 1 and Op= — 10°are confirmed, then the
discrepancyin the SU(3) sum rule (eq. (4C.9)) mustbe takenas significant.

Similar sum rules exist for vector-mesonproduction

r(irp-4 p°n)+r(’irp—~am) = r(K~n—*K*°p)+r(Kp—* K*°n) (4C.1l)

r(’ir~p—~p°A~~)+ r(’ir~p—* oA~)= r(K~p—~K*°A+4) + r(KTh —s~K*°A), (4C.12)

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

O~CEX . ~ CEX

at 6GEV/c at 6 0EV/c

+ + .

100 + 100 -

~:10 10

• ~ [a)K°).a’(-oht°)~ I . ~3[O(KO~)_ITITtO1

011x2crN~) I
1 I I I I I I — I I I —
0 02 04 06 08 1 0-2 04 06 08 1

-t [0eV2]

Fig. 4C.2. SU(3) sum rules for at and~ charge-exchangescatteringat 6GeV/c. The mixing parameterx is definedin table4B.l. The data
are from refs. [317,328, 195, 326]. The symbol o-(K°n) refers to du/dt (Kp-’~K°n) etc.

f Preliminarydataat 8.4 GeV/c [309] showapuzzling differencein theshapeof ,~and ,~‘ f-distributions. IntegratedoverI~’I< 0.2. theratio of
cross-section is 0.58 ±0.05.
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Thesehavebeencompared(for r = pmm do/dt) with relatively low statisticsbubblechamberdatain
the 4 to 6GeV/crangeand, apartfrom normalisationinconsistencies,seemto be valid [150,264]. A
completeset of high statisticsmeasurementsof each term in eq. (4C.1l) has now beenmadeand
resultsareexpectedshortly [331].

4C.4. Mass-brokenSU(3) relations

One might hope to, at least partially, allow for SU(3) mass-breakingby noting that the dominant
dependenceon a(t) of eq. (4C.2) is —.-(—ia’s)1. In this way, Martin et al. [131] have used a
symmetry-breakingfactor

IF’ = (—ia’s)~, (4C.13)

whereAa a’(m~.— m~) 0.2, to makeSU(3) comparisonsbetween0t chargeand hypercharge
exchangereactions.In applyingSU(3) to differentoctetexchanges,one must specifythe F/D mixing
parameterfor theoctetcouplingstobaryonvertices,e.g.theF/D for vectorandfortensorexchanges,for
eachhelicity coupling.We shall assume(section4B) that exchangesrelatedby EXD havecommonF/D
ratios.With thisassumption,theratio of A to~ att = 0maybeusedto estimate(F/D)+÷(helicity non-flip),
andtheA/~ratio for P du/dt thengives (F/D)÷_.Broadly, the resultsarecompatiblewith the global
values (F/D)~+= —3 and (F/D)± = 0.4 quoted in appendix A. Using these parametersand the
mass-breakingformula (eq. (4C.13))onecan predictPdoidt (andhenceP) in KN charge-exchangein
termsof the measuredhyperchargeexchangepolarisation[131].The resultsarein tolerableagreement
with the data.

The leastmodel-dependenttestsof SU(3) betweenCEX and HYCEX are obtainedby eliminating
the F/D ratiosas, for example,in the relation

2AA(Kp —~K°n)= V6A(irp —* K°A)—A(ir~p—~K~I~). (4C.14)

Using this, the cross-sectiondata and polarisationdata determineboundson Al2. These suggesta
value of Al2 consistentwith the dual model expectation(eq. (4C.13)) and, in so doing, provide
confidencein this methodof applyingmass-brokenSU(3)symmetryto exchangeprocesses[131].

The complicationof F/D values is alsoavoidedin applyingSU(3) to o~—~o1~or l1~processes.
For example,usingtable4B.2

T(Kp —~ir~(1385)~)= ~IA l2T(K p —~K°A~~). (4C.15)

In fig. 4C.3 we test eq. (4C.l5) using du/dt data at 4GeV/c. Also shown is the analogous“rotating

phase”comparisonanda plot, versusPLAH, using T = °integrated~ Satisfactoryagreementis found.

4C.5. SU(3) relations betweenindividual amplitudes

Such testsare only possiblewherethe relevantamplitude analysesareavailable.In the caseof p°
and K* productionby ir exchangethis is possibleandgood agreementis found [310,280,281] but, as
discussedearlier,this could be regardedas a testof SU(3) for decayrates.

Another example,wherethe exchangeamplitudesarereasonablywell known, is ImN~(asdefined
in section3) which is responsiblefor cross-overzeroesandis definitely not dueto a single Reggepole.
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a dataat 4GeV/c - o data
• SU)31 prediction I • SU (3) prediction

from KN—+ Kd from KN —4 Kd
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Fig. 4C.3. Differential cross-sections(a) andintegratedcross-sectionsfor Kp—s-~r~~~and ir+p~+K*~** (open points) together with predictions

from KN—~K~CEX assumingbrokenSU(3) (eq. (4C.15)) (solid points).Thedataarefrom [106,316, 66, 112] (~**)and from [326,2231 (Ks).

In fig. 4C.4 we show a comparison,adapted from ref. [108], of 1mw and ~ Imp which would be
expectedto be equal in the SU(3) limit, wherethe constant,~, comesfrom assumingF/D = —3. Also
shownis AL’ ~\/3 ImK* from an analysisof irp—~K°A[165].Apart from the very forwarddirection,
thereis a remarkableuniformity in the amplitude magnitudeandzerostructure.

One mayalso usetotal-crosssectiondata to testSU(3) for ImN~(t = 0), as a function of energy,
SU(3) for p exchangein KN and ‘irN scatteringseemsto be approximatelysatisfiedte.g. [193]:

~ 1.15 (expect1). (4C.16)

It has also been tested at the amplitude level using FESR: Elvekjaer and Johnson [215] have
comparedFESRfor p exchangein irN and KN scattering(N~andF~)and found them to satisfy
SU(3). -

The adventof highenergyhyperonbeamswill give accessto furtherdirect tests.Quigg andRosner
[327] have recently reviewed some interesting possibilities, including various total cross-section
differenceswhich will allow testsof SU(3) atbaryonverticesindependently.

t Hendricket al [2691have investigated SU(3), quark model and EXDbreaking from total cross-sectionfits andfind parametrisation-dependent
violations of SU(3), if substantiallyunequalp and w trajectories are tolerated.
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OImC..JK

S 3-Imp,
2~j~ImK”

-05 _______________
0 -t GeV’ 0.5

Fig.4C.4. A testof theuniversalityof vectorexchangein Ot scattering,lmN
11 (see text). The p and wvalues are from [108]and the K~curveis from

[165].

SU(3) has beenstrikingly successfulin relating amplitudesof more complicatedprocesses.For

example,it predictsthat, for eachspin amplitude (assumingmagic mixing)

A(Kp-~pA)= A(Kp-* wA), A(irp-~K*°A) = A(Kp—* 4’A). (4C.17)

In fig. 4C.5 we show a successfultest of the first of theserelationsusing data on the moduli of
transversityamplitudesobtainedin model-independentamplitudeanalyses[153].As is often the case,
SU(3) seemsto work well evenin the presenceof strongabsorptivecorrectionsand violations of
EXD — the EXD Reggepoles prediction,~doidt (4’A) = da-/dt(wA), is found to be badly violated(see
§4D.7).

4C.6. SU(3) andReggepolefits

The successof global Reggepole (and cut) fits to large setsof SU(3) relatedprocessesprovides
someof the mostcompelling,if not exactlydirector quantifiable,evidencethat Reggeresiduessatisfy
SU(3) [139,158,214,310,281].The qualitativesuccessof the maximum simplicity, EXD, SU(3)Regge
polemodel of appendixA also speaksloudly for the validity of SU(3).

4C.7. Quark modelrelations betweenmesonsand baryons

The predictionof relationsbetweenmeson—baryonand baryon—baryonprocessesis a non-trivial
featureof the quarkmodel. A well-known exampleof this, which follows directly from the additivity
assumptionandthe equivalenceof quarksin mesonsandin baryons(see§4C.2),is the prediction[28]

0T(PP+PP) ~ 4C 18
0T(ITP + ir~p) 2 crT(1rP + ir~p) 2 .

whichbasicallyreflectsthe relativenumberof quarksin baryonandmeson.At 50 GeV/c, the left side
of eq. (4C.18) is (1.73±0.02)—(0.01±0.005), in slight disagreement.A more successfulforward
scatteringrelationis that often referredto as “w universality” (unlike eq. (4C.18),it involvesquantum
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Fig. 4C.5. Transversityamplitudetestof the SU(3) relationbetweenKp—~4~A(open points) and irp-+K~°A (solid points) [152].The quantities

IA~I’etc. are themoduli-squaredof particular transversityamplitudescombinations(normalisedto one) which arereadily obtainedfrom data
[152].

numberexchangeamplitudes),

0T(PP — pp) = 3uT(Kp— K~p)— 0T(IT p— ‘i~~~p) (4C.19)

At 50GeV/cthe ratio of left to right sidesis 1.14±0.29. Lipkin [168]hasrecentlyreviewedthe status
of theseandother similar quarkmodel predictions,discussingthe assumptionsinvolved andpossible
reasonsfor failure.

Bialas and Zalewski [39] havelisted many relationsbetweenmesonand baryoninitiated inelastic
reactions.Togetherwith C-conjugation,such relationsgive rise to consistencyconditionsamongst
meson—baryonprocesseswhichare not alwayssatisfiedby the data. For example,the relation

~ ~ -* ~, ~‘A~) = ~(1T — p—~p°n)— ~ ~(ir~p—* p°A~) (4C.20)

haslittle chanceof beingsatisfiedbecauseof the differentReggeexchangescontributingto both sides
(A

2 exchangeand ir + A2 exchange).Even when decomposedinto natural and unnatural parity
exchangecomponents,eq. (4C.20)is not a success.For example,the cancellationon the right-hand
sidefor helicity zeroproductioncannotwork becauseof the very differentstructureof ‘ir exchangein
eachcase(— — t in ‘ifp-+p°nbut — constantin ‘ir~p—*p°A~~).

In studyingthe relationsbetweenthe cross-sectionstanddensitymatrix elementsof meson—baryon

t At finite energiessomeauthorsrecommendcorrectingfor phase-spaceeffects[e.g.14].The procedurefor doingthisis, however,not unique.
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and baryon—baryonprocesses[39], one also finds that only when the Regge exchangestructureis
similar, arepredictionsvalid. Thus,

np) = ~(K~n-3 K°p)+~~(K~n K~°p) (4C.21)

is a failure, whereas,

~ (4C.22)

worksreasonablywell. In fig. 4C.6 various cross-sectioncomponentsare separatelyshownto satisfy
eq. (4C.22) [221].Not only hasthe quark modelbeenusedhereto relatemesonandbaryon,but alsoto
restrict the number of independentamplitudes in the baryon—baryonprocessand so obtain a
one-to-onecorrespondencebetweenthese and the meson—baryonamplitudes.The constraintsim-
posedon the spin amplitudesare discussedbelow.

4C.8. Constraintson production amplitudespin structure

Bialas and Zalewski [39] haveclassifiedtheseconstraintsaccordingto the strengthof assumption

Quark Mode) Relations for K+n_K*Op and
ppfl~~~at 6 GeV/c
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Fig. 4C.6. A test of the quark model relationsbetweenthe density matrix elementsof pp~n~~(open points) and K*n~~~K*Op(solid points)
[221].
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used.ClassA assumesquark additivity alone. For example,for ITN —~irA one obtainsthe sameA
densitymatrixelementpredictionsasgivenby theStodolsky—Sakuraimodel[10].In thecaseof irN —~pA,

thep andA densitymatricesare related,e.g.

p” + p’~’ = ~(P3(23/2 + V’3Re P3/2—1/2). (4C.23)

These relationsare equally valid when formulatedfor s or t-channelhelicity quantisation.ClassB
relationsusethe additional assumptionthat two of the eight, otherwiseindependent,quark—quark

CLASS A QUARK MODEL RELATIONS FOR REACTION Kp—p~(I385)
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Fig. 4C.7. A test of thequark model classA relations for the 12 transversityamplitude moduli (above) and8 of the relativephases(below) in
Kp_.*p~**[292].The amplitudes(a)-4f) areshownin pairs(•, A) which areexpectedto beequalin thequarkmodel (seeref. [292]for details).
The phases are thoserelativeto theamplitudesin (c) — e.g. (d) is thephaseof amplidude(d) relativeto (c) etc.
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scatteringamplitudesare equal. For irN—+pA, for example,relation (4C.23) splits into two stricter
ones (p” =~P3/23/2’ etc.). Class C setsequal a further two quark—quark scatteringamplitudes,and
relationssuch as RePio = 0 (for irN -~ pA) areobtained.

Class B and C results are not invariant with respect to rotation between s and t-channel
quantisation,although thosein classB are less dependenton which frame is used than thosein C.
Many quark model testshavebeenmadeusingdoubleresonanceproductiondatawith the conclusion
[e.g. 56, 141] that class A and B relationsare apparentlyvalid while those of C are significantly
violated. Recenthigh statistics data on the processKp~p~(l385)~at 4.2GeV/c hasenabled
amplitudeanalysis to be performedand so allow a direct test of the quark model relations for the
transversityamplitudesthemselves,including relativephases[292].Figure4C.7 showsthis testof the
classA relations.Apart from one pair of relative phases,the agreementis impressive.

It hasbeen pointed out that many of the successfulquark model spin restrictionsmay also be
obtained in Regge models with specific coupling schemes.For example,a “dipole coupling” of
Reggeonsin irN -~ pA (the N andA couplingdominantly to spin one) can be shown [39,141] to give
rise to classA and B predictions(i.e. thosesuccessfulexperimentally).

The general implications for Regge phenomenologyof SU(3) and the quark model can be
summarisedby thesestatements:

(a) Where SU(3)doesnot contradictthecommon-sensedictatedby Reggeideas,it is successfuli.e.
it is a good symmetry for Regge residues,and also for amplitudes, if one takes account of
mass-breaking(aK.(t) � a1,(t)).

(b) Thosequark model resultswhich are alsoderivablefrom SU(3)are particularlysuccessful.
(c) Quarkmodel resultswhich relateprocesseswith different Reggeexchangesareexpected,and

found, to be invalid.
(d) Successfulquarkmodel relationsbetweenspin-amplitudesareusuallyderivableby other means

e.g. Reggemodelswith specific couplings.
(e) In many caseswherepureReggepoledominanceand/orexchange-degeneracyare violated, the

relationsimplied by SU(3)and quark additivity arestill experimentallyvalid.
One can thereforecontemplatea hierarchyof exchangemodelconstraints,accordingto decreasing

phenomenologicalprecision: (1) SU(3), (2) quark additivity, (3) pure Regge pole dominance, (4)
exchangedegeneracy.

4D. Vectormesonproductionand photoproduction

High energyproductionor scatteringof vectorparticlesprovidesan opportunityto testReggeideas
in a new situation.In particular,new helicity configurationsandnew exchanges(unnaturalparity) are
involved.The bestmeasuredandunderstoodprocessesare the set of SU(3) relatednon-strangeness
exchangevector mesonproductionreactionsandthe single pion photoproductionprocessesto which
theyare relatedby vectormesondominance(VMD). In table4D.1 we exhibit the exchangedquantum
numbersand the SU(3) and VMD relations between the amplitudes. Figure 4D.l is a pictorial
representationof theserelationships:thereare threebasic exchangeamplitudes(J

0 = F, 1~and0,
i.e. those listed in part (a) of the table) the interferenceterms of which are measurablein the
processeslisted in parts (b) and (c) of this table. We now discussthe propertiesof this highly
constrainedsystemof amplitudes,usingfig. 4D.l as a guide.
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Table 4D. I
The exchangeamplitudesin vector mesonproductionandphoto-
production.Thosein (b) arerelatedto thosein (a) by SU(3). Those
in (c) are related to (a) and (b) by vector mesondominanceand
SU(3). Isoscalar unnaturalparity exchanges(H, H’?) have been

omittedsincetheir SU(3) mixing propertiesareunknown.

Exchangeamplitudequantumnumbers

Process Naturalparity Unnaturalparity

lrp-+p°n A
2

1rp-~w°fl p — B
1T°p-4p°p (l/V2)~ —

a)

1r~p~4p*p (l/V2)(a±A2) ±(l/’
12)ir

K*n~~K*Op (1/V2)(A
2+ p) (l/V2)(ir + B)

~ k’~°n (1/V2)(A2 — p) (l/V’~)(ir— B)
b)

v(A2— p/r) P(lr — B/r)

yn—~irp v(A2+p/r) v(ir+B/r)
yp-4’lT°p (v/V2)(w+p/r) (~/rV2)B
yn-4~r°n (v/\/2)(w - p/r) — (~/rV2)B
yp-

4,lp (xp/V~)(p+w/r) (x~/V6)B
yp—~~‘p (x’v/\/6)(p + w/r) (x’v/V6)B

c)

= p + w/r, r 2.8; v2 = y~/ira 350

x = cos9,,— \/2 sin 9,, = 1.23; x’ = — (sin 0,, + ‘V~cos 0)= —1.22

4D.1.
1G = F exchangein irp—*p°fl

Fromthisprocess,muchhasbeenlearnedof the propertiesof ir exchangeandassociatedcuts(see
also sections4E, F). We briefly recounthow Reggeexchangeinformation may be inferred from the
data. Schlein [35] showed how one may define combinationsof helicity amplitudes which are
experimentallymeasurablein 7rp—*7r~irn:In the p-region both S and P wave irir production
occurs:

0. = P°~
2+ IP12 + lP~4l2+ SI2, (Poo— p,,)cT = IP°12— ~ (IP~l2+ 1P12),

= ~ (l~l~— lP12), \/2 Rep,.~o= Re(P°. pt), (4D.1)

\~2RePos0. Re(P°.S*), V2 ReP,s0. = Re(P .

where

~ (P~°’~,P+°~), S (S÷±,S÷). (4D.2)

The P-waveamplitudesP~,of definite exchangenaturalityare definedanddiscussedin appendixB
(~AB.3).The occurrenceof scalar productsin eq. (4D.1) reflects the fact that no nucleon spin
measurementsareinvolved.

To identify individual amplitudes,L~.A,further assumptionsarenecessary.
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Fig. 4D.l. Relationshipbetweenvarious vector mesonproductionand photoproductionprocesses.The boxed reactionsisolatepure G-parity
exchanges;theothersyield interferenceinformation.

(a) Froggattand Morgan [124]assumedfor the unnaturalparity combinations(P, F°,S)
(1) spin coherence:L!~_/L~±is independentof ~ = 0,— and L = S,P;
(2) phasecoherence:P~A/P~’.Ais real.

These relations would hold for elementary (absorbed)ir exchangeor indeed ir Regge pole
exchange.In fact, theyappearto be satisfiedby the datato a ratherhigh degree[126].

(b) Estabrooksand Martin [118] have noted that, in the approximation that A,-like (A’ = A)
exchangemaybe neglected,tassumption(1) is satisfiedand is sufficient, by itself, to enablesolution
of eqs.(4D.l) sincethen

= (0,L~_); L = S, P (~= 0, —). (4D.3)

FigureAA.5 of appendixA showsthe moduli IP.~-I, P.1j andJP~~so deducedfrom high statisticsdata
at 17.2GeV/c [225].Although P~—Ihastheform expectedfor ir exchange(\/—t/(t — p2)) P11.j shows
a forward-spike ratherthana dip (— t/(t — p2)) The latter phenomenonis also well known in the
analogousprocessyN—*ir~N (see table 4D.1) [26] and has been interpretedin terms of (i) the
presenceof an oppositeparity pole, 1r~“conspiring” with the ir [38], (ii) the absorptionmodel (ir and

tAn Al-like exchange~ ~ = 0,—, s) would enterquadraticallyin eqs. (4D.l). Recentpolarisationmeasurements(discussedlater) suggest
IAihrI

2~2to 4%. A termof this size doesnot significantly affect analysesbasedon eqs. (4D.1).
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A-, Regge—Pomeroncuts [60],(iii) the electricBorn term model (nucleons and u-channelBorn terms)
[54] and(iv) the formally similar Williams absorptionmodel [79].

The ir-conspiracymodel hasbeenruled out by factorisationarguments(e.g. [84]) leavingabsorp-
tion as the favouredinterpretation.A stringenttest for absorptionmodelsof irp—*p°nis providedby
the data on cos4~ (fig. 4D.2). This measuresthe phase difference between the ir exchange
amplitudesP~°and P.+i_ andis definedl in §AB.3 of appendixB. SinceIcos4~I= I, for ti ~ 0.3, the ir
pole in P.~_must be —180°out of phasewith the ir cut in P~_.Models basedon the Williams
prescriptionhavethis featureby construction.Generalabsorptionmodelshoweverdo not, sincethe
phasesof pole and cut tendto be unequalexceptnear t = 0. In fig. 4D.2, is shown the predictionof a
model proposedby Field and Sidhu [222].The helicity amplitude predictionsof a simplified Regge
pole model (usingthe Williams prescriptionfor ir absorption)are shown in fig. AA.5 andgive a good
accountof the data ~ cos4~ = ± I, by construction).

The naturalparity componentof irp—*p°nis thoughtto be dominatedat large t by A
2 exchange,

and at small t by the samen 0 (cut) correctionassociatedwith ir exchange.Note that P_ are just
the sumand differenceof the sametwo (n = 0 and n = 2) helicity amplitudes(T.,, 1/2-1/2). The relative
proportions of A2 pole, ir cut and A2 cut presentin IP~I are illuminated by the latter’s energy
dependence(a~ff(t)).This is shown in fig. 4D.3 for irp—*p°nand chargedir photoproduction:for
I tI ~ 0.3 it is clear that A2 exchangeis important but, near t = 0, the energydependenceis more
characteristicof ir exchange.Taken togetherwith the phase-coherenceevidence,this suggeststhat
the A2—Pomeroncut in T.~_is small comparedto the ir cut. The rise of aeff(t) neart 0.2 must then
be interpretedas due to ir cut and A2 pole interference.This effect is very difficult to reproduce
quantitatively in absorption models, since the flat t-dependenceof the strong ir cut forces it to
dominatethe A2 out to t valueswhereaeff(A2) is itself nearzero [222].The simple “Reggepoleplus
Williams” model (appendixA) does,howevergive a qualitativeaccountof this feature(fig. 4D.3).

Two other aspectsof (Reggeised)ir exchangeare highlighted in IP.~I.Firstly, it hasbeenpointed
out that aeff(t) for this quantity (from 6 to 17 GeV/c) showsless shrinkagethan expectedof a typical
Reggepole (a’~0.

4rather than 0.9), [222].Secondly,and perhapsnot unconnectedwith the first,

1 ~

~odeI1 of tel (2221
5GeV/cl

0-

rfp— pm at 172 GeV/c

X COS.~

I I

0 0.1 0.2 0-3

-t [0eV2]

Fig. 4D.2. The phase coherence cos 4,
0.(x) of the amplitudes P°andP in ij-p p°nat17.2 GeV/cextracted(see§4D.I) assumingspin-coherence

[169].

t Spin coherence~ = 1)hasbeenassumedin extractingcos~.
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Fig. 4D.3. The a,ff parameterdeducedfrom 7rp—~p°nand yN~.e1r*Ndata [271]in therange3 to 17GeV. The naturaland unnaturalparity
exchangecomponentsaretreatedseparately.The full lines representiv and A

2 Reggetrajectoriesand the dashedcurveis the predictionof the
simple model given in appendixA.

there is little sign of a zero or dip at — t — 0.5 as might be expectedof a pure pole— a smooth
t-dependencein P~(in the t-channel),the only ir exchangeamplitude,shouldgive rise to a zeroat
—t = m~—m~in P.~_(s-channel)becauseof a zero in the crossingmatrix. In models,the lack of a
zero can be accountedfor by allowing a ir coupling to ~ (t-channel)(as in fact requiredby dual
models) [172] or simply by evaluating the crossing matrix at t = m~as in the Williams model.
Formally, thesegive the sameresult. The possibility thereforeexists that P~?_is not such a clear-cut
exampleof pure Reggepoleexchangein an n = 1 amplitudeas is often supposed(seesection4A).

Information on the spin structure at the nucleon vertex of irp—*p°n and yp-+-ir~nis still
fragmentary.However, recentmeasurementsof irp-+ir~irn on a polarisedtarget have shown a
sizeableA1-like exchange— see§4E.4.For thenaturalparity exchangepolarisationcomponentT±(eq.
(AB.15)), the dominant contribution is expected to have the form Im[ir~~,Afl.In fig. 4E.3, the
predictedpolarisation[228]is shown to agreewell with experiment[299].

In summary, the amplitude structure of ir and A2 exchangein irp—~p°nis reasonablywell
understood.FigureAA.5 bearswitnessto this. The mostremarkablefeaturefrom the point of view of
absorptionmodelsis the high degreeof phase-coherencebetweenthe unnaturalparity amplitudes.
The correspondingquantumnumberexchangein yN-+ir~Nshowsthe samequalitative featuresas

IP~jandIPI in irp—*p°n.Somequantitative(VMD violating) differencesarediscussedin section4F.

4D.2. JG= ~+ exchangein irN-+wN

Figure4D.4 showsthe quantitiesP°~
2,IP~I2and~_cos4~-for irp —~w°nas measuredat 6 GeV/c

13291. If the unnaturalparity exchangeis dominatedby B Reggepole exchange,then just as for ir
exchangein §4D.1 ,oneexpectsP12(= P~_I2)to vanishatt = 0and~ cos4~ = 1.Thedataontheother
hand imply the presenceof a strongamplitude P~± (finite at t = 0) which hasbeeninterpretedas Z
exchange,Z (JPC = 2~)beingthepotentiallyEXDpartnerof theA

1 [228,318]. Suchacomponentwould
indeedmake~. cos4’,~ vanishat t = 0 asobservedin thedata. Becauseof thisextracomplication,it is
not possibleto solve for the componentsIP~’I,IP~-I andcos4~ as in irp—~p°n.
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i-rp-.w°n at 6 GeV/c
100 ~ ~
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_ H ~ __

-t [GeV2l
Fig. 4D.4. Data for iTp —+ w°nat 6 GeV/c [329]comparedwith themodelpredictionsof refs. [228] (full curve)and [222](dashedcurve).~ cosqS is
thespin-averagedphasedifferencedefinedin eq. (AB.14), (takenfrom ref. [318]).

The fact that p,, doidt is finite at t = 0 implies (just as in irp -~p°nand yN —~ir~N) that a
non-evasive(cut) correctionis present.Howeverits natureis ratherobscure.The dramaticforward
turnoverin IP~i2which is presumablydominatedby the n = 0, x = 2 p exchangeamplitude,suggests
that thiscut is rathersmallwith respectto p exchange.(Contrastthe factorof 10 drop in cross-section
at t = 0 with the peak in irp—~p°n.)However, one is then surprisedthat the pronounceddip at
— t = 0.6, characteristicof p Reggepoleexchange,is not seen.The V MD-relatedprocess‘yp —+ ‘?~palso
showsa smoothbehaviourof IP~I2[301].

In summary,two unnaturalparity Reggepoleexchanges(B, Z) areimportant in irN —~ oN (seealso
section4E). The naturalparity componentseemsto be dominatedby p Reggepole exchangeat least
for ti ~ 0.4. Whetheror not cuts are important at larger t is lessclear. Models with and without
NWSZ have been considered[222,228] but none gives a very convincing accountof all the data.
Informationon the energydependenceof the various componentsof irN —* wN would helpdisentangle
the detailsof the exchangemechanisms.Someinformationat 8 and 12 GeV/c [307]is availablebut is
not yet sufficientto show up anyanomaliesin the aeff(t) of P~12near— t = 0.6.

4D.3. I~= 0 exchangein ir°p—* p°p

Information on ir°p—~p°pcomes from combining data (d0./dt and density matrix c~ements)for
iT p—*p p and irp—*p°nso as to eliminate I = 1 exchange.The cross-sectionis dominatedby the
naturalparity component1P12, hasa turnover in the forwarddirectionand a deepdip near—t = 0.5
(fig. 3.2). This is in agreementwith the simple Regge expectation of o exchangecontributing
dominantly to P1+ (n = 1), (see,for example, [171]).The unnaturalparity components,being small,
are difficult to isolate. Smallbut non-zerovaluesof p~andRep,

0at 2.7GeV/chavebeeninterpreted
as evidenceof isoscalar,unnaturalparity (H) exchange[132].Non zerovaluesof 1P1

2 could arise,in
absorptionmodels, as a result of absorbinga natural parity pole contributionto Pi~_.However w
couplesweakly to suchan amplitude.
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The energydependenceof ir°p—~p°pis roughly consistentwith w exchange[171].Studiesof the
VMD relatedprocessyp -~ ir°parepotentially moreuseful for elucidatingamplitude structure.This is
becauseof the availabilityof high statistics,high energydataandof FESRinformation[139,194,297].
Table 4D.l shows that yp—* ir°p actually has small contributionsfrom I = 1 exchange(p, B and
Z) — small becauseof the VMD suppressionfactor 1/r (— ~) and becausethe p couplesmuch more
weakly (x ~) to the non-flip nucleonvertex than does the w. Again, yp -+ ir°p is dominatedby JP12
which hasa turnoverat t —0 and,at t = —0.5, a dip which is somewhatshallowerthan in ir°p—~p°p.
The I = 0 componentof yp -~ir°p and the cross-sectionfor ir°p—~p°papproximatelysatisfy vector
mesondominance(a relativefactor of y2~Iira 350) [274].This simplepictureis partially destroyedby
the aeff(t) informationfrom yp ~ ir°p(shownin fig. 4A.3). The effective trajectoryis not linear in t (as
expectedfor an w Reggepole) but hasa dip-bumpstructurecharacteristicof pole/cut interference
effects. Indeedstrongcut modelsgive a good descriptionof this quantity [139].In thesemodels,the
dip at —t= 0.5 is dueto pole/cutcancellationin an n = 1 amplitude,the pole itself havingno NWSZ
(seealsosection4A). HoweverBarkeret al. [194]haveusedFTDR andFESRto showthat P~hasa
phasewhich is not at all typical of absorptionmodels(old or new)— at 4 GeV the imaginary part has
the usual zero near—t = 0.5 but the real part is apparentlymuch morestrongly absorbed,with a zero
at —t = 0.2. Furtherlight is shedon the productionamplitudesby a measurementof therelativephase
betweenp°p—*-ir°pand ‘yp—*ir°p using nuclear physics techniquesapplied to

7A—*ir°A [294]. A
non-zero(i.e. VMD-violating) phasedifference is observedwhich, is consistentwith that expected
(near t = —0.2) if yp—~ir°phasthe phasededucedby Barkeret al. [194]andp°p-+ir°p is Reggepole
dominated.This would be a temptingsolution to the paradoxof the apparentsimplicity of ir°p—~p°p
yet complexity of yp —+ ir°p.Thereexists other evidenceof the importance,and occasionalstrange
behaviour,of cut effects in photoproduction([260] and section4F).

The threebasicexchangecomponentsdiscussedin §4D.l—~4D.3can be madeto yield evenmore
informationby studiesof their mutual interferenceterms(seefig. 4D.1). We now discusstheseusing
someof the techniquesoutlined in appendixB.

4D.4. p—w interferenceandrelatedphenomena

As discussedin appendix B (~AB.5)the interferencebetweenthe I’ = 1~and F exchangesis
measurablein four experimentallyindependentways:
(1) Since w hasa small (—1%) branchingratio into ir ir, one can use data on ITN -4 ir ITN to

measurethe relative phasesof the p andw productionamplitudes.
(2) By a similar token, p and w production amplitudes can be observedto interfere in irN -+

ir~irir°N.A detaileddiscussionof thesephenomenais containedin [318].
(3) AssumingSU(3)for thevectormesoncouplings(table4D.l), thedifferencebetweenK~n-~K*°pand

Kp-9K*°nobservablesis proportional to the sameinterference.
(4) AssumingVMD, thedifferencebetweenyp —* ir’~’nandyn -+ i~pyields the sameinformationas (3).

If A(p) and A(w) representthe 1G = F and 1” exchangeamplitudesrespectively,then the various
methodsrespectivelygive accessto

(I) A(p)A(w)*
(2) Im[A(p)A(w)*]
(3), (4) Re[A(p)A(~)*],

wherea sumover nucleonspinsis implicit. Studiesof p—w interferenceeffects(method(1)) [220,2291
and K* production(method (3)) [228] show that ir exchangein P°interferesonly weakly with the
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correspondingG= + component(B exchange).Dependingon the particular measurement,phase
differences4(p) — 4(w) of from 65°to 100°are observed.For EXD Reggepoles,90°is expected.
Thereare indicationsfrom p—~interferencein 2ir andin 3ir ((1) and(2)) thatthespin coherencein P°
is less than 1.0 (see §AB.5). This and the lack of a turnover in IP°1

2for ir”p-+w°n provides the
strongestevidenceof the existenceof Z exchangein P°±±[318].

Interferenceeffects in P are small and show 4,(p)— q’(w) ~ 90°,for ti ~ 0.1, also in rough
agreementwith ir andB exchangedominatedmodels.

In §~4D.1and4D.2, it was deducedthat P’~’ in ir’p—~w°nwas dominatedby p exchangewhile its
counterpartin ir”p—’p°nwas dominatedby the ir cut, for iti <0.1,andA

2 Reggepolefor ti >0.2. The
phasedifference4(p) — 4~o)is thus expectedto swing rapidly from the secondto third quadrantsas
itI increases.Resultsfrom methods(1), (3) [228]and (4) [139]confirm this simplequalitativepicture.

Sincetheinterferenceterm in P~is linearly proportionalto the p exchangeamplitude,it offersa more
sensitivetest for the NWSZ than does IP~I

2 [139].Figure 4D.5 showsthat this term, isolatedfrom
photoproductiondata(4), showsno trace of a zero near—t = 0.6. (Seealso§4D.2.)

ISOSCALAR/ IS~ECT0RINTERFERENCE
1 I I I I I

o3.4GeVl -lPho~opro~~ction
0.8- •16GVj -

L

Q8

-t GeV2

Fig. 4115. The normaliseddifferencebetweenir~and ir photoproductionby naturalparity exchange(datapoints). The analogousinterference
term (betweenodd andevenG-parity exchanges)from KN~~eK*N at 4GeV/c(see§4D.4) is shown by theshadedregion [271].

4D.5. Interferencebetween
1G = 0’ and F exchanges

Chargedp production measuresinterferencebetween o and A2-like exchanges.In the caseof p
andA2 exchange,eachhassimilarnucleonhelicity structureandthe amplitudesthereforehavea high
degreeof spin coherence.However, since o is dominantlyhelicity non-flip and A2 dominantlyflip at
nucleon vertices,the oppositeis true in ir p-~pp.It is thereforenot surprising that the data [157]
show little or no interference.

Isolationof an interferencetermin IP°1
2would alsorequire veryaccuraterelativenormalisationof

‘7rp-4pp and ir’p-4p°nsinceeachis dominatedby ir exchange.Such an interferencewould be
sensitiveto the presenceof H exchange.
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4D.6. InterferencebetweenI~= 0 and l~exchanges

The interferenceof w andp-like exchangesis measurablein neutralpseudoscalarphotoproduction
(assumingSU(3), as in table 4D.1). In fact, measurementof d0./dt and ~ (the polarisedphoton
asymmetry)for yp—~ir°p,i~pand yn—* ir°nenablesoneto isolatethe I = 0 and 1 exchanges,andtheir
interference,in iP’~’I2 and 1P12 [274].Although ~ for yn—*-ir°n is not yet known, there is already
sufficient information to allow some discussionof thesequantities.The contributionsto IP’~’l2 from
I = 0 and I are very similar in magnitude(up to the VMD factor of —350), and in shape,to their
hadronic counterparts.For the reasonsput forward in §4D.5, these w and p-like amplitudesare
expectedto have small spin coherence.However, unlike w and A

2, the ~ and p amplitudesare
expectedto havesimilar phases(SU(3) symmetry) and so thereis morechanceof an interference
effect. The data do show an interferencein p~(basically a reflection of dcr/dt (‘yp ~ ir°p)>d0./dt~
(‘yn -+ 1r°n))which is roughly consistentwith SU(3) symmetryassumingF/D —3(0.4) for nucleon
helicity non-flip (flip) [274].

!P1
2 for I = 0 is surprisingly large and is in fact comparablewith the I = 1 component(nor-

malisation:P”(ir°p)= P’(I = 0) + (l/r)P(I = 1), see table 4D.1). This result reflectsthe experimental
fact that ~(yp—~np)>~(yp—*lr°p) [301],a result which few Reggecut modelspredicted,since they
usuallygenerateunnaturalparity exchangein ‘yp —* (ir°,~)p by B exchangeand/orabsorptionof the p
exchangein P~(both are I = 1). Realisticmodelsfor neutralphotoproductionmustthereforecontain
isoscalarunnaturalparity Reggepolese,g,H exchange[139].

4D.7. Hyperchargeexchangeprocesses

In processessuch as irp_s~K*°Aand K’p—+wA sufficient experimentalobservablesareavailable
(with an unpolarisedtarget, 10 out of the 12 piecesof independentinformation)to enablemeaningful
amplitude analyses[105]and to constraintightly Reggefits [122].Until recently, limited experimental
statisticsallowed only qualitative statementsabout the exchangemechanisms.New high statistics
bubblechamberdataon Kp —~(p, w, 4)A [245]will allow moredetailedanalyses.

AssumingSU(3)and magic mixing of the w and ~ (or equivalently,the quark model)oneobtains
the amplituderelations(section4C),

P~’(Kp-s’p°Y)= P~(Kp-s.wY) (4D.3)

P~°(iFp-~K*°Y)= P~’(Kp-~q5Y), (4D.4)

where Y = A°,r or ~ (1385)°.Where testable,theserelationsare found to be well satisfied (see
section4C). The further assumptionof EXD Reggepoles leadsto the equivalenceof the amplitude
moduli in eqs. (4D.3, 4D.4) in closeanalogy with the line-reversalsymmetry relationsdiscussedin
section4B:

IP~(Kp—~p°Y)I2= ~iP~(Kp -~~Y)i2. (4D.5)

High statistics,high energy,data for the sum of the Y = A°and Y = E°final statesis available at
13 GeV/c [302]whereit is found that eq.(4D.5) is well-satisfiedfor IP~i2 within smallerrors(fig. 4D.6).
At 4.2GeV/c, the “real” processis sometwo times larger than the “rotating”, in keeping with the
usual CEX and HYCEX line-reversalviolation systematics.It is, however,the oppositeeffect to the
breakingfound in the SU(3) analogousprocessesK~n—* K*~)pandKp K*°nat 4 to 6 GeV/c where
the mechanismis ir-cut/p exchangeinterference(see§4D.4). Since the K andits cuts are relatively
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Fig. 4D.6. (a) A test of the EXD and SU(3) predictionsfor Kp—~p(A°,~°)and Kp—~4,(A°,~°)by natural parity exchange.(b) Effective
trajectoriesfor the natural parity and unnaturalparity exchangecomponentsof the samedata 1245, 106, 302]. At 4.2 GeVIc. both p(A, ~)and

w(A, ~)data(equivalentby SU(3)) havebeen used.

lessimportantandP~is dominatedby the nucleonnon-flip component(K* exchange),this difference
is not so surprising.The EXD breakingseemsto be in 1P±12itself anddecreasesrapidly with energy
(apparentlyzeroat 13 GeVic).

Thereis little firm evidenceof EXD breakingin P°12eitherat 4 or 13 GeV/c.However1P12shows
large breaking (a factor of 2 to 7) at 13 GeV/c. Since 1P12 is expectedto be a rather opaque
conglomerationof polesand cutsno immediateconclusionsfollow. In fig. 4D.6, areshown the aeff(t)

values for P~I2and P°j2.Both show skrinkage and are respectivelysimilar to K* and K Regge
trajectories.
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Fig. 4D.7. Comparisonof yp —* K~(A,~0) data[53,284] with predictionsbasedon vectormesondominance(see§4D.7) andthe dataof fig. 4D.6.
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Cross-sectionand polarisedphotonasymmetrydatafor the VMD relatedprocess‘yp —* K~(A+ ~°)

areavailableat 16 GeV/c. Since ‘y —‘ p + + onecan makea VMD comparisonusinghadronic
datafor pp—*K~(A+~°)and4)p~K~(A+~°)which arerespectively“rotating” and “real” processes.
One can makethe plausibleassumptionthat theseare respectivelygiven by the Kp —* 4)(A + ~) and
Kp -+ p(A + ~)dataandthat the necessary,but not crucial,amplitude phasedifferenceis givenby the
naive EXD argument(—e”’~”t~).The resultof such a VMD comparison,scaledto 16 GeV/c, is shown
in fig. 4D.7. The agreementis rathercloseexceptthat (asis often the case,seesection4F) the fraction
of naturalparity exchangeis higher for photoproduction.

4D.8. Charge-exchange4) and Cu production

SimpleReggeexchangeideaspredict ~N -+ CuN and irN —* 4)N to haveidenticalproductionproper-
ties up to an overall scalefactor, Z = ~ 1/400 (as estimatedfrom ~ For the
natural parity exchangecomponents IP÷12’ this appearsto be true at 6 GeV/c, the ratio being
0.0023±0.0004 [304].However, the unnaturalparity componentsIP°12havedifferentbehaviours—

hasa much flatter t-dependenceand drops as s5 between4 and 6GeV/c. This very rapid energy
dependence,also seenin do~/dtfrom just above threshold[1921,hasbeen interpretedin terms of
doubleexchangediagrams[3001.However,sincethe anomalousbehaviourappearsto be in the overall
unnaturalparity exchangeamplitudes P°~,this mechanismwould require an unnatural® natural
parity exchangestructure (not the K ® K diagram considered).Since the leading single Regge
exchangesareso suppressed(Z ‘— 1/400), it is clear thatanyexchangemodel for ~N -+ 4)N will haveto
containsomesort of higher orderdiagram(unitarity, Regge—Reggecut, etc.).

4D.9. Vectormesonand J” = ~ baryon production

With the obviousexceptionof I = 0 exchange,all the exchangemechanismsand SU(3) relation-
ships discussedin §4D.1 to §4D.8 may also be studied in processesinvolving the productionof a
jP = ~+ baryon in the final state.In thesereactions,the naturalparity exchangesare largely confined
to helicity flip baryonvertices(seeappendixA) while the unnaturalparity polescan now contributeto
all baryonhelicity statesbut, in contrastto the nucleoncase,predominantlyto helicity non-flip. The

+ 0 ±+ ± *0 ±±

CEX processessuch as ir p—~pA andK p—*K A are well describedby the simplestReggepole
with Williams pion absorptionmodel (see, for examplefig. AA.4). They provide a useful sourceof
information on non-evasive overall helicity non-flip ~ exchange (n = 0, x= 0) in contrast to
irp—*p°n,etc., which are dominatedby n = 1 amplitudes.Becauseof the large numberof helicity
statesinvolved, analysis of ~ into amplitudesis more complicated than for irp—*p°n
(~4D.1). With extramodel-dependentassumptions(basicallythe testablequarkmodelbaryoncoupling
scheme) it is possible to obtain the amplitude structure from the decay angulardistributions of

-* in~A(containingall but threeof the requiredpiecesof information)[164,324]. In particular,one
may extractthe usually unobtainablerelative phasebetweennatural andunnaturalparity exchange
amplitudes—forexample,betweenP~...and ~ (in a similar notation as for 1rp-+p°n).This phase
[324]showspreciselythe behaviourexpectedin the simplest IT cut andA

2 exchangemodels.In §4D.4
this phasebehaviourwas indirectly inferredfrom natural—naturalinterferences.

For the HYCEX reactionssuchas Kp -* p>~(1385) evenmore information is availablein principle
(22 out of 23 independentmeasurablequantities). At present,lack of statistics preventsdetailed
conclusionsbeing drawn from such analyses.However many of the constraintsimplied by duality
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(real amplitudes)andthe quark model (classA andB relations,see section4C) are apparentlysatisfied
[292].

In summary,the exchangemechanismsof vector production processesare now understoodto
roughly the sameextentthat0~scatteringwas understoodin the latesixties.The detailedknowledge
of amplitudephasesfrom polarisationmeasurements,etc., is not yet sufficient to enablediscussionof
peripherality of imaginary parts and other technical issues— compareour presentknowledge of p
exchangein IT p—*wn and in IT p—*ir°n.Nonetheless,the basic exchangeshavebeenidentified and
considerableprogressin establishingthe non-pole-likecorrection systematicshasbeenmade.Forth-
coming polarisation studies and high energy, high statistics data are expected to acceleratethis
progressconsiderably.

4E. Unnatural parity exchanges

Unnaturalparity Reggepoleexchangesare, in general,less well studiedthanthe dominantnatural
parity poles (p, A2, etc). This is both becausethey are lower lying and becausethey only occur in
processeswith rather complicated spin structure e.g. baryon—baryonscatteringor vector meson
production. According to the L-excitation quark model there are four nonetsof unnaturalparity
mesonswhich shouldgiverise to sizeableexchangecontributions.Thesehave JPC = 0~,l~,~ and
2~,correspondingto q4 statesof

2S+ILJ = IS
0, iP1,

3P
1 and

3D
2 respectively,and are listed in table

4E.1. Someof their expectedand observedpropertiesare also summarisedin the table.

Table 4E.I
Summaryof the expectedand observedpropertiesof unnaturalparity Reggepoles.Massesin bracketsare estimatedassumingEXD with the
correspondingtrajectory in theLH part of the table (a’ = 0.82).The symbols “?“ and “??“ signify an unclearexperimentalor theoreticalstatus

(the secondsymboldenotesagreaterdegreeof confusion).

a) JPc = o jP( =

Regge Produc- Exchange . Regge Mass Produc- Exchangea(0) . Shrinkage . Shrinkage
pole tion Seen Expected pole [MeV] tion Seen Expected

—0.02 yes yes yes yes B 1235 yes yes yes yes
—0.25 yes no no — H (1235) no 1 —

—0.75 yes no no — H’ (1460) no no no —

K —0.20 yes yes yes yes KB 1300? 1 1? 1 —

b) JPC = l** jPC = 2~

Exchange Exchange
Regge a(0) Produc- ___________________ Shrinkage Regge Mass Produc- ___________________ Shrinkage
pole tion Seen Expected pole [MeVI lion Seen Expected

A1 —0 no yes small — Z (1560) no yes yes ?
D —0.35 yes no no — Z0 (1690) no no no —

E —0.64 yes no no — (1795) no no no —

KA —0.39? ? ?? ? — K~ (1700) no 1? 1 —
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4E.1. Relativeimportanceof unnaturalparity exchanges

We list someof the featureswhich govern the “visibility” in the data of a particular Reggepole.
The first 5 pointsarerelevantto both naturalandunnaturalparity exchange:

(1) The lower the mass for a given spin, the higher lying is the trajectory, and hencethe more
important the exchangeat high energies(—s~”°).

(2) If the lowest stateon the trajectory hasa smallmass,then the resultingsingularity can havea
stronginfluenceon the physicalregion,e.g. for the pion 1/sin lTa(t) — 1/(t — ~2)

(3) Odd signatureexchanges(—1 —exp{—iITa(t)}) are suppressedwith respectto even onesnear
a(t) = 0 (e.g. B/IT and AIIZ near t = 0 and p/A2 near —t = 0.6). Even signature exchangesare
suppressedneara(t) —1, i.e. usuallywell away from t = 0. This assumesa NWSZ structure.

(4) Becausetarget and projectile in generalhavenon-zeroisospin,I = 1 exchangeis much more
readily isolatedthanI = 0 which usuallyoccursalongwith I = I andrequiresnon-trivialdataanalysis
(cf. the discussionof IT p—~pnand IT p-

4p p in section4D).
(5) Strange(I = ~)EXD partnersare difficult to separatesince there are no G-parity constraints

(e.g.K and KB alwaysoccurtogether).
Two furtherconsiderationsare specific to unnaturalparity poles.

(6) SU(6) predicts [12] that, for the l’~ and 0~couplings to octet baryons,the FID mixing
parametersare ~. Couplingsanalogousto KN~and~NN arethereforeexpectedto be small. The I = 0
exchangesin table 4E.1 havebeen listed in order of increasingmass (mH> mH). Apart from i~, ~‘,

their mixing propertiesare not known experimentally.If they are magicallymixed, ci. the w and 4),
thenone expectsonly the Cu-like exchangeto couplestrongly to nucleons.

(7) For I = 0 or 1 mesonexchanges,C-parity constrainstheir couplingsto nucleons,

gA
4A2(t) = ~ (4E.l)

(P, C are the parity and C-parity of the exchange.)Togetherwith eq. (2.2) this implies

= Crg_~2...~4(t), (4E.2)

so that the ir andB nonets(CP = —1) couple only to helicity flip while the A1 andZ nonets(Cr = —1)
couple only to non-flip. Note that all naturalparity exchangeshave CP = Cr = + (as predictedfor
exampleby the quark model) so that no helicity couplingconstraintsexist in that case.

(8) For strangemesoncouplingsto octetbaryons,eq. (4E.l) doesnot apply exceptin the limit of
exact SU(3) (e.g. equalN and ~ masses).In principle, therefore,off-diagonal helicity couplingscan
exist for (K, KB) and(KA, K~)(seefor example[318]and appendixA).

Althoughone expectsall the trajectoriesin table 4E.1 to contributeto two-body processes,many
exchangeswill be difficult to observe in practice,becauseof considerationslike the above. For
example,the ~ [(4), (6)], ~‘ [(1), (4)], A1 [(3)], KA, KB, K~[(8)] are not expectedto show themselves
easily. In the nextsubsectionssomeof the more likely candidatesarediscussed.

4E.2. IT and B exchange

The pion satisfiesall criteria for a prominentexchangeandconsequentlyit hasbeenrelatively well
studied.Becauseof the shortextrapolationdistanceto t = m~,its couplingstrengthin agiven process
can be successfullypredicted(see,for example,section 4D and appendixA). Thereare no known
exceptionsto this.

In evasiveamplitudes(x�0, eq. (2.5))someform of absorptionis apparentlypresent.The Williams
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Reii]t)

-1 ~. n,,

t (GeVz)

Fig. 4E.l. The effective trajectory deducedfrom 1rp—~1r°1r°ndata in the range2 to 50GeV/c[252].The best-fit straight-line[(0.04±0.04)+
(0.74±0.14)t]passescloseto the ir pole(markedby x).

modelprovidesa simpleandreliable methodof describingtheseeffects(seeappendixA), exceptthat
thereappearsto be somemass-dependenceof the absorptionstrength(seesection4F). Thereis firm
evidenceof somedegreeof shrinkagein IT exchangebut the precise value of the trajectory slope is
not reliably known (a’ -—0.2—0.8). Figure 4E.1 showsa recentdeterminationof aeff(t) from du/dt
(ITp-+ IT°ir°n)which shouldbedominatedby ir exchange[252].Although it is consistentwith a’ — 0.8,
theresultbeyond t = — 0.2 dependscritically on theuseof dataat PLAB = 2 GeV/c.The sameis true of
determinationsfrom ITp-+p°n(~4D.l)where the shrinkage is largely due to a shoulder in the
t-distributionsof the low energy(3 or 4GeV/c) data.

B exchangeis expected,and observedin ITN —~ wN, wA (~4D.2).Its phaserelative to IT exchange
hasbeen measuredin p—~interferenceexperiments(~4D.4)and is roughly as expectedof an odd
signatureReggepolewith a trajectorysimilar to that of the ir. The aeff measuredin ir~p—* wA from
3 to 16 GeV/c [200]showsa small degreeof shrinkage(a~ff 0.6±0.3 for p® do-/dt in the t-channel).

4E.3. Strangenessexchange

The smallmassof the K mesonallows it to showup in the sameway as the ir, but to a lesserextent.
One expectsK-exchange in processessuch as Kp—*4)A (dominantly n = 1, cf. ITp—~p°n)and
Kp 4)~*(1385) (n = 0) andpp —* AA (n = 0, x = 2, cf. ~p—* ñn).Figure4E.2showsacomparisonof p®.
do/dt for Kp~~*4~*(1385) and for ITp~.*p*°A wherethe latter hasbeenmultiplied by the SU(3)

~1-

K exchangein K p—pY (1385)

çlcxo

~

0 0.4 0.8 .2

-t 1GeV
2)

Fig. 4E.2. p® do’/dt (Kp ~ p~**) data [292]compared with the broken SU(3) (~4C.4)K exchangeprediction made from ~rexchangein p®
du/dt ~ (solid curve).
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factor 6 anda factor (t — m~)2/(t— m~)2to helptakeaccountof SU(3)mass-breaking.The agreement
is very satisfactory.

Figure4D.6showsevidencefor shrinkageof K exchange.It musthoweverberememberedthat P°12
(definedin §4D.1) containscontributionsfrom bothK andKB exchange.In fact,oneexpectsanEXD KB

contribution(—.1 — exp{—iITa(t)}) to dominatebeyond—t = 0.2 or 0.4. The absorptivecorrectionsto K
exchangearenotwell studiedandcouldprovideadditionalinsightinto thebehaviourof ir exchangeitself.
Forexample,the two pairsof line-reversedreactions(np —* pn,pp —~nn) andAp —~ pA, pp -~ A A) should
illuminate the comparativepropertiesof ir andK cuts.

The evidencefor KA andK~exchangecontributions,which theoreticallycould be sizeable(see
appendixA), is ambiguousbecauseof points (5) and (8) above.Non-zero values of the unnatural
parity exchangepolarisationT

0 (seeappendixB) imply the presenceof both flip andnon-flip nucleon
helicities [105,121] but not necessarilyboth (K, KB) and(KA, K~)exchange.

4E.4. A1-likeexchanges

Becauseof point (3) above,A1 Reggepoleexchangeis expectedto be smallnear t = 0 if aAl(O) 0.
Howeverthe unnaturalparity exchangepolarisedtargetasymmetryfor irp —* p°nhasrecentlybeen
measuredat 17.2GeV/c [299]and is non-zero(fig. 4E.3).The non-flip amplitude P.2+1, containingthe
A1-like exchanges,can be estimatedfrom this preliminarydata (~AB.4)to be at least 15—20% of the
dominantIT-exchangeamplitude for Id <0.3. The origin of this relatively large amplitude is not yet
understood.

The EXD partner of the A1, the Z Reggepole, is not suppressedat a = 0 and estimates[272]
suggest a significant contribution to ITN —~ coN in agreementwith data for p® doidt [329] and
indicationsfrom p—Cu interferenceeffects(~4D.4).Figure4E.4showstheexpectedp® do-/dtdistributions
for ITp—~ w°nandirn —* w°p in two modelswith [228]andwithout [222]Z exchange.At small t thereis
small spin coherencein the first mode] since irN —* coN is dominatedby Z (P.2±)and ITN -~ pN by IT

exchange(P.2_) so thatlittle differenceis expectedbetweenthe ~n andIT~reactions.Preliminarydata
are in agreementwith this [329].

Axial exchangeswith rC = —1 thusseemto be significant in resonanceproductionprocesses.Little
is yet knownof their Reggeproperties(phase,shrinkage)nor yet of possibleabsorptionsystematics.

To summarise,the quark model predictsa rich spectrumof unnaturalparity exchangeseachof

1 POLARISED TARGET ASs’MMETRY
~rp —sc,°n at 172 0eV/c

Unnatural ~rity

02 014 ~ Natural ~nty 1

J~F 1GeV]

Fig.4E.3. The polarisedtargetasymmetryassociatedwith (eq. (4B.15))naturalparity exchange(solid points)andunnaturalparity exchange(open
points) in 1rp-4p°nat 17GeV/c [299]. The solid curve is a theoretical prediction [228].
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Fig. 4E.4. Theoreticalpredictionsof two models(112281and II [222])for thep—s., interferenceeffectsexpectedin 1r~n—ew°pand irp—ew°nat
6GeV/c.

which will contribute to someor other reaction. However, for various reasons,only a few of these
exchangesare expectedto be easily detectablein practice.Exchangeswith IT-like quantumnumbers
(i-C = +) are well-studied— thosewith A

1-like quantumnumbers(iC = —) also play an importantrole,
but are lesswell understood.

4F. Externalmassdependenceof exchangemechanisms

The increasingabundanceof resonanceproductiondatahasshedlight on two importantquestions:
what is the relation betweenproducedresonancesandhow do their productionmechanismsdepend
on their massand spin?Thesequestionsreflect both the spectroscopicanddynamical(or scattering)
aspectsof hadronphysics.For example,a study of irp —~ IT irn is expectedto yield spectroscopic
information (IrIT phase shifts and resonanceparameters)and, at the same time, illuminate the
productionsystematicsof ITp—*(p°,f,g°,h...)n. From one viewpoint, we are looking at the Regge
trajectory a(m

2) for m2>0. Fromanotherviewpoint we arestudyingReggeon-particlescatteringas a
function of t,,,, and m2 (see fig. 4F.la and b). This interplay betweenproducedand exchanged
hadronicstatesis of fundamentalinterest.

An importantfeatureof most exchangeprocessesis the presenceof absorptivecorrections,some
of whosepropertiesare bestunderstoodfrom direct channel or geometricalarguments(section 3)
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_ b~d
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:~°:~
Id) (e)

Fig. 4F.l. High energyproductionamplitudes[(a), (c)] andrelatedReggeon-particlescatteringamplitudes[(b), (d)1. Amplitude (e) is a Reggepole
approximationto (d).

while othersare more directly relatedto the t-channel(section4G). In either approach,the variable
m2 should providea usefultool in our efforts to clarify the natureandorigin of absorption.

Reggeon-particlescatteringcan be convenientlystudiedin two regimes:
(1) Single-particleinclusiveprocesses(fig. 4F.lc) are relatedvia the Muller—Reggeapproach[77]to

a forward elastic Reggeon—particlescatteringamplitude (fig. 4F.ld). This relation is the Reggeon—
particlescatteringanalogueof the optical theoremfor particle—particlecollisions.

(2) From an exclusive two-particle production amplitude (fig. 4F.la) one can obtain, by fac-
torisation, a Reggeon—particlegoes to particle—particlescatteringamplitude (fig. 4F. ib). A similar
procedure(but assumingelementaryIT exchange)is usedin the Chew—Lowmethodof extractingITIT

scatteringcross-sections[1].

4F.1. Reggeon—particlescatteringandfinite-masssumrules

It hasbeendemonstrated[e.g. 117, 129, 135] that so-calledfinite-masssum rules (FMSR) may be
written for the amplitude of fig. 4F.ld. In analogy with FESR for particle—particlescattering,the
constraintimposedby duality can makesuch sumruleshighly predictive,i.e. the knownhigh energy
(or mass) Regge behaviour and low energy resonancecontributions are strongly correlated.In
particular,the FMSR give rise to correlationsbetweenthe exchangedtrajectory and the produced
system,throughthe triple-Reggeformula [199]for the high massbehaviour

dtdm2-— i(m2)~~M~(s/m2)2~r(t) (4F. 1)

The extrafactor (s/m2)2”~°(byond the obvious(m2)’~M(°))is difficult to justify, in anything lessthana
full mathematicalderivation. The variable s/rn2 can, however,be thoughtof as the available (sub-)
energyin this particularReggelimit.
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A ratherattractiveexperimentaltestof eq. (4F.1) is presentedin fig. 4F.2.This showsthe valueof
ar(t) obtainedby fitting eq. (4F.1) to data on the inclusive processesKp—*AX both in the target
fragmentationregion (a~-— aK*) andin the beamfragmentationregion (a.. =— aN). Two, distinct, linear
trajectoriesareobtained[250].

Hoyer, RobertsandRoy [161]haveinvestigatedthe phenomenologyof the FMSRby saturatingthe
low-massside of the sum rule with resonanceproductioncross-sections(the high mass side hasthe
triple-Reggebehaviour,eq. (4F.1)).Oneobtainsan expressionof the form

[~~1ar~’ (m
2)~”M(°2’~t) (4F.2)

wherea~is the leadingtrajectorydual to the resonances(R) which dominatethefinal stateX (seefig.
4F.le). Equation(4F.2) hasthreesimple anddirectly testableconsequences[1611:

(1) The ratio of exchangecontributionsdue to naturalandunnaturalparity Reggepoles is

[~-~—]/[~—] (m2)2~°’~ m2 (4F.3)
~NP

if aup(O) 0 and aNP(O) 0.5 i.e. naturalparity exchangeis relatively lessimportantfor higher mass
resonances.

(2) [~~2] ar/ [dR1] ar (m~/m2)~M(0)_2~r(t) (4F.4)

for productionof resonancesR~of massm~,i.e. the relative abundanceof two resonancesin a given
channeldependson the exchangedtrajectory:higher massesarefavouredby lower-lying trajectories.

(3) (t ti)]a,/[~__ (t = t

2)]a, (m
2)2~f2S1) 4F.5)

i.e. resonanceproductiont-distributionsflatten (antishrink)with increasingmass.

~ _

t (GeV/c)2 u (GeV/c)2

Fig. 4F.2. Effective trajectoriesdeduced[250]from Kp—eAX at 4.2GeV/c usinga triple-Reggeparametrisationin the target fragmentation
region (mesonexchange)and in thebeamfragmentationregion(baryonexchange).
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Hoyer et al. [161]found(l)-(3) to be compatiblewith availabledataon irN-*XN andKN—*XN. In
fig. 4F.3 the IT exchangecontributionsin p, f and g production are comparedwith eq. (4F.2). The
agreement,here,is not surprising sincethe IT exchangesum rule (usingdataat small tNN) is veryclose
to an FESR for on-shell ITIT scattering.Also shown is a comparisonof eq. (4F.3) with data on
KN—~KX(w+f and IT exchange).Recentdataon ITp—*ITITn hasalloweda more precisestudyof
the ratio ~ UP/NP(—IT/A2) as a function of mass.It is found to be compatiblewith eq. (4F.3) [169,
227, 2781. An analogousstudy of the ratio of B/p exchangein ITN —* coN and ITN—*A2N at 4GeV/c
[2631againshowsroughconsistencywith eq. (4F.3).

In theseapplications,the mass-dependencestudiedwas that of a mesonresonancesystem(which
was itself used to isolate the naturalandunnaturalparity exchangecomponentsof interest).One may
also study the mass-dependenceof the baryon systemrecoiling againsta given vector meson.For
examplePaleret al. [282] havemeasuredthe K* density matrix elementsin the inclusive processes
Kp~+K*X~ and K*°X° at 14.3GeV/c. Figure 4F.4 shows the quantity ~3~(=UP/NP)=
(p®+ ~ —‘ + p~)as a function of m~. The expectedincreaseof the unnaturalparity fraction
is clearlyobserved.Chunget al. [2591havecompared~Y1(m

2)for productionof the A (1236) andof its

ayt(Kp—.X°n)

l.a

— 0 0 0 0 0
ft p—* Xn X ~p ,t ,g

i:

1GeV2)

Fig. 4F.3. Below: finite mass sum rule for irp-+Xn at 11GeV (,‘— m2). Above: the finite mass sum rule predictionfor theratio of unnaturalto
naturalparityexchangecomparedto datafor Kp—sXN [161].
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Fig. 4F.4. The ratio of unnaturalto naturalparityexchangeasafunction of ~ in Kp_eK*OX andKp~4K*~Xat 14.3GeV/c [282].o•_ andu~
are the unnaturaland naturalparity exchangecomponentsprojectedfrom thecross-sectionby the vector—mesondensitymatrix combinations
(p,.~,+ p,, — p

1 I) and(p, + P ) respectively.a’, + refer to the $ or t-channelhelicity oneprojectionsonly (a’,

jP = 7/2k recurrence(A (1880)) in associationwith the p and co. Again, the data show an increase,

consistentwith ~/lam
2.

Equation(4F.4) maybe used to predictoneresonanceproductioncross-sectionfrom another.For
example Sorensen[238] has successfullypredicted ITN —~BN from a knowledge of u-N —* ~N (A

2
exchange).

4F.2. Exclusivetwoparticle productionprocesses

Hoyer and Kwiecinski [162]haveestablishedFESR for Reggeon—particlegoesto particle—particle
scatteringamplitudes(figs. 4F.]aandb). Togetherwith semi-localduality, thesegive, e.g.for ab—+ced,
relationsbetweenthe resonanceproductionamplitudesof the form

(Im TrR> ==~~ (4F.6)

where T~is the amplitude for productionof resonanceR by exchangeof Reggeona,., in the limit
s ~‘ rn

2. Strictly speaking,these sum-rulesare only derivablein the further limit Sed/S = 0 (see fig.
4F.la). Otherwise,the Reggeonparticle amplitude hasadditional (uncalculable)singularitieswhich
contribute to the FESR contour integral. This analytic structure has been demonstratedin dual
resonanceandfield theory models[162].

By comparisonwith FMSR (eq. (4F.2)) the FESR derivation is more complicatedand model-
dependent.However, the fact that the FESR apply, in the first instance,to individual (helicity)
amplitudesrather than cross-sectionscan make them a more powerful and specialisedtool in the
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analysisof resonanceproductiondata. Also, the dependenceon t50 (eq. (4F.6))gives them additional
phenomenologicalpower. Another even more specific approachis the factorised B5 dual model
amplitudeadvocatedby Michael [172]as ameansof obtainingafour-point amplitude with oneparticle
off-shell (Reggeised).As the Venezianomodel is an explicit solutionof conventionalFESR,so these
“dual vertices” are, in a sense,specific solutionsof the aboveoff-shell FESR [in particulartheygive
the samepredictionsfor P~(rn

2)(eq. (4F.3))as do eqs.(4F.2) and(4F.6)]. Their very specific character
allows the calculation of one resonance production amplitude, T~2(s,t, m2), from another,
T~’(s,t, m2),whereR

1 and R2 lie on the sameEXD trajectory.
Hoyer et al. [226] have tested the off-shell FESR (eq. (4F.6)) using high statistics data for

urp—~ITITfl at 17.2GeV/c. Theyconcludethat, overall, the sum-rulesconnectingp and f production
arewell-satisfied.In particular,theA2IT —* ‘WIT off-shell FESRworkswell for It00I ~ 0.3,suggestingthat
natural parity p and f production are indeed dominatedby A2 exchangein this t-region, and that
non-evasive(cut) correctionsare unimportanthere. This is in contrastto conventionalabsorption
models (section3) which generateincreasingly large correctionsat large t. It is also found that the
IT-exchange sum-rules require the presenceof a t-channel helicity one Reggeisedir coupling
consistentin magnitudewith that predictedby the B5 approach[172,228] (seealso §4D.1).

4F.3. Absorptionstrengthasa functionof mass

The non-evasivecut correctionassociatedwith helicity non-flip IT exchangeis one of the most
cleanlyidentifiableabsorptiveeffects.In appendixB (~AB.6)it is shownhow the relativecut strength
(C/ur(m

2)) in variousprocessesmaybe determinedfrom the data.OchsandWagner[174]haveuseda
generalisedWilliams model (i.e. with variable cut strength)to describeITp-~IT urn (summingover
all ITIT partial waves) and found a smooth decrease in absorption strength such that
C((1.8GeV)2)/C(m~)=0.35.They also noted a comparabledecreasewith rn2 in KN—*KITN data.
Martin [169] has examinedthe ratio C/IT(m2) for P, D and F wave ITIT production separatelyand
shown it to be a strong function of mass,but not of ITIT spin. The combined(P, D, F wave) mass
dependenceof C [169]is shownin fig. 4F.5.

Comparisonof urp—~p°n (m2 = m~)with charged-pion photoproduction(m2= 0) and electro-
production(rn2 q2 < 0) might also be expectedto revealmass-dependenteffects. It hasbeenshown
[271] that the well-known violations of the naive vector meson dominancerelation between p
production and ir photoproductioncan be most simply accountedfor by postulating a mass-
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Fig. 4F.5. The mass-dependenceof the effective absorptionstrengthC (measuredrelative to thedominant iv exchangeamplitude)as deduced
from dataon irp—eiv~ivnat 17.2GeV/c[169].
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dependenceof the ur cut such that C(m2= 0)/C(m2= m~) 1.4. As explainedin §AB.6, this is readily
deducedfrom thepolarisedphotonasymmetrydata(~)andits p productionanalogue(seefig. 4F.6). A
continuingincreasein C(rn2) as rn2 becomesnegativecan alsoeconomicallyaccountfor someVMD
violationsin the electroproductiondata[271,239].

So little is known about cuts in other (non-IT exchange)resonanceproduction processes,that
studiesof absorption mass-dependencemust be consideredto be in their infancy. A particularly
interestingsystemis ur°p—* p°p,yp —* ur°pand ir°electroproduction,all supposedlydominatedby co
exchange(~4D.3).The dip at t —0.5 in thefirst two mayplausiblybe the NWSZ of the co Reggepole
or a pole-cut interferenceeffect. A mass-dependencein the absorptionstrengthcould distinguish
betweentheseparticular possibilities by giving rise to a shift in the dip position observedin ‘n~°
electroproduction[94]. A recentmeasurementof the latter process[254]at Vs = 2.55 GeV shows a
dramatic q2-dependencerelative to q2 = 0 (the dip disappears)but, unfortunately, is not easily
interpretablein termsof eithera Reggepoleor anyknownabsorptionmodel.Conclusiveevidencefor
a decreaseof absorptionstrengthwith increasingmassof the producedobject is so far confined,
therefore,to u--exchangeprocesses.Whetheror not ur-exchangeis specialin this respectremainsto
be seen.

Explanationsof the decreasecan be describedas,qualitativeincompleteor highly speculative.In
the bestdocumentedcaseof urp—~IT~ITTh, it hasbeensuggested[1831that the cut hascontributions
from both ‘w andA

2 absorption.Since theratio A2/IT is knownto decreasewith m
2 (eq.(4F.3)) the A

2
cut and hence,to someextent,the total cut should decreasewith m

2. Quantitatively,however,this
effect is much smaller than that observed.It has also been suggested[169] that theremay be a
connectionbetweenthe small absorption found in higher mass resonanceproduction and the
anomalously low nuclear absorption of multi-pion states as observed in coherent3~and Sir
productionfrom nuclei. Therehavealso beenvarious speculationsconcerningthe q2 dependenceof
the geometricaland absorptivepropertiesof the photon. In view of the very different interaction
characteristicsof the electromagneticcurrent nearq2 = m~(hadronic)andin the deepinelasticregion,
in

2 practiceq
2 ~ —1 (point-like), it is not surprisingif its absorptivepropertiesareastrongfunction of

q.
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Fig. 4F.6. The polarisedphotonasymmetryin yp—sir~N(solid points) comparedwith the analogousquantity in 1rp—ep°n(P,I/PI,) [271].Strict
vectordominancepredictstheseto beequal.The curvesare the fit obtainedin a model which takesaccountof mass-dependenteffects [271].
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4G. Theoreticalaspectsof Reggecuts

A major aim of Reggephenomenologyhas beento deduce,from the data, as much as possible
about j-plane singularities and to find empirical regularities on which a theory of high energy
scatteringmightbe based.It is complementedby a theoreticalapproachin which onetriesto calculate
high energyamplitudesfrom first principles.This has mainly beendone through Gribov’s Reggeon
calculusandthe closely relatedI-planeunitarity equations.Althoughmostof the interesthascentred
around elastic scatteringand the nature of the Pomeron, the results are equally applicable to
quantum-numberexchangeprocesses,in particular to the Reggeon—Pomeroncuts (absorptive cor-
rections)whose importancewe havealreadyrecognised.

In this section we reviewthe practicalconstraintson Reggecut structurewhich emergefrom the
Reggeoncalculusandrelatedconsiderations.It turns out that althoughthe calculusoffers, in principle,
a completeschemefor calculatingcuts, in practicemanyunknownsremainand the major resultsare
morein the natureof boundaryconditionson the cuts (e.g. particularpropertiesof the branchpoints)
than solutions. Nevertheless,these boundary conditions will become increasingly important as
energiesrise.

4G. 1. Reggeonunitarity equationsand the Reggeoncalculus

By considering4-particleunitarity in the t-channel,and picking out Reggepoles in the 2-particle
subchannelsone canderiveasetof Reggeonunitarity equations[18, 138]

disc~a(j,t) = f d2k
1 d

2k
2A(t, t1, t2)ö(a1(t1)+ a2(t2)— j — l)N,,,,~2(k1,k2)N,.,,~2(k1,k2)*, (4G.l)

disc1N,~,~2(k1,k2) = f d
2k~d2k~A(t,t~,t~)~(a~(t~)+ a~(t~)—1—1)

x N~~(k,k~)B.,,,,.:,,..Ia
2(k;,k~,k1, k2)*, (4G.2)

d~5CjB,,j~aai(k~,k~,k1, k2) = f d
2k~d2k~A(t,t~,t~)ô(a~(t~)+ a~(t~)— j — 1)

x B..ia
2~~(k,k~,k~,k’~)Ba~o,~aIai(k’l’,k’~,k1, k2)*. (4G.3)

Theseequationsare showndiagrammaticallyin fig. 4G.!. a(j, t) is a t-channelpartial-waveamplitude
for a particle—particlescatteringprocess,continuedto complex j and evaluatedat t = —k

2. Viewed
from the t-channel, a

1 and a2 are two intermediatestate Regge poles with s-channel transverse
momentak1 and k2 (t~= —k~and k = k1 + k2). The N~,e,are Reggeon—particlescatteringamplitudes
evaluatedat1 = a1 + a2— I (“Gribov vertices”). Likewise, the B~,e,.,2are Reggeon—Reggeonscatter-
ing amplitudesevaluatedatj = a1 + a2— 1 = a~+ a~—1.

Despitetheir technicallycomplicatedderivation,the physical importanceof theseequationsis very
clear, disc a(j, t) is the discontinuity, across the 2-Reggeoncut, of the t-channel partial-wave
amplitude—preciselythe discontinuity which controls the high energy (s) behaviour of the cut
contributions,via the Mellin transform:

T(s,t) = f dj disc1a(j,t) e”’~
2s’. (4G.4)
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dma, ~t = ~

discI~ =
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Ic)

Fig.4G.1. Reggeonunitarity equationsin the t-channelI-plane.

Given a reliable model for the verticesN,.~a2,one can thereforecalculate,for instance,a Reggeon—
Pomeroncut amplitude.Similar equationscan bewritten for n-Reggeon(n ~ 3) intermediatestatesin
the t-channel,giving the contributionof an n-Reggeoncut to high energyamplitudes.

The Reggeoncalculus,first derivedby Gribov [44]from high energylimits of Feynmandiagrams,
may be viewed as a formal field-theory solution to the unitarity equations[243].With it onecan, in
principle,calculate quite complicatedeffects, such as interactionsbetweenReggeons,and t-channel
iterations (see fig. 4G.2). However, there is no reason to believe that the vertices of the theory
(including couplingsto externalparticles)areparticularly simpleso that practicalcalculationsare not
yet possible.

The basicentitiesof the ReggeoncalculusarefactorisingReggepoles.The observedPomeron,for
instance,may be thoughtof as built up from an underlying “bare” Pomeronpole via higher order
diagramsof the calculus. This gives rise to anomalouspowersof log s in the total cross-sectionat
asymptotic energies [233,185]. When calculating Regge—Pomeroncuts it is usual to regard the
Pomeronas a factorisingpoleand ignore the multi-Pomerondiagramsat present(sub-ISR)energies.t
This is because,in this regime,the“rising” componentof thetotalcross-sectionis notlarge,andtestsof

+

Fig. 40.2. t-channeliterations.

‘I There is nonetheless,a possibility that the full” self-consistentPomeronpole (satisfying the t-channelunitarity equations)may also
factorise.
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Pomeronfactorisationin diffractive and inclusive processesare all successful[276].Even with the
approximationof only oneReggeonandonePomeront-channelintermediatestates,wedo not havea
completecalculationalschemefor Regge—Pomeroncuts,but as weshallsee,severalusefulresultscanbe
derived.

4G.2. Resultsfor Regge—Pomeroncuts

We shall divide the (j, t) planeinto four regionswheredifferentphysicaleffectspredominate:

A: intersectionof poleand cut t 0 j apoje(O)
B: tip of the cut t � 0 j= a001(t)
C: nearthe pole t � 0 j
D: the rest.

Of course,theseregions(indicatedin fig. 4G.3) arenot well-defined. In fact,oneof the main interests

in this approachis to ascertainthe usefulextentof eachregion and its approximations.

A. Intersectionof pole andcut
This is the infrared region of the Reggeonfield theory (all momentak and“energies” (j — apote(O))

are small) whereit can be solved,without neglectingmulti-Pomerondiagrams,in a numberof ways,
notably by use of the renormalisationgroup equations[233, 185]. Using the latter, rather general
method,it can be shown that results in this region are rather insensitiveto the details of the input
Reggeonfield theory [255].The caseof mesonReggetrajectorieshasbeentreatedby Abarbaneland
Sugar [186] who find solutions in which the Regge pole behaviour at t = 0 is modified by an
“anomalousdimension”powerof log s:

T(s,0)— s’”°~(log s)~’ (4G.5)

where —y = 1/12 to first order in the �-expansion.They also find that the perturbationof the

trajectory from its input linear form, causedby interactionwith the cuts,is fairly weak near t = 0.

Rej~ /
It)

2

Fig. 4G.3. Regionsof the1-planeuseful in thediscussionof Reggeon—Pomeroncutproperties.The regionsA, B, C andD aredefinedin thetext.
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B. Tip of thecut
Bronzanand Jones[32] havegiven an argumentthat the cut discontinuity cannotbe finite at the

branch point, but must be “softened” to be consistentwith t-channel unitarity. Some rather
artificial-looking counter-examplesto this havebeengiven [151,147] but in the Reggeoncalculusthis
softeningof the discontinuitydoes occur. The causeof it can be seenin eq. (4G.3). Supposedisc
Ba;a;a1ai is constantnearthe branchpoint, thenthe branchpoint singularity mustbe logarithmic.This
implies that the integral on the RHS hasa log

2(j — a
0) behaviour.Thus disc B — log

2(j — a
0), which

contradictsthe original assumption.The only simple solution is of the form [18,20!]

B =— [A(j, t) + log(j — ac)]’ (4G.6)

nearthe branchpoint. This !/log(j — a0) singularity of B propagatesthrough the otherunitarity eqs.
(4G.2,3)and appearsin a(j, t). Thereforedisc a(j, t) hasthe softened!/log

2(j — a
0) behaviour.

The softeningwill only be visible in that j-plane region where log(j — a0) is much larger than the
unknownfunction A(j, t). In the Reggeoncalculus the softening is brought about by the t-channel
iterationsdiagramsof fig. 4G.2, so that the numericalimportanceof the softeningdependson the size
of the four-Reggeonverticesin fig. 4G.l. Collins and Fitton [2601havepresentedphenomenological
evidencethat hard cuts are appropriatein photoproductionbut that for most hadronic processes
A(j, t) must be small, the cuts softened,and the cut discontinuitydominatedinsteadby j ===

(regionC).
We know two other propertiesof the Regge—Pomeroncut discontinuitynearthe branchpoint; the

discontinuityhasthe sameparity as the parentReggepole [275],andit factorises[332].Contributions
with opposite parity, or which do not factorise,are suppressedby a factor (1— a0) nearthe branch
point (suppressedby 1/logs in T(s, t)). To leadingorder in log s, then, Regge—Pomeroncutsfactorise
andhavethe sameparity as the Reggepole.t

Theserules arefairly academicat sub-30GeV energiesanddifficult to test [seefor example287].
One clear-cut caseis that of IT exchange(see section4D) where the full cut amplitude obviously
violatesthe parity andfactorisationrules— showing that the tip of the cut is far from dominatingthese
particular amplitudes. As energiesincrease,however, the tip of the cut naturally becomesmore
important,so that rules suchas thesemaybe of useat NAL-SPSenergies.

C. Theregion nearthepole
In this region the pole-cut interaction diagrams(or “enhancementdiagrams”) [44] of fig. 4G.4

becomeimportant. Qualitatively, their effect is to give the pole trajectory a(t) an imaginary part and
the cut discontinuity a Breit—Wigner form in the neighbourhoodof the pole position. Using the
languageof the non-relativistic two-dimensionalscatteringanalogy (k is momentum,and a(0)— j
energy), the Reggeonis unstablefor t <0 being able to decay into a Reggeon and Pomeron.It
thereforeacquiresa width, and the two-particle cut (Reggeon—Pomeron)hasa Breit—Wignerform. A
moreformal justification directly in terms of t-channelunitarity can be made[104].

Fig. 4G.4. Pole enhancementdiagramsoccurringin the Reggeoncalculus.

At finite energies,theabsorptionmodel, for example,allowscuts of both parities in evasiveamplitudes(x�0 in eq. (2.5)).
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a
1i—~-a23

C

Fig.4G.5. Integrationcontourused in theSchwartzsum rule for aReggeon—particlescatteringamplitude.

Beyond thesequalitativestatements,little is known. The size of Ima(t) dependson the triple-
Reggecouplingsof fig. 4G.4. Thesecouplings,however,arenecessarilynonplanar[44]and therefore
not the familiar triple Reggecouplingswhich are phenomenologicallyaccessiblein inclusive experi-
ments [111].A numberof Reggeanalysesusingpole-enhancedcutshavebeenreported[175,262,260].
Their attractivenessstems from someevidencethat cuts at large —t often seemto sharethe same
shrinkageproperties as the basic Regge pole. This evidence,from aeff(t) studies of differential
cross-sections,model dependentamplitude analysis, and FESR analyses(section4H), has been
summarisedby Ringland [176]andSchrempp[287].

D. The rest
We have separatedoff the two regions where,for a clear dynamical reason,somehigher order

diagramsof the Reggeoncalculusbecomeimportant. One could also investigatethe possibility that,
for the rest of the (j, t) plane, the perturbative expansionof the Reggeon calculus is rapidly
convergentso that only the lowest diagram (fig. 4G.!) is important. This diagram involves the
couplingsN,,,U, of the Reggeonsto the externalparticles. —

The Gribov vertex N,~2is a partial-wave amplitude for the t-channelprocessa1+ a2-* I + 3
(Reggeon+ Reggeon—+ particle+ particle)evaluatedat j = a1 + a2 — 1. Sincethe appropriatekinematic-
singularity-free(KSF) amplitude has Reggebehaviour ~/~I”2 (see e.g. eq. (4F.1)) this particular
j-value correspondsto a“fixed-pole behaviour”‘-— s~.In addition,it isat awrong-signaturepoint sothe
partial waveamplitude (or “fixed poleresidue”)can beevaluatedby a superconvergencesum rule [36]

N~,(t)= J A~a,(5’,t) ds’ (4G.7)

whereA(s’, t) is the KSF amplitude and s’ the energyvariableappropriateto a1!—~a2
3. The contour

of integrationC is shown in fig. 4G.5. Clearly C maybe distortedto the contourC’, for example,so
that only resonancesin the direct channela

11—.a23(but not the u’ channela13—*a2l) contributeto
the integral. To makepracticaluseof this result, i.e. to sum the resonancecontributionsin the s’
channel,requiresfurther theoreticalinput as discussed,for example,in the next section.

4G.3. Duality constraintson Reggecuts

Duality techniques,when combinedwith Reggeoncalculus results, can give rise to useful con-
straintson Reggeon—PomeronandReggeon—Reggeoncuts. For example,Finkelstein[86] haspointed
out that if either the s’ or u’ cut in A~~2(s’,t) (seeeq. (4G.7) andfig. 4G.5) is absentthenthe contourC
maybeclosed so thatit containsno singularities,andhenceN,~?,.,2will vanish.Accordingto duality this
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happensif one cannotdraw a planar (s’u’) duality diagramfor the processa11-+a23.This selection
rule ensures,for instance,that although Reggeon—Reggeoncuts may contribute to the HYCEX
processessuch as KN —~ui-s, they do not occur in the SU(3)-relatedKN CEX reactions(section4B).
Further, more specific, selection rules for Reggeon—Reggeoncuts have been derived from these
argumentsusing SU(3)and EXD constraints[140,125]. Theselead to a suppressionof Regge—Regge
cuts in u-N charge-exchange.

Attemptshavebeenmadeto sum the resonancecontributionsin eq. (4G.7) usingFMSR duality to
relate the sum to a triple-Reggevertex [2!0]. However, as discussedin paragraphC of §4G.2, this
coupling is apeculiarnon-planarone aboutwhich little is knownphenomenologically.

Recently,severaldual schemesfor generatinga Reggeonor Pomeronsingularity via unitarityhave
beeninvestigated[163,182,258]. In theseapproaches,thecontributionsin the unitarity expansionsare
classified accordingto their topologicalproperties(e.g. the numberof non-planarloops involved).
Chew and Rosenzweig[257] have usedsuch techniquesto achieverenormalisationcorrectionsto
input Reggepoleswhich couldaccountfor SU(3)andEXD breaking.This occurswhena higher-order
contribution can be dual-transformedto a single Regge exchangecontribution with a “renor-
malisation” 1oop inserted.In somecasesthe higher (for examplethe second)order term, becauseof
the non-planarpropertiesof the graph, does not so transform and representsa genuineReggeon—
Pomeroncut (see also the discussionof the Finkelsteinselectionrule). Duke [308] haspointed out
that, in this way, the topologicalexpansionpropertiesof the Pomeron,in a given channel,determine
the natureof the relatedReggeon—Pomeroncuts.For example,sincethe numberof twisted loops in
expansionsof Kp, ~ ITP and ~ are different, the Reggeon—Pomeroncuts in Kp -*

and ITp—~K~should have different strengths(weakerin the former, in agreementwith experi-
ment).

4G.4. TheReggeoncalculusand cut amplitudesystematics

We have seen how the main difficulty with the Reggeon calculus is that, while giving us a
framework, it doesnot suggestmanyuseful approximationsfor practicalcalculations.Only in certain
specialregions,such as the tip of the cut,cantestablepredictionsbe made.We thereforesuggestthat
the main use of the Reggeon calculus will instead be as a sourceof clues on how to look for
systematicsof cut amplitudes.Two exampleswill illustratethis point.

The lowest-ordercut diagram (fig. 4G.l) gives an amplitude which dependson aproduct of two
factors— the Gribov verticesin the diagram.The spin-dependenceof the amplitudeis governedby that
of the two vertices.However, eachGribov vertexdependsonly on the spin-stateof the two particles
coupledto it. In the past,searchesfor cut strengthsystematicshaveconcentratedon the net-helicity
flip of amplitudes(e.g. section4A). The Reggeoncalculusstrongly suggeststhat, asidefrom certain
obviouskinematicfactors,cut strengthswill dependnot so muchon nethelicity flip somuchas on the
helicity flip at eachvertex.

A more speculativeremarkcanbe madeaboutthe Gribov verticesthemselves.Theseare integrals
of a Reggeon—particlescatteringamplitude over s’ at fixed t(eq. (4G.7)). s-channelhelicity amplitudes
do not have simple analytic propertiesin the s-planeat fixed t, but t-channelhelicity amplitudes
do—theycan be regularisedto give KSF amplitudeswith Reggebehaviour~ whereM depends
on the t-channel helicities of the Reggeon and of the external particles. This suggeststhat the
systematicsof Gribov vertices (and so, of cuts) will dependmost simply on t-channelhelicity, not
s-channelhelicity.
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In supportof thesetwo remarks,werecall that the clearestexamplesof strongReggecuts(section
3) occur in amplitudeswhere a nucleon—~ nucleontransitionhas zero helicity-flip in the t-channel.
These examplesare IT exchange(np—~pn, yp —~~n and ITp —* IT~Irn), p exchange(the non-flip
amplitude of urp—*IT°n) and co exchange(Kp—*Kp and yp—~ir°p).These suggest that t-channel
non-flip nucleon—+nucleontransitionshave a particularly strong Gribov vertex. The last example
(‘yp—~ir°p)clearly showsthe inadequacyof net helicity flip as a basis for systematics;on that basis,
yp —~ur°pand ~p —~ IT°fl shouldbe very similar. In practice(section4A), one hasstrongcutsand the
otherdoesnot.The differencecan be attributedto their differentspin structureat the nucleonvertex.

One can, of course,cite amplitudeswith nucleon t-channelhelicity non-flip vertices where the
presenceof strongcuts is by no meansestablished— for example,those which dominatep® doidt-
(urp-.p°n) (section4A) andpp —* ~ However, the point being madeis that the Reggeoncalculus
can be an importantandpositive influenceon our approachto the phenomenologyof Reggecuts.

4H. Duality in two-body scattering

“It vanishedquite slowly, beginning with the end of the tail, and ending with the grin, which
remainedsometime after the restof it hadgone.”

“Alice in Wonderland”,Lewis Carroll.

Duality is oneof the mostattractivetheoreticalideasto haveemergedfrom Reggephenomenology
[42]. The idea that direct-channelresonancesare somehowequivalentto (dual to) crossed-channel
Regge poles has found applicationsin all areas of hadron physics— in inclusive and multibody
reactions,as well as in thetwo-bodyprocesseswhereit was discovered.The studyof dualmodelshas
becomea theoreticalfield in its own right, with an elaborateformalismandsomestartling similarities
to gaugefield theories.

The reasonsfor the popularityof duality are not hardto find. Any theory which claimsequivalence
betweenA and B, allows one to useA whereB is complicated,and vice versa.One can haveone’s
cake and, in a dual sense,eat it. Duality therefore, has enormouspotential to unify disparate
phenomena.However,it can only give a real simplification if the basicconceptcan be clearly stated
and experimentallytested. It is in two-body physics,where the energy-dependenceof individual
amplitudesis beststudied,that the moststringenttestsof duality can be made.We now surveysome
testsin an attemptto answerthe question— “Does duality really work?”.

4H.1. Defining duality in thepresenceof Reggecuts

Statementsof duality in two-body scatteringaremosteasilyphrasedin termsof finite-energysum
rules (FESR)which are identities following strictly from analyticity: if the crossing-oddamplitude
T~(v,t) is integratedroundthe contourof fig. 4H.1, Cauchy’stheoremimplies

t)d~= —IT~(P,t)dv (4H.l)

where faI = bj = cl = ~ a cut-off energy.The LHS of this sum-rule (I~I< ~) is calculablefrom
experiment.Providedthe exacthigh energyamplitude (for all complex ii: vi = v0) is usedin the RHS,
this equationis only an expressionof fixed-t analyticity andnot yet oneof duality.
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Fig. 4H.t. Contour,in the v-plane,usedin thederivation of anFESR [184].

Definition: The hypothesisof duality is, simply, that to evaluatethe semi-circularcontour (RHS of
eq. (4H.1)) onecanusea Reggemodelcontainingonly leading (high-lying) f-planesingularities(Regge
poles,cuts,etc.).We notethe following important featuresof this definition:

(a) It is non-trivial and testable.One usesphase-shiftamplitudesto calculatethe LHS, and, if a
high energymodel satisfyingthe abovecriteria can be found, the amplitude in question is said to
satisfyduality. The conceptof “leading singularities”can be madequantitative,e.g. —~~j ~

(b) The original hopeof usingonly Reggepoles on the RHS (so that Reggepoles could be saidto
be “dual to resonances”)cannotbe realised— duality without Reggecutsis meaningless.As discussed
in section3, the p exchangehelicity non-flip amplitude Im ~ in IT~—~ ur°nhasa zero at t = — 0.2.
This is not a property of the p Reggepole but a pole/cut cancellationeffect. Since the low-energy
resonancesalsopossessthis zero(fig. 3.5), it is only possibleto satisfythe sum rule by including both
Reggepolesand cuts.Figure4H.2showsasum-rulefor ImN~,andthe (disastrous)effectof neglecting
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NC 11i~:~°~ 7”
Fig. 4H.2. Comparisonof FESRintegralsfor irN chargeexchangehelicity flip andnon-flip amplitudes(full curve)with thesecondgenerationcut
modelsof HartleyandKane[158](above)andRinglandet al. [134](below).The dottedcurvesaretheReggepole contributions(takenfrom [184]).
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Reggecuts. Including Reggecuts, however,has an unpleasantside-effect—unlikeRegge poles,cut
discontinuitiesare not localised in the f-plane and so one must introducethe above arbitrary, but
essential,restrictionon j. If thereis no restriction,low-lying singularitieswhich arenot constrainedat
high energycould dominatethe sum rule (Ivf~v0) and rob it of muchof its practicalcontent.

(c) Duality, in this FESR sense,can be violated in two ways. Firstly, in a given reaction,there
could be intrinsic low-lying j-planecontributionsso that no high energymodel could be inventedso as
to satisfy our criteria for phenomenologicalduality. Secondly,althougha given reactionamplitude is
dual accordingto our definition, there is no guaranteethat every Regge model for this amplitude,
which fits the dataadequatelyat high energies(P1 AR .~i4GeV/c),will itself satisfy duality. We shall
try to maintain this distinction in the following survey of duality tests.The first, and most basic type
of failure, implies the invalidity of duality as a generalproperty of nature.The secondcould be used
as acriterion for choosingbetweencompetinghigh energymodels[184].

4H.2. Testsof duality

(a) Irp—+IT°n

Figure 4H.2 shows the FESR for the helicity-flip urN charge-exchangeamplitude comparedwith
typical high energy models. The good agreementwas one of the foundation-stonesof duality.
Remarkably,all known helicity flip p exchangeFESR show this good agreement[242],so one may
conjecturethat duality is at least a property of helicity-flip p exchangeamplitudes.The ambiguities
associatedwith Reggecuts arenot serioushere,presumablybecausethe cutsare relatively weak.The
non-flip FESRfor ImN~(alsoshown in fig. 4H.2) showsthe samecross-overzeroas the highenergy
data. In a generalsense(seenote(c) above),ImN~’is certainly dual.However, the secondgeneration
absorptionmodelsshown in fig. 4H.2 anddiscussedin section3, arenot dual. They cannotreproduce
the zero structurebecauseof their low-lying j-plane singularities[184].Figure 4H.3 showsa typical
cut-discontinuityin the f-plane.One concludesthat urN CEX amplitudesseemto be “dual” but that
current modelsfor the non-flip amplitude arenot.
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Fig. 4h.3. A typical Reggecut model [158]i-planediscontinuity. The ö-functionatj = 0.45 is the input Reggepole. (Figuretakenfrom [184].)
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(b) KN chargeexchange
Helicity-flip p andA2 exchangeFESRintegrals[217]are shown in fig. 4H.4. Also shownare high

energyamplitudesdeducedfrom an analysisof all high energyKN scatteringdata using fixed-t
dispersionrelationsto helpconstrainthe parameters[267](seealso§4B.2). As discussedabove,the p
exchangeFESRandhigh energyamplitude havethe samestructure.However,the A2 FESRandhigh
energyamplitude are rather different— of oppositesign, in fact. To the extent that the amplitude
analysisresultsare correct,the A2 exchangeamplitude is clearlynot dual. Note that the high energyp
and A2 imaginary parts (PLAB> 3 GeV/c) are roughly exchangedegenerate(ImA2 — —Imp). There
appearto be low-lying f-plane contributionswhich destroythis relationshipin the FESRand, within
our definition, violateduality.

(c) Kp -~

The analogousFESR integralsfor helicity-flip K* and K** exchangein Kp —~ur°Aand urp —* K°A
also exhibit [211, 289] this “anti-exchangedegenerate”sign, while indications from high energy
analyses(~4B.4)are that the true high energy amplitudes are likely to be closer to exchange-
degenerate.Again, this amountsto a failure of phenomenologicalduality.

(d) yp—’ur°p
A completeanalysisof the high energyamplitudesfor this processhas not yet beenpossible.

However,all model-dependentapproachesare in agreementthat the well-known cross-sectiondip at
t = —0.5 is associatedwith a zero in the imaginary-part of the helicity-flip amplitudet, just as in
urp—+ IT

0fl. However, unlike urN charge-exchange,the IT photoproductionFESR does not show a
zero near t = —0.5 [139, 194]. In a qualitative sense,the amplitude doesnot appearto be dual. This
peculiar behaviourof the FESRcan, in fact, be fitted by strongcut absorptionmodels[139]anddual
absorption models [179]; but in thesecasesthe FESR is satisfied by a complicatedmixture of

20 KN CEX AMPLITUDES
FESR

Im 9~ Im A
2~
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Fig. 4H.4.The helicity-flip KN chargeexchangeFESRintegrals [217]correspondingto p and A
2 exchange(shadedregion). The corresponding

high energyamplitudesat 3 and6 GeVIc [267]areshownby thebrokenlines. The relativescalebetweentheFESRandhigh energyamplitudesis
arbitrary(chosenso that the p exchangeresultscorrespondin magnitude).

This amplitudeis dominatedby w exchange(helicity non-flip at thenucleon verteC).
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high-lying and low-lying j-plane singularities. This, as we discussedin §4H.l, cannot be taken as
positiveevidencefor duality.

4H.3. Duality results in thepresenceof duality violation

There are probably some two dozen amplitudes whose high energy behaviour is sufficiently
understood,and whose low-energyphase-shiftsare well enoughknownto makemeaningful testsof
duality using FESR[242].The half-dozenwe haveselected(~4H.2)are fairly typical andwere chosen
because,taken individually, each gives a definite result. The overall picture which emergesis not
encouraging:althoughit appearsto work sometimes(e.g. the p exchangeamplitudesin urN and KN
CEX) it is clearlynot a generalproperty of all two-bodyamplitudes.This conclusionis basedon one
particular kind of duality test. There are, of course, other tests—in particular of exchange
degeneracy(e.g. section4B) andthe manyotherrelationsbetweenReggeresidueswhich musthold in
schemeswhich incorporateduality and SU(3) symmetry [74]. However, we believethat the FESR
testsare the most importantbecausethey are the mostdirect.

In view of the importanceof duality in many areasof particle physics,it is an urgent priority to
discoverwhat can be salvagedof its original predictivepower.t Perhapsthe violationsarerestricted
to a certainclass of amplitudes?Since duality was, from the first, a phenomenologicalratherthan
theoreticalconcept,one can expect little theoreticalguidancein establishingthe origin of duality
violation.Below, we discussbriefly someapplicationsof duality which, in the light of theseviolations,
deservea critical re-examination.

(a) Two-componentduality [45, 43]
This is the hypothesisthat resonancesare dual to non-diffractive exchangeswhile background

(non-resonant)is dual to the Pomeron.The validity of this is questionable.For example if A2
exchangein K~n—~K°pdoes not satisfy duality (example(b) in §4H.2), this hypothesiscannotbe
reliably usedto separatef andA2 exchangefrom Pomeronexchangein K~pelastic scattering.

(b) Exchangedegeneracy
Although the massesof the (p, co, K*) and (A2, f, K**) are roughly compatiblewith exchange

degeneratetrajectories,the quantitative FESR evidencefor exchangedegeneracy(EXD) is weak.
Again, consider KTh—~K°p.The naive implication of duality is that, since there are no known
resonancesin K~nscattering,the imaginary part of the amplitude should be small and so the high
energyimaginary part shouldbe correspondinglysmall. If takento be zero,this implies EXD of the p
and A2 exchangeamplitudes.However, we know that the imaginary part of the helicity flip A2
amplitudechangessign betweenv = v0 (anti-EXDsign) andhigher energies.Thus,the EXD prediction
at highenergies(PLAB ~ 4 GeV/c) seemsto hold approximatelyin spiteof, ratherthanbecauseof, the
FESRduality arguments.

(c) The dual absorptivemodel
Here the FESR evidencerests largely on ~p—~~°n where,for somereason,the fixed —t zero

structurepersistsevenat the level of eachresonance.Accordingto this model the imaginarypart of
the A2 non-flip amplitude in KN CEX should also havea “peripheral” zero at t = —0.2. Neitherthe

t The reader’sattention is drawnto the quotationat theheadof this section.
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FESRnor the high energyamplitudehavethis zero(~4B.4).The failure of this model seemsto be due
to the fact that not all strongly coupledresonancesareperipheral,rather thana failureof duality. This
is clearsince,if eachresonancecontributiondid haveazeroat t = — 0.2,thenby analyticityso would the
high energyamplitude,irrespectiveof duality.

(d) Semi-localduality and FMSR
In urN —~urN and in urN —~ IT~ [90, 312] duality is satisfied in an especiallysimple way with each

resonanceitself possessingthe zero structure(at t = —0.2, —0.5) found at high energies.In these,
ratherunique,casesone can thereforeperform an FESR averageover a much smallerrangeof Vp
(e.g. 1 GeV) and still approximatethe Regge result. This is known as semi-local duality. In the
exampleswhere FESR duality, if satisfied, is satisfiedin a complicatedway (e.g. yp —* ui-°p)or not
satisfiedat all (KN), such a procedurewould clearly be incorrect.In view of this, the applicationof
semi-localduality to finite masssum-rules(FMSR) whereit plays an importantrole (seesection4F),
cannotbe reasonablyexpectedto meetwith more than qualitativesuccess.

(e) Dual modelamplitudes
The interestin dualamplitudeshaslong passedfrom beinga strictly phenomenologicaloneto being

atheoreticalone,The appealof the Venezianomodelwhich embodiescrossing,Reggebehaviour,and
direct channel(resonance)polesin onesimpletwo-parameter(13, a’) expressionis easyto understand.
Its original motivation,as an explicit solutionof FESR,is now lesscompelling.Venezianoamplitudes
arean idealisedsolution to what turns out to be an idealisedconstraint(duality).

(f) Quark/dualitydiagram results
Suchdiagrams[59, 62] maybe used to summariseEXD results suchas discussedin (b) and those

obtainedfrom them usingSU(3).They mayalsobe used,for example,as a calculusfor approximating
multi-resonanceproduction by multi-Regge exchange.This is an application of local duality and
subject to the caveatsdiscussedin (d) above. They are also used to state results such as the
Finkelsteinselectionrule (section4G) wherethe preciserelianceplacedon the validity of duality is
difficult to evaluate.

In summary,it appearsthat quantitativeresultsdependingon FESRduality, in particularsemi-local
duality, have a very narrow basis of experimentalmotivation. Nonetheless,those results which
dependon the more trivial aspectof duality that a scatteringamplitude maybe expandedin termsof
its singularities(in s or j) in either direct or crossedchannels,are likely to remain.The extentto
which a few leadingsingularitiesdominateseemsto be less thanwas at first hoped,andto vary from
reactionto reaction.

4!. Baryonexchange

In this section,we do not attempta comprehensivesurveyof baryonexchange,but limit ourselves
to acomparisonwith mesonexchangeand a reviewof somerecentphenomenologicaldevelopments.
Many aspectsof backwardscatteringhavebeenreviewedby BargerandCline [50], Bergerand Fox
[82,83]andby StorrowandWinbow [181,288].
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41.1. Peculiaritiesof baryon exchange

Severalfeaturescomplicatethe analysisof baryonexchangeprocessesin terms of Reggepoles.
(I) McDowell symmetryof meson—baryonamplitudes[3] meansthat for eachu-channelexchange

of given signature,there must be two trajectoriesa~(Vu)of oppositeparity (parity doublets)which
contribute.The trajectoriesandresidues(f3~(Vu))are analyticfunctionsof Vu (asarethe amplitudes
themselves),andobey

a~(Vu)= a(—Vu), f3~(Vu)= —13(—Vu). (41.1)

Thus, the nucleon trajectory,N,,, must be accompaniedby an opposite parity trajectory of partner
statesobeying eq. (41.1). If N,, hasa linear trajectory then such stateswill be degeneratein mass,
since

a(—Vu)= a’(Vu) = a
0+ aC’S/u). (41.2)

Experimentally, such parity doublets seemto be absent [137], so that Regge models must have a
mechanismfor suppressingthe unwantedstatesin the spectrum.Many other Reggeisationproblems
areintimatelyconnectedwith McDowell symmetry.

(2) Becauseof the existenceof two related trajectories,the energydependencedue to a single
fermionReggepole is (cf. eq. (41.2))

dtr/du 5,,(Vu)±,,(—Vu)—2 (41.3)

so that the shrinkagepropertiesof the data reflect only that part of the trajectory’s u-dependence
which is evenin Vu. In fig. 41.1 we showtwo examples(takenfrom [181])of ~ trajectorieswhich fit
the positive u spectrum,one of which is odd in Vu, thereforehasno physicalparity doublets,and
gives no shrinkage.The otheris evenin Vu, hasdegenerateparity doublets,andhas“normal” Regge
pole shrinkage.Lack of shrinkagein the data, therefore,does not necessarilyimply non-Reggepole
behaviourin baryonexchangeprocesses.

(3) In contrastto forward scattering,non-zeropolarisationcan arisefrom a single baryonRegge
exchange.This is becausethe parity doubletsmay havenon-degeneratetrajectories(i.e. with terms
odd in Vu), and sodifferent Reggephases.

(4) Measurementof the nucleonpolarisationP in aN ‘~ —*Nb canbe used[142]to separateout the
contributionsof natural(Mt) andunnatural(M) u-channelparity exchangefor u <0. For examplein
0~scattering,

M±l2=~~(1~P). (41.4)

This information is, however,considerablylessuseful to the phenomenologistthan the analogous
decompositionfor mesonexchanges,since at u = 0, lM~l= 1M1 necessarily.The extrapolationto
u > 0 yields little information aboutwhich parity of pole is being exchanged.It is an analogous
conspiracyto that which occursin forward yp —* ur~n,wherethe spike in M~for t <0 is actuallya
result of ur pole exchangein M for t > 0. In the backwardcase,this conspiracyoccurs in every

process,and one hasno a priori knowledge of the fundamental(parity doubled)pole exchanges.To
obtainthis, a specific extrapolationmodel is required.

(5) For forward meson—baryonprocesses,the t-channel quantumnumbers isospin, parity and
G-parity areeasily controlledby selectingthe final statemeson,its chargeand its polarisation.For
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Fig. 41.1. (a)—(c) Threeof the possible haryon trajectory behavioursgiving rise to (a) degenerateparity doublets,(b) non-degenerateparity
doublets, (c) no physicalparity doublets.Below: theChew—Frautschiplot correspondingto possibilities (a) (full curve)and (c) (dashed).Figure
taken from ref. [181].

backward scattering,only the u-channel isospin can be easily controlled. Even photon or vector
mesonpolarisationmeasurementsarenot particularlyusefulin sortingout the exchangemechanisms.

(6) In general,backwardpeaks are much smaller than forward ones. In termsof direct channel
partial waves, this results from cancellationsbetweenwaves. It is therefore not surprising that
resonanteffects persist to relatively high energies(see fig. 41.2). The Regge region in backward
processesappearsnot to set in until 6 GeV/c or more.

The above problemsare generalandcommonto all Regge models.There are further problems
encounteredin building specific models.

(7) Unlike forward scattering,FESR are not useful in constructing model amplitudesfor MB
scattering.Thesewould require informationon the MM—~BBchannel,below the BB threshold.

(8) Exchangedegeneracypatternsfor baryontrajectoriesarelesswell-established.The constraints
which follow from SU(3) symmetryand absenceof exotics in crossedchannelscan not be exactly
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Fig. 41.2. The backwarddifferential cross-sectionfor ir~pelastic scattering as a function of energy [277].Also shown is the polarisation in
1rp—+irp nearthe backwarddirection,at variousenergies[293].

satisfied by the leading trajectories. One must ignore some of the constraints,introduce extra
trajectoriesor breakSU(3) in orderto obtain solutions.The major results,EXD betweena andy and
between/3 and ô trajectories(e.g. N,,, N,. andN~,~ are,however,commonto all schemes[51,61,
103].

Thereis one notablepositiveelementin this comparisonwith mesonexchange:
(9) The baryon resonancespectrumis very well known up to quite high spins(from phase-shift

analysisof formationexperiments).The residuesfor u > 0 (decaywidths) are in generalmuch better
knownthan the mesonones.

It is obviousthat the direct testsof Reggepoleexchangeused in section2 arealmostimpossibleto
apply to baryonexchange.We cannotdirectly interpretshrinkageproperties,the connectionbetween
scatteringandspectrumor Reggephaserelations.The only well-establishedfeatureof the datawhich
speakspositively for Regge dominance is the approximateconsistency,in all known cases,of
aeff(u 0) with the Reggeexpectation(eq. (41.3)).

41.2. BackwardurN scattering

The more recentprogressin understandingbackwardurN scatteringmay be traced in a seriesof
papersby Storrowand Winbow [181,288]. In addition to the difficulties discussedin §41.1, thereare
apparentlyinconsistenciesbetweenexperimentaldata sets e.g. in do/du (ur~p—~pur~)near6GeV/c
and in daidu (urp—~nur°)[261]. These inconsistenciesare not only in normalisation but, more
seriously,in shape.

The existenceof a setof 5 measurements~(pIT~), cr(puri, u(nIT°),P(pur~),P(pur) near6 GeV/c
allows incomplete analysis of the amplitude structure to be performed. The three cross-section
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measurements(o’ doidu) allow a resolutionof the isospintriangle:

A(pur~)= ~(2Av2+ A312), A(pur) = A312, A(nur°)= ~V2(A”2 — A312), (41.5)

wherethe A’ are spin-averagedamplitudesof definite u-channelisospin.In fig. 41.3 (takenfrom ref.
[159]) we show IA~2I2and the relative phasecos f~.1Au212 has an approximatedouble zero at
u —0.15 while 1A3”212 (the pur cross-section)hasno remarkablestructure.The zero in IA”12 is a
reflection of the dip structurein o’(pur~)and tr(nIT~)which are traditionally describedas due to the
NWSZ,at a(u) = —~,of the N,, Reggetrajectorywhich is takenas linear in u. Becauseof this, andthe
fact that onecan chooseresidueparametrisationswhich extrapolatecomfortablyto the urNN coupling
constant,the N,, contributionto backwardurN is often treatedas a simple Reggepole with a linear
trajectory (and the parity doubletsat Vu m~etc. suppressedby arrangingsuitable zeroes in the
residuefunction). Encouragementin this direction is affordedby the shrinkageobservedin a,,ff(ur~p..4
puf4) (fig. 41.4, seealsoremark(2) above).

Exchangedegeneracyof the ~ andN~trajectories,and the absenceof an N~stateat .J~’=
imply zeroesat a~= ~, —~... in the residueof the i~ Reggepole which shoulddominate1A31212, [47].
Thus, for linear trajectories,one expectsno dips in 1A31212for IuI ~ 1, andavalueof cos~ = —1/V~
nearu = 0. The data(fig. 41.3),however,showcos~ = +0.7nearthe value(l/V2) expected,if the&~
residuedoesnot containthe NWSZ [82].Another strangefeatureof cos4~is its approximatedouble
zero nearu = —0.15, ratherthan a single zero reflecting that in A112 [181].The lack of shrinkagein
aeff(uT~p—*pur~)is a further indication,if onewere needed,that ~ exchangeis not simple—it could be

~
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Fig. 41.3. TheI = exchangecomponentUrN in backwardirN scatteringat 5.9 GeV/c,andthe correspondingspin-averagedphasedifference
(ReIIIVVO-_elN = ~ cos4’I~)betweenI = and I = exchange[159].The I = intensity, u.. (not shown),is just thebackward aapscattering
differential cross-section.
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Fig. 41.4. Effective trajectoriesfor backwardarN scattering,(a) lrp—Fpar,(b) ~~~p+pir~and (c) 1rp—*nlr°[181].

becausea,,~(Vu) is a dominantly odd function of V~or becausestrongabsorptivecorrectionsare
present.

To makea spin decompositionof A”2 and A312 requires some assumptionsto supplementthe
polarisation information. Severalsuch model-dependentamplitude analyseshave been performed
[120,159, 191, 288]. The mostnaturalassumptionsare madeabout the Reggepolenatureof the A”2
amplitudes(N,, andpossibly N,. exchange)althoughotherchoicesare arguable.No particularlyclear
or compelling picture of the A3’2 amplitudes emerges. Specific cut models [82] do not give a
satisfactorydescription(particularly of P(urp—*pur~)but, unlike forwardscattering,it is difficult to
isolate the systematicsof their failure uniquely. Such Reggepole (and cut) modelsas thereare, all
agreeon one feature:that whereasthe N,, (and N,., if included)extrapolatesatisfactorilyto the pole
position, the extrapolatedwidth of the ~ (1236) is alwaysmuchtoo narrow (evenwhena residuezero
at a = ~is included).

Since the aboveanalyseswere performed,new measurementsof daidu (urp—~nIT°)from 2.6 to
8 GeV/c havebeenperformed[261].The “dip” previously thoughtto be at u —0.2 now appearsto
be at around —0.3 and is very much shallower than previously measured.Over the range 4.3 to
8 GeV/c thereis now significantevidenceof shrinkage(a~ff 0.6) whereaspreviouslytherewas none
[fig. 41.4]. It is claimedthat importantradiativecorrections[237]have,for the first time, beentaken
into account.Since thesecorrectionsaredifferent for different chargedparticles it seemslikely that
isospin analyses(discussedabove) and SU(3) comparisons(below) may have to be critically re-
examined.In this review,we can only take the existingdataatface-value.

Testsof line-reversalsymmetrybetween~p~urIT and ITp—~pur and between~p~uruf4 and
ITp-3pIT have been made with 5GeV/c ~p data by Chabaudet al. [115ff. The first of these
comparisonsseemsto hold only approximatelyfor lul < 1, andis badly violatedat larger u (~pis low).
The pur~comparisonis approximatelyvalid for ui ~ 0.4 but no ~p dataexist in the interestingdip
region. That thereis better agreementfor the mixed isospin channel (pur~)than for the pure “~

exchange”process,is somewhatsurprising.However, one should rememberthat z~exchangedoes
behaveless like a simple Regge-polethan N,, (see above).Smaller angle data for pp_~ITIT [tmin

(5GeV/c)” —0.08] is neededto allow a comparisonwith the dip seenin ur~p—~pur~at u = —0.15.

t Line-reversaltestsaremadeby comparisonof cross-sectionsat fixed t (or u) andfixed s. Correctionsfor theunequalflux-factors(~pand
arp incident)mustalso be made.This prescriptioncorrespondsto equalcorrectedcross-sectionsif dominatedby a single Reggepole —s’ or v’.
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41.3. SU(3) relatedprocesses

The SU(3) relation given by eq. (4C.4) is also valid for backward scattering—it makes no
assumptionsabout the natureof the exchanges.From it, a triangularinequalitybetweenurp —*

Kp—*~~urand Kp—*pK maybe deduced
,L/2 ri ,1/2iua~ -I iucr +_I -i

[~(PIT )] — [j—(~ur )] ~ ~—(pK )j . (41.6)

In Regge language,the first two processesare due to A exchange(plus possible exotics),while
backwardKp elastic scatteringis pure exotic (a K*~_nucleonRegge—Reggecut?). It thus forms a
simple and interestingsystemwithin which to testexchangeideas. At high energies,the RHS should
rapidly tendto zero,and the pur and~ cross-sectionsapproachequality. Recentmeasurements
of the LHS at 3 and 5.1 GeV/c [270] show that the shapesof the p~ and ~ur differential
cross-sectionsare different,but that the inequality (eq. (41.6)) is still satisfiedthanksto the non-zero
“forbidden” peak measuredin Kp—s.pK~at around 3 and 5GeV/c [114]. However, detailed
measurementsat 4.2GeV/c [321]show a different picture. At this energy,dq/du (pK)I~,,~0hasan
upperlimit of 0.25 .tb GeV

2ratherthan the largevalueof —2.5 j.eb GeV2 suggestedby interpolation
of the 3 and5 GeV/cdata.The boundson pur and~ arethereforemuchtighterbut, miraculously,
at this energythe differential cross-sections(and eventhe polarisations)are equalwithin errors (fig.
41.5). We concludethat, although the exotic amplitudehas not yet settled down to its asymptotic
behaviour,SU(3)seems,nonetheless,to be well satisfied.

The supposedsimplicity of N,, exchangemakes it an obvious candidatefor SU(3) applications.
Kayser and Hayot[127]havesuccessfullypredicteddu/du (ur~p-+pIT~)(N,, dominated)from doidu
(K~p—*pK4)(A,, dominated)1.The comparisonof normalisationimplies F/D’—0.8. From an N,,, A

8
pole and weak cut model for ur”p scatteringthey have also successfullypredictedthe differential
cross-sectionsfor KTh—+Au[ and Kn—~°ur (also N,,, A8 dominated).Recently Gula et al. [268]
have used a highly simplified, duality-motivated, Regge pole amplitude (the baryon exchange
equivalentof the modelproposedin appendixA) to relateN,, exchangein or~p—~pir~andKp—~Air°
(F/D = 2). They point out that the constantresidueapproximationof the Venezianoamplitude,in
the high energylimit for u <0, can be readily continuedto u > 0 in such a way as to avoid parity
doublets.

The processwhose amplitude spin structureis best-knownis ur p-* AK°,for which a complete
amplitude analysis[measurementof do’/dt, P andR (or A)] hasbeenperformedat S GeV/c [247].The
flip/non-flip amplituderatio is intimatelyconnectedto the exchangeparity, since[181]

A — P~(Vu)+ F~(—Vu) 41 7

~ S~BVU- P~(Vu)- P~(-Vu) ( .)
where A A + mNB and B are the usual invariant amplitudes, TA.A the usual s-channelhelicity
amplitudes, and F~(Vu)(= —F~(—Vu))are the u-channel regularisedparity-conservinghelicity
amplitudes.For example,in the absenceof physicalparity doublets,

A/BIu_m2 = TRIJRmR (41.8)

for a resonanceof massmR and naturality TR?~R. For urp—* AK°in the range ui ~ 0.4, it is found that

t SU(3) comparisonsbetweenexchangeswith unequaltrajectoriesmustusean SU(3) mass-breakingprescriptionsimilar to that outlined in
section4C (eq. (4C.13)).
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IA/Bi 0.5 and sin4’AB —1 (4AB = arg(A/B)). Schmidand Storrow [136] haveanticipatedsuch a
result,usinga knowledgeof the resonancecouplingsigns,in a Reggepolemodelwith EXD s,,, ~,. and

~ pairs of trajectories.(In fact, many of the amplitude analysisresults [247]can be anticipated
from the knownA polarisation,since,when P = +1, R2 A2 0.) The agreementbetweenthe model
of ref. [136]and the essentialfeaturesof the amplitude analysis,showsthat it is possibleto establish
the same consistencybetween the mass spectrum and the scatteringregion (using the simplest
extrapolationmodels)as was achievedfor mesonexchange.

41.4. Photoproductionand vector-mesonproduction

Forward photoproductionhas its uniqueproblematicfeatures(section4D). In view of the parlous
stateof backwardO1~phenomenology,it thereforecomes as no surpriseto learn that backward
photoproductionhasvery few transparent,well-tested,or well-understoodqualities.Bergerand Fox
[83] havesummarisedsomeexperimentalsystematicsof doidu (

7N—loNur)
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(a) no appreciableshrinkage
(b) s-dependence—.s~
(c) u-dependence—e”
(d) no dip structuresin u.

Reggepole modelswith exactlylinear trajectories(seepoint (2) of §41.1)cannotreproducefeature
(a). Features(c) and (d) reflect directly on the baryoncouplings to yN as comparedto urN. Most
modelsexplain the filling in of the N,, dip in 7N—*Nir as due to relatively strong couplingof the N,.
andN~trajectories.In addition,onecan go someway to reproducinglack of shrinkageby arranging
that I=~ exchange(aN,(0)””—~)dominatesfor small u but I—~ (a~(0)”=0)dominatesfor —u>O.5
[67]. This assignmentis not seriouslycontradictedby the ratio doidu (pur°)/dcr/du(nur’) which is
sensitiveto the u-channelisospindecomposition.One still expectsshrinkageat large ui (~1)but data
are as yet inconclusive.Bergerand Fox [83]recommendaeff studiesof yp—÷A~~ir(pure I~ =~)and
yd—s’pn (pure I~ = ~) for moredirecttestsof shrinkage.

In summary,yN -+ Nur hasall the ambiguitiesandproblemsof urN —* NIT plus extraonesassociated
with having4 complexamplitudesbut, as yet,only onemeasurement(d~/du).The lackof precisedata
over a rangeof energiesalso inhibits anyreally worthwhile testsof exchangemodels.

Recently,dff/du and p,,,,,,. data for ur~n—*p(p°,w,f)have becomeavailable at 4GeV/c [218]and
6 GeV/c [207]. Vector meson dominancerelates an appropriatesum of helicity one p and w
productioncross-sectionsto do’/du (yp—~ nur~).The incoherentsum of p and w are evenflatter in u
than photoproductionalthoughthe VMD comparisonis valid within the limits of the unknownp—w
interferenceterm [204].Thereis no evidenceof dipsat u = —0.2 in anyof thequantitiesPoo, Pu ±Pi_’

or dq/du.
The global featuresof p, o andf productionat backwardanglesappearsimilar.

5. Conclusions

In the early sectionsof the reviewwe emphasisedthe establishedsuccessesof Reggepole theory
and Reggephenomenology.Thesehave led to a situationwhereone canpredict (reliably) the gross
energydependenceand amplitude structureof any two-body reaction. In view of the scant in-
formationavailablefrom other sourceson the underlyingdynamicsof the stronginteraction,this is no
meanachievement.It was also arguedthat the correctionsto the Reggepole formula (absorption,
Reggecuts, etc.) are an intrinsic and significant featureof hadronicamplitudesand deservecareful
study in their own right. Before taking stock of the current state and future prospectsof Regge
phenomenology,we enumeratea few generalpointswhich haveemergedin our survey.

(1) Above laboratory momenta of 4GeV/c or so, every measuredtwo-body reaction has a
cross-sectionwhoseenergydependenceis in agreementwith that expectedin a Reggepolemodel.

(2) Every Reggepole exchange,which is expectedto contributesignificantly in scatteringproces-
ses,can be observedin the data—thereareno anomalous“missing” Reggetrajectories.

(3) Thereis firm evidenceof absorptionor Reggecut correctionsin many amplitudes— particularly
thosehelicity amplitudeswith no net helicity-flip.

(4) The cruder propertiesof thesecorrections(t-dependenceflatter than the correspondingpole
contribution and an approximatelydestructive relative phase) are understoodin terms of the
physically intuitive absorptionmodel or Regge—Pomeroncuts.Thereare manysubtler,but neverthe-
lesswell-established,featuresawaitingaproperunderstanding.
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(5) SU(3)and, to a lesserextent, quark model constraintson Regge residueslead to an accurate
and economicaldescription of the data. Even in the presenceof (absorptive?)corrections,the
physicalamplitudesappearto satisfy SU(3)symmetry.

(6) Exchangedegeneracyprovidesa rough guide to the relative strengthof opposite signature
exchanges.However, unlike SU(3), there are many exampleswhere it is seriously violated and in a
mannerwhich is ill-understood.

(7) WhereasReggepolesprovidea straightforwardconnectionbetweenthe mesonspectrum(t > 0)
andforwardhigh-energyscattering(t <0), the analogousconnectionfor baryonexchangeprocessesis
complicatedandof lessimmediatephenomenologicalvalue.

We now return to the questionraised in the introduction— hasReggephenomenologyfar to go?Are
thereexciting discoveriesstill to be madeby studyinghigh-energytwo-body scatteringamplitudes,or
would effort be betterspentexploringotheravenues?

The groundsfor pessimismare simply stated:therehavebeen no greatbreakthroughsin recent
years,models havebeendiscreditedone by one, the Reggecuts we study are second-ordereffects
and, sincecoupling constantsare large, they will be difficult to calculate in any theory. However,
viewed in the context of a larger project (the attempt to understandthe stronginteractions),Regge
phenomenologystill seemsas likely to open the way to importantnew discoveriesas do otherareasof
study viz. multiparticle final states,large PT phenomena,diffractive processesand resonancespec-
troscopy.The last two, in common with Regge phenomenology,involve simple, well-defined final
statesallowing measurementof amplitudesrather thancross-sections.Theoreticalideascan therefore
be stringently tested.Amongst the bestthree areaswhere amplitudescan be measured,two-body
Reggephenomenologyis distinguishedby the richnessand variety of its data. Becauseof this, Regge
phenomenologyhasreachedthe healthysituationwheresufficient experimentalsystematicshavebeen
establishedthat (a) one can rigorously discriminatebetweencurrent theoreticalmodelsand (b) the
buildingmaterialsfor new onesarein reasonablesupply. (Comparethis on the onehand, with atomic
physicswherethe basictheoreticalmodel is far in advanceof the experimentalapplicationsand, on
the other,with largePT physicswheremodelsaboundbut data,thoughplentiful, cannotdiscriminate.)

Theoreticalprogress,in the nearfuture, is expectedto evolve in two main directions.Firstly, within
the frameworkof the Reggeoncalculus,onemight anticipateprogressin understandingthe shrinkage
and factorisationpropertiesof Reggecuts. This should go hand-in-handwith the measurementof
familiar two-bodyprocessesat very high energies(PLAn ~ 100GeV/c) and large momentum-transfers
(iti> 1 GeV2).The secondareaof theoreticalresearchinvolves various “dual unitarisation”schemes.
Here, the proposalis to classify hadronicamplitudesaccordingto their dualtopology,obtainsolutions
of the unitarity equationfor each topologyandthencalculatethephysical amplitudeas a perturbation
expansionin increasing topological complexity. This may well have practical repercussionsfor
exchangedegeneracyviolation, exotic exchangeand the relation betweendiffractive and non-
diffractive scattering[257].

On theexperimentalfront, muchmoreinformationis expectedto be availableon the productionof
unnaturalparity states(A

1, H, D, E, etc.),and of high spin resonances(J ~ 2). Polarisationmeasure-
ments of increasingsophisticationare being attempted.For example,“complete measurements”of
the spin structureof hyperchargeexchangereactionsandof proton—protonscatteringwill shortly be
available.Understandingthe natureof the correctionsto Reggepoleswill requiretwo complementary
types of experimentalstudy. Firstly, information on the t-dependenceand phaseof eachamplitude
can only comefrom thesedetailedpolarisationstudies(which are limited to conventionalenergies).
This reflectson the detailedstructureof the associatedj-planediscontinuity. Secondly,to illuminate
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the precisenatureof the branchpoint singularity,one requiresadditional two-bodydataat very high
energies.

The recentdiscoveriesof new high massmesonsJI~[1901and associatedcharmedmesons[315]

have,so far, had little impacton the basicproblemsof Reggepoledynamics.This is mainly because
their small couplingsto “conventional”hadrons,and high masses,inhibit participationin the normal
hadronicworld of large cross-sectionsandwhosedynamicsare characterisedby massesof 1 GeV or
less. Of course,the extraquantumnumbermay give someinsight into the natureof SU(3) breaking
andrelatedphenomena.

The role of Reggephenomenologyis not so muchto obtainandtesta completetheoryof hadronic
scatteringas to reducethedatato a coherentform suitablefor motivatingor suggestingsucha theory.
To this extent, it hasserved,andshould continueto serve,avery usefulfunction.
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Appendix A. ReggeisedBorn termmodel

In this appendixwe presenta simple Reggepole modelwhich explicitly satisfiesthetheoreticaland
phenomenologicalconstraintsdiscussedin §2.2. Becauseof theseconstraints,the relevant Regge
residues (coupling constants)can be estimatedtheoretically, so giving the model considerable
predictivepower.

AA.1. Amplitudestructure

We usethe s-channelhelicity amplitudesof section2, but rewrite the helicity subscriptsin a form
suggestiveof factorisation.In terms of these,the differentialcross-sectionfor ab—* cd is,

do~ 389.3 ~ AA 2 —2

dt (25a+ l)(25b±1)64urm~p~.~TA~:(s,t) ~sbGeV . (AA.1)
If ab—*cd is mediatedby the exchangeof Reggeone, the amplitude is factorised(seefig. AA.1) into

the form

T~j~~(s,t) = — V~5’(ca). R[s, a~(t)]. V~dAb(db). (AA.2)

Eachvertex factor V is written as theproductof a helicity coupling/3 anda kinematical“half-angle”
factor:

V~cA~(ca)= /3~)cAo(ca) . (_th/4M2)kc_AaiIa (AA.3)

Here, t’ is t — tmjfl and M, the nucleonmass,is introduced for dimensionalreasons.The factorised
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C C

Fig. AA.1. Kinematicsandfactorisationconventionfor theBorn term model of appendixA.

Regge residue/3~’~(Ca) iS taken to be a constantand is thereforeproportional to the coupling
constant(g~~/4~)U2which would arise in aonemesonexchangeBorn termcalculation[13].

The crucialextrapolationfrom t = m,,~to t <0 employsanansatzsuggestedby the highenergylimit
of a Venezianoamplitude.Thus,we write the Reggeisedpropagatorfor e as

R[s, ae(t)] = ~[1+ (~)Se exp{—iura~(t)}]I’[/~— a,,(t)](a1)’~(aPs)ae(~) (AA.4)

where le is the spin of the loweststateoccuringon the EXD trajectoryand a’ = 0.9GeV2. Note that
since

ae(t)— = a’(t — m~), (AA.5)

R[s, a,(t)] reduces,in theneighbourhoodof t = m~,to
R[s, a~ 5e] ss~/(m~— t), (AA.6)

the meson-exchangeBorn term result.Using eqs.(AA.2), (AA.3) and(AA.6), the identificationof the
residues(/3) andcoupling constantscanbe made.

Parity conservationat eachvertex(eq. (2.2))implies
AA s—s+A—A —A—A

Ve (ca) Teflcfla( — ) a c aVe c

(AA.7)
e sd—sb—Ad±Ab e

VAdAS(db) = Te?ldflb( —) V...Ad...Ab(db),

where r~(=n~(_)s~)is the naturality of e, and 77, is the intrinsic parity of particle i. “Upper” and
“lower” verticesarerelatedby

Ve5’’~(ca)= ( )Sa_Aa±Sc_A~ V~,~,(ca). (AA.8)

AA.2. Evaluationof couplings

Table AA.1 exhibits the typesof processwhich we shall consider.Alongsideeachtype are listed
the prototypecouplingsfrom which eachparticularreactionmaybe calculated.Table AA.2 lists the
relevant Reggetrajectory parameters.Having identified the prototype couplingsfrom the reaction
directory (table AA.1), their numericalvalues are obtainedfrom tableAA.3. Overall “best fit” values
of thesehavebeenobtainedby studyingthe model’s predictionsfor many well-measuredprocesses.
Also listed in table AA.3 are theoreticalestimatesobtainedfrom resonancedecay widths, vector
dominanceetc. (the preciseorigin of eachis indicated). In most cases,the phenomenologicaland
theoreticalvaluesarefound to be compatibleand the theoreticalvalueis thereforeadopted.
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We assume(~2.2)
(1) exchangedegeneracyof trajectoriesandcouplings,
(2) SU(3) symmetryof couplings,
(3) SU(3)massbreakingis manifestedonly in thetrajectoryfunctionswhich appearin R[s, a~(t)]e.g.

a,r(t)—aK(t)”0.2 (seetable AA.2).
With theseassumptions,oneneedconsideronly p, ur andA1 as representativeof theleadingSU(3)

octetexchanges.
To facilitate the evaluationof the specific couplingsin eachprocess,we give (in tablesAA.4(p),

AA.5(ur) and AA.6(A1)) mostof the useful SU(3), SU(2)andEXD-relatedcouplings.

Table AA.1 Table AA.2
The processesdescribedby themodel arelisted togetherwith The Reggeexchangesand trajectoryinterceptsa0.
the prototypecouplingsrequired.The latter are chosento be Scis thespinof thecorrespondingmesonexchange
thosemost convenientlyand reliably estimatedtheoretically and l~the minimum valueachievedby a, on the
(table AA.3). The specific couplings are then obtainedfrom exchange degeneratetrajectory. The trajectory

theseusing SU(3) symmetry(tablesAA.4—6). slopeis taken asa’ = 0.9.

Process Prototypecouplings: e(ca)ore(db) e s, I, a0
ab—*cd Natural parity Unnaturalparity p w(K*) I 05 035

A2,f(K~~) 2
0000 p(lTlr) — _______________________________________

~ p(NN) ir(NN) ir(K) 0 , 2 , 2

B(KB) 0 — a m,,(— a mK)
O-+0~ p(irir),p(NN) — _____________________________________

0-+O, p(arir),p(~N) — AI(KA) 1 0 —025

Z(K5) 2
~ 1 ir(ps~),ir(NN)

p(war), p(NN) J~A1(pir), A1(NN)

~ } p(ceeir).p(AN) ar(plr). ir(~N)

‘~-~ p(NN),p(~N) IT(NN), ir(~N)
~ p(~N) ir(~N)

—e ~ w(Bir), p(NN) —t

0~—e~ w(B~r),p(~N)

* a and c may alsobe ~

Couplingpossiblebut neglected.

AA.3. Limits of application

Aside from the caseof ur and relatedexchanges,we neglectabsorptiveeffects. This is partly
becausewe are primarily interested in a Born term model and partly becausethere exists no
comparablysimple (far lessreliable)meansof calculatingabsorptivecorrectionsin general(section3).
In the caseof ur exchangetheseremarks do not apply. Firstly, one cannot reasonablyneglect
absorptionin thoseur exchangeamplitudeswhich vanishat t = 0 for a pure pole,but for which data
show a forward spike (e.g. np—~pnor w-+ur~n). Secondly, there does exist a parameter-free
prescriptionwhich describesur exchangeabsorptionin a successful,if ill-understood,manner.We
implementthis prescription,knownas the Williams model (see§4D.l) as follows
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Williams model
EachReggepoleamplitude can bewritten (seeeq. (AA.3)) as

T.~’~’= ~ . ~ . R[s, a(t)], (AA.9)

where n, x are definedin eq. (2.5). In the caseof ur exchange,the Williams prescription[79] is to
evaluatethe amplitude (apart from the essentialangularmomentumconservationfactor (—t’)~’2and
the polepropagator)at t = mt,. Thus,the correctedur exchangeamplitudebecomes~

T~:(abs.)= —(—t’/4M2~’2(—m~/4M2Y’2. ~ R[s, a(t)]. (AA.l0)

Table AA.3
The basic coupling strengths~. The “overall best-fit” values and theoreticallyestimatedvaluesare compared.The former
wereestimatedby ensuringthat overall helicity-flip dominatedprocessesarewell reproduced.In caseswhere the ratio of
helicity couplingsis not well determinedby data,thetheoreticalvalueis used.Othercouplingsarerelatedto thoseby exact

EXD, SU(3) and isospin.The relevantSU(3) tablesarecatalogued.

Phenom. Theoretical SU(3)
Exchange Coupling value estimate Origin of theoreticalestimate Table

~,(1r°7r) 8.0 8.3 F,.,,,,= 143 MeV AA.4a

13.0 16.6 Gell-Mann,Sharp,Wagnermodel
for F~..,

3,,[5] 4b

f3ç12 i2(np) 2.3 5.9 VMD of nucleonform-factors[76] 4c
1/2—I/2 18.4 27.7

P 13cl2-I12(~P) 12.5 10—13 VMD of transitionform-factor[322] 4d
3/2 /2

1/2 1/2 0 0 Quarkmodel [39]
3/2-1/2 0 0

3.0 6.1 F5.,,,,,= (35 MeV. 4e
(w) A5= + I 2.2t 2.2t IF0i

2 = 0.10 [203]

4.40 4.40 F,,,,,,,= 143 MeV Sa
A, = + I 3.4Sf 3.451 Crossingmatrix evaluatedat I = ~2 [79]

13~
2_12(np) 35.7 35.7 g~,~/4ir= 14.4 Sb

lv 0 0 CP invariance

$I/2 I/2(~P) —5.3 —6.46 ~ = 115 MeV Sc
1/2—1/2 —4.271 —4.271 Crossingmatrix evaluatedat t =

3/2—1/2 — 5.911 — 5.911
3/2—1/2 5.1 It 5.1 It

13~°(p°ir) 6.76k 6.76 ~ = 140 MeV, I-broken 6a
A = 1 0.74t 0.741 SU(6),, [272]

A1
P~ ,2(np) 5.0~ 6.2 Axial VMD of weakform factor [272] 6b

1/2—1/2 0 0 CP invariance

t The ratio of this coupling to the first entryis presented.
* Only theproductof thesecouplingsis phenomenologicallytestable.

~We neglect~ everywhereexceptin (_t)t/2.
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Table AA.4

The SU(3), SU(2) Clebschesfor couplingsof the vectorand tensorexchanges.

T KK ~~lI

/3,(ca)113,(ir°iri a)

_ K*K ~2 wK0 pK

I3~(ca)f/3,~-~(wiT) b)

~db
e pp An

p° ~(F/D+l)

A~ ~(F/D+l) .

(a) ~-~(3F/D-l) .

~(3F/D-I) .

F/D-I -~(3F/D+l)

F/D—l —~(3F/D+l)

(I + F/D)f3~,~(db)/j3~,
3,(np):(F/D)~~= —3

(ED), = 0.4 c)
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Table AA.4 (Continued)

~p ~‘(l385)p

P/I

A~

d)

~5 ~ ~K’ K~ BK

_~

V2

e)

Table AA.5

SU(3), SU(2) Clebschesfor couplingsof the pseudoscalarand axial vector(JPC = l~)exchanges.
Isospinzero exchangeshave been ignored.

B wlvII K* K wK1

$~~(ca)/~~’°(p°lv) a)
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Table AA.5 (Cantinued)

pp ~p An

IT
11 ~-

2(FID+t) . ITII

B° ~5(F/D+l) . . B
1

tK° . F/D— 1 —(3F/D+I)/V6 .

17D— I —(3F/D+ l)/V6 . tiv~

(I + flD)/3~(db)/)3~(np):FID = b) p~.I
1~(db)I$~,,I/~(~’p) c)

+ Seenote on K exchangein §AA.3.

Table AA.6

SU(3). SU(2) Clebschesfor couplingsof theaxial vector(f” = l~) and tensor(2 ) exchanges.

= ~.I(ca)/~ °(p°IT) ~ ,)db)/~i)flp) (db)/~(np)

(i.e. use tableAA.5a (i.e. use tableAA.Sh

with IT-(AI, B-eZ) a) with IT-*AI.B--~Z)

F/D=~ b)

For ur + B (or simply B) exchangewe also useeq. (AA.10) where R is, of course,the correctly
signaturedpropagator.Note that in this model the energydependenceof pole andcut is the same.

SU(3) massbreaking
Since SU(3) is not a good symmetry for masseswe must have a separateprescriptionfor K

exchangeabsorption.The replacement

(_t)xl
2~(_~m,~Y~2 (AA.l 1)

(ratherthan(—m~)92)turns out to be phenomenologicallyreasonable.
The only other situationwhere mass-breakingis explicitly taken into account,is in relating the

K(NY) (Y = A or ~) and ur(NN) couplings.Although the flip couplingsmay be relatedby unbroken
SU(3) (seetable AA.5), an s-channelnon-flip KNY couplingarises throughmass-breakingin the s—t
crossingmatrix. Thus

f3~±(YN)— m~— mN A 2
f3~_(YN) 2mN ( A.l )
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Line-reversalsymmetrybreaking
Since vectorand tensorexchangesare takento be EXD, the modelcannotattemptto describethe

line-reversalinequalitiesas observed,for example,in urN—~ KY/KN —* urY and in KN CEX. It does,
however,give a reasonableaccountof that observedin np and ~p CEX by virtue of the ur cut
interferingwith p Reggepoleexchange.

Polarisation observables
It is obviousthat polarisationobservableswhich are sensitiveto the imaginaryparts of density

matrix elementsare, in general, incorrectly given by the model which predictsequal phasesfor
helicity amplitudeswhen a single (or a single EXD pair of) Reggepoles is exchanged.For example,
P(urp—*ur°n)is identically zero. In caseswhere there is more than one Regge contribution,
polarisationcan occur in the first order estimate.For example, in urp—~p°n,the model predicts
non-zero polarisationin both naturaland unnaturalparity exchangecomponents.Suitable formulae
for calculatingsuchpolarisationcontributionscan be found in §AB.4.

AA.4. Someexamples

We give someexamplesof varying complexity,both to illustrate the calculationalprocedureand to
demonstratethe typical accuracyto be expectedof the model. Two of the examplesaredescribedin
detail.

A. irp—*ur°n

1) Fromtable AA.l, the prototypecouplingsare p(urur) andp(NN).
2) FromtableAA.4a, p exchangeis the only I = I exchangeallowed.The trajectoryparametersare

listed in table AA.2. Eq. (AA.4) thengives the requiredpropagatorR.

3) The mesonvertex is given by tableAA.3 directly, V0(ur°uri= f3~(ur°uri= 8.0.
4) The two baryoncouplingsarealsofound in table AA.3,

V~±(np)= 2.3, V~_(np)= 18.4\/—tf2M

5) The helicity amplitudesarethereforeT~ = V~RV~±.
6) Equation(AA. 1) nowgives thedifferentialcrosssection.Notethatparityimplies I T...,.~= I T±±I.The

resultingcross-sectionis comparedto datain fig. AA.2. FigureAA.3 containsan analogouscomparison
for the SU(3)-relatedprocessesKp—*(77, 77’)A (section4B).

B. K+p_*K*°A~
1) The prototypecouplingsrequired(see table AA.1) are p(wur), p(AN) (natural parity exchange)

and ir(pur), ur(AN) (unnatural).
2) The exchangesoccur in EXD pairs (see tablesAA.4b, 5a) so that one can form R(IT + B) and

R(p+ A2) at once.
3) V~:~(K*÷K~)and V~1,(K*/K+) are calculatedfrom table AA.3 using tables AA.5a and 4b

respectively.Isospinthengives the vertices V(K*°K+).
4) The baryoncouplingsarederivedfrom tablesAA.3, Sc and4d.
5) In calculatingTA~N°as the sum over exchangecontributions (ur + B and p + A2), one usesthe

vertex parity relationsof eq. (AA.7). For the ur + B amplitudesthe absorptionprescriptionof eq.
(AA.10) is now applied.
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Fig. AA.2. Comparisonof model and data [48]for IT p—eiT°nat Fig. AA.3. Comparisonof model and data[246]for Kp—e~jAand
6GeV/c. Kp-s~’Aat 4.2GeV/c.

6) The cross-sectionands-channeldensitymatrix elementsmaybe calculatedusing
mm’d~T ~

~‘ dt AaAb T~0T,~*. (AA.13)

Figure AA.4 containsa comparisonof data and predictionsfor the quantitiesp~da-/dt, (Pu ±p’i)~

dq/dt.The analogousquantitiesfor urp —~p°nat 17.2GeV/c (an absoluteprediction) areshownin fig.
AA.5.

K’p— K°~

50

~ 20

~ 5. 4

I P+I

I I I

0 01 02 03
-t’ [GeV2 I

Fig. AA.4. Model predictionsfor 1P
01= [p~ do/dt]°

2,P~I= [(P i ±pi_i) do/dt]°2in K*p_eK*o~comparedwith dataat 13 GeV/c [311].
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Fig. AA.5. Model predictionsfor P
0~,IP+I (seecaptionto fig. AA.4) in Irp—*p°ncomparedto data at 17.2GeV/c[225,169].

In arriving at the bestoverall couplingvalueslisted in table AA.3, most reliancehasbeenplacedin
describingwell-measuredprocessesand,in particular,thoseamplitudesthoughtto be leastaffectedby
absorption.Thus,it is often the casethat the modeloverestimatesprocessesdominatedby net helicity
flip zero e.g. ur’p—*K~~~.When necessary,the averageof line-reversalrelatedprocesseshas been
used to helpestablishcouplingstrengths(e.g. K~p—*K°A~andKn—*K°i~).

Differential cross-sectionsareaccurate,typically, to within afactor of two. Consideringthe lack of
parameters,simplicity of calculation, large range of processesand large kinematic region (PLAn>

4 GeV/c, ti < 1 GeV
2) involved, it representsan astonishinglygood summaryof the high energydata.

It is intendedthat these,simply calculated,modelamplitudesprovidea useful standardwith which to
comparedata and facilitate discussionsof featuressuch as EXD or SU(3) breaking andabsorptive
corrections.

Appendix B. Interference techniquesfor amplitude extraction

In this appendix we give some examplesof relatively direct methods for obtaining amplitude
information from experimentalobservables.Eachapplication,the resultsof which are discussedin
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thetext, is intendedto single out a specificfeatureof the exchangemechanism.This is achievedusing
relationshipsof the generalform,

Re
Observable= or ~[(knownamplitude). (interestingamplitude)*]. (AB.l)

ImJ

Of course,the usefulnessof the resulting informationdepends(1) on how well knownis the “known
amplitude” and(2) on the validity of neglectingfurtheramplitudes(wherethis is necessary).

AB.1. Elastic cross-oversand ImN~

In the notationof section3, the crossingodd (even)helicity flip andnon-flip amplitudesfor elastic
scatteringXp andXp are F

t5 (p(±))andN~(Nm) respectively,where

(Xp) = iFt~~+ Ft_)12+ iN~+ N~I2

(AB .2)

(Xp) = iFt~— F4512+ iNt~— N~i2.

Useful combinationsof theseare

~ (Xp) + ~ (Xp)] = iF~I2+ iF~i2+ iN~i2+ iN~!2

(AB.3)

~ [~ (Xp) — ~ (Xp)] = 2 Re[F~F~*+ N~N~*].

Davier and Harari [85] demonstratedthat if (1) N4~1is dominatedby a pure imaginary Pomeron
(N~= iiPI), (2) iNt~I2dominates~, and(3) iN~i~‘ IF~iiF(_)/Nt_)ithen

2~P~ImNt_), (AB.4)
i.e.

ImN~ ~/(2~~2). (AB.5)

Typical resultsare shownin fig. 3.1. Carnegieet al. [256]have shownhow one may improve on
theseapproximationsgiven a rough knowledge of someof the smalleramplitudes.In any case,the
resultsarein broad agreementwith thoseobtainedby model-independentamplitudeanalysis[93, 128].

AB.2. Elasticpolarisationand ReF~

The elasticpolarisationcanbe written, in the notationof §AB.1,

P ~ (Xp) = —2 Im[(N~+ N~)(F~’~+ F~)*]

do- (AB.6)
P-~j- (Xp) = —2 Im[(N~~~— N~)(Ft~~— F(—))*].
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Justas in §AB.1, we form the combinations

—2 Im[N~F~*+ N~F~*]
(AB.7)

—2 Im[N~)F~* + N~F~)*],

andmakethe sameapproximations((1)—(3)). Then

—2JP~Re ~ —2 Im[N()F~*],

—2~P~Re F
t4. (AB.9)

Thus,

Re F~= _~p/(2~h/2). (AB.I0)

In the caseof ur~pscattering,onecan, in addition,calculateRe F1~2(from eq. (AB.8)) using the
measuredvalue of P(dcr/dt) (urp—~ur°n)(~_4ImN~F~*).The use of such techniqueshas been
discussedby Phillips [100]andexamplesaregiven in section4A. The interestingstructurein the real
partsoccursnear—t = 0.5 otherthan—t = 0.2 as in §AB.1. In the largert-rangethe assumptions(1) to
(3) are morequestionable.

AB.3. Spin andphasecoherencein vectormesonproduction

It is convenientto define naturality-conservinghelicity amplitudes~ for the process01~—*i1~
in termsof the helicity amplitudesTMA~A of section 1, by

P~’A~TOA.A, P~A~~(TlA.A ±T_IA’A). (AB.ll)

In termsof these,thedifferentialcross-sectionand measurablevectormesondensitymatrix elements
aregiven by

o~do-/dt=
p~o= iP.~+I2+ iP~i2

(Pi i ±Pi u)o~= IP.~±I2+ iP.~_I2

V2 Re Pioo- = Re[P.2+P~+ P~_P~]. (AB.12)

(Only 3 of the 4 quantitieso~,O~i,O~±are independent.)Note that the natural (P5) and unnatural

(P°, P) parity amplitudes add incoherently, and that the only measurableinterferenceterm is
P++P+*±+ P.,._P = ~O.VOOO.... e”~°~. (AB.13)

The product

~_ cos4~...= \/2 Re(p
10o-)/[o-0o-_]”

2 (AB.14)

is measurablein unpolarised (nucleon) experimentsand has some useful properties(0 ~ ~. ~ 1,
—1 ~ cos4u~.~ 1):

(1) ~_ = 1 (i.e. P° andP are “spin-coherent”)if and only if PA°’AIP~Ais independentof A’, A. A
trivial way of satisfyingthis is if only onenucleonhelicity configuration(+ + or + —) is involved.Such
a situationwould hold in urp—~p°nif ur exchange(which couplesonly to + —) dominatedP° andP

(seesection4D).
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(2) ~ icos 421 = I (i.e. P°andP are spin and phasecoherent)if andonly if the ratio P.2’A/P~Ais
real and independentof A’, A. As discussedin section 4D, IT exchangeand its associatedcuts in
ITp—*p°nappearsto satisfythit~.In general,whenonenucleonhelicity vertexdominates(+ + or + —),

~ cos42~—measuresdirectly the relativephasebetweenP°and P. To be sure that one helicity
dominates,nucleonpolarisationstudies(~AB.4)are necessary.

AB.4. Polarisation in vectormesonproduction

In terms of the amplitudesfor 0~—*~ defined in §AB.3, the transverselypolarised target
asymmetryT and transverserecoil polarisationP are given by

Ta = T0cr0+ To~+T~o-~
- T0o0= —2Im[P.2+P~] (AB.15)

T.~u+= —2 Im[P~’~P~]

and

Po-P0u0PuP÷o-.,. (AB 16)
P0 = — T0, P±= ±T±.

T0 and T... areall separatelymeasurable,either in a transverselypolarisedtargetexperiment(e.g. as
in .ir’p—sap°n[166,299]) or in an unpolarisedexperimentlike Kp—*pA where the A and p decay
correlationsgive polarisationinformation[105,121].

If the targetis longitudinallypolarisedthenone mayalso measure

I~0cr 2 Im[Pii~P~+ P~i_P1~] - B 7
2 Im[P~P~+ P~Pi~], (A .1)

i.e. the phasebetweennatural(+) and unnatural(o,—) parity exchangebecomesmeasurable.
In the caseof urp—*p°n(~4D.1)T0 measuresthe interferencebetweenA1-like exchangesin P2+

and the well-establishedur-exchangeamplitude P.2_. Assuming P.2i
2~P.2±12(for t� 0), one can

estimate

IA
1/uri iP.2+IP.2_I~~iT0i. (AB.18)

Other examplesarediscussedin sections4D,E.

AB.5. p-at interferenceand relatedphenomena

~Ms~meuit~ of the reaction pairs (K~n~4K*°p,Kp.*K*°n), (yp—s.ur~n,yn—s.-rr°p),(urn-4
IT ur p, ur p—* ur ur n) and(ur n —~~ ur ur p, ur p—~ ur ‘zr ur n) yield informationon therelativephase
of the p and at CEX production amplitudes A(p) and A(w) (see section4D). The amplitude relations
are

K+n_*K:°p x A(p)+A(w) (AB.19)
K p-~’K n A(p)—A(w),

yp-~ur~n ~ A(p)—A(w)/r AB 20
n-4urp ~ A(p)+A(at)Ir, ( . )
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ur~n—~ur
5irp lx A(p)—�B(m~)A(w) (AB 21)

urp—~ur~urn or A(p)+eB(m~,,)A(at),(m
2IT—m~±I’~) .

ur
5n-~ ~ ce i�A(p)— A(at) (AB.22)

ITp -* IT~urIT°n ~ i�A(p)+ A(at), (m
3,~-= m,,,)

where r= 3 (quark model), B(m~)is proportional to the p decay Breit—Wigner amplitude,and E

(=0.035) is a small p—at mixing parameterrelated to the at—*2ir branchingratio [222, 318]. The
productionphaseinformation is containedin the interferenceterms

I” P+~±(p)P±
M+(at)*+ P.~_(p)P.~’_(at)*

~ exp(i42~)[o~(p)o~(at)]h/2, (AB.23)

wherec.,, so defined, is the spin-coherencebetweenp and at production in mesonhelicity state iL.

and42~is the spin-averagedrelativeproductionphase[cf. eq. (AB.13)]. For example,measurementof
o~(K*°p)— o~(K*°n)[seeeq. (AB.l9)] yields Re I” (assumingSU(3)symmetryat the mesonvertex),
and hence e~,,cos42~.o-~(ur~n)—o~(urp)[see eq. (AB.20)] also measures ,,cos42~(assuming
VMD). o~(ur~urp)— o~(ur~urTh)measuresRe [B(m2)I”] andso,in principle,by varying m2, yields ~,

and 42~separately.In practice, ~ is not well constrained[229]. Since � -= real, o(ur~urur°p)—

o-(ur~urIT°n)(seeeq. (AB.22)) yields ~, sin42~,.All four typesof measurementyield informationon
the same pairs of production amplitudes,and all have proved invaluable in constrainingvector
productionmodels.In particular,the first convincingevidencefor B exchangecamefrom measure-
ments of 42~in ur’ir production, i.e. in its interference with the relatively well-understood
ur-exchange.Sections4D and4E containmany examples.

AB.6. Absorptionstrengthas a functionof mass

The existenceof (absorptive)cuts in non-flip evasive(n = 0, x� 0) ur exchangeamplitudesis
well-known [sections 3, 4D]. Since there is little evidence of cuts in n = 1, x = 0 or exchange
amplitudes,at small —t, one might hope to learn about the cuts by interfering thesen = 0 and I
amplitudes. In §AB.3 it is shown how ~. cos42~(a RePio) in urp—~p°nmeasuresthe relative
pole/cutphase.In termsof the Williams model oneexpectsnear t = 0 (section4D)

~

p.~_ or [—2t/(t— 2) + C(m2)]/m (AB.24)

or [C(m2)]/m

whereC(m2) 1 for m = mi,.

Thus
ReProdo-/dt \/t[~.i2 + t + (C — l)(js2 — t)] (AB.25)

so that the value of C(m2),the effectivecut, maybe phenomenologicallyevaluatedfrom the position
in —t atwhich thedatafor RePio (or cos42~,_)hasa single zero.This techniquemayalsobe usedin IT~

electroproductionwheremeasurementof RePio do-/dt, as a function of q2,allows an estimateof C(q2)
[section4F].

Near t = 0, one mayalso usethe approximation
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____ —2t AB26
~_o-±+o-_t~0C(m2)(~2_t)+2t ( . )

to calculateC(m2)from the small t data.This is particularlyusefulin comparisonsof photoproduction
andvector—mesonproduction[section4F].

Onemay alsotest the Williams modelprediction(or indeedthatof any simple absorptionmodel),
that C = 1 is independentof spin as well as mass(e.g. for urp-+f°nas well as ur p—~p°n).In this case,
wherethe IT exchangecouplesto differentspins,it is convenientto uset-channelquantisationfor the
mesonhelicity. In the caseof generalspin L(P —~L), andapproximatingthe crossing-matrixfor t 0,
eqs.(AB.24) become

L°±~2 or ______

L~I~’~ or C(L,m2)\/~L(L+ 1)/rn. (AB.27)

(Note that the or pole doesnot couple to the t-channelunnaturalparity helicity 1 amplitude.)If the
~ canbe isolated(section4F), the L and m2 dependenceof C(L, rn2), so defined,canbe studied
[169].If, on the otherhand,C is assumedto be independentof L, it can be more directly obtained
from the ratio (Y~)/(Y~)of the t-channeluroT angulardistribution momentsusing eqs. (AB.27) [174].
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